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Abstract 

 Within dental education, there is a distinct need for hands-on pre-clinical training 

before a patient’s treatment is carried out for the first time. A combination of extracted 

teeth and artificial teeth (typodonts) are widely used. However, the availability of 

extracted teeth is low, and there is a dissatisfaction amongst undergraduate dental students 

that these artificial teeth do not look and feel like extracted teeth.  

This project aimed to produce an artificial tooth that looks and feels like an 

extracted tooth, utilising images collected from X-ray microtomography (XMT) and 

manufacturing techniques of three-dimensional (3D) printing. As well as to establish 

differences between extracted and artificial teeth from a haptic point of view. 

Extracted human teeth were imaged using high-contrast XMT. A method was 

developed to convert reconstructed XMT images into a 3D printing file format (STL). A 

technique was also developed to measure the forces imposed on the tooth from a dental 

handpiece, with forces being measured during the cutting process.  

Models were 3D printed to high accuracy from the original reconstructed XMT 

images. From the simulated ‘haptic’ feedback experiment, it was shown that 

commercially available artificial teeth required more force to cut compared to extracted 

teeth. The composites that were designed and printed closely resembled this force needed 

to cut, compared to artificial teeth. These teeth were provided to qualified dentists and 

undergraduate dental students. Feedback from them showed a promising basis for future 

development. 

To conclude, this project has investigated the consensus that dental students are 

unhappy with current commercially available teeth and has developed a force measuring 

technique to quantify this difficulty in cutting. Through material development, materials 
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that required a similar cutting force were produced. This project provides the basis for 

future development in producing more accurate dental simulants for teaching and 

training.  
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Chapter 1  

Introduction and Background 

1.1 Background 

There is a distinct need for hands-on pre-clinical training in dental education 

before a patient’s treatment is carried out for the first time (Qualtrough et al., 1999). Over 

the years, multiple techniques have been used to help teach students the anatomy of the 

oral cavity as well as procedures to combat common oral diseases. Traditionally, anatomy 

and procedures are taught using a mixture of extracted and artificial teeth; however, 

despite this dual approach, extracted teeth are seen as the ‘gold standard’ when creating 

a simulated environment for students to learn (Dummer, 1991).   

Extracted teeth, for many years, were exclusively used within undergraduate 

teaching, however, as oral health has improved in recent years, the number of extractions 

has decreased, meaning the availability of extracted teeth has been limited. Other 

disadvantages include the possibility of cross-infection, being potentially infectious to 

students and the anatomical variability of extracted teeth meaning valid assessment for 

students is not uniform (Tchorz et al., 2015). 

Artificial teeth (typodonts) are commonly used as a teaching and simulation aid 

for standard procedures; these teeth are typically made from opaque or transparent resins. 

They have distinguishable enamel, dentine, pulp and root canals through the use of 

different materials or colours (Nassri et al., 2008). The advantages of these artificial teeth 

are: they do not have the risk of infection, are available in large quantities, allow for 

validated assessment through uniformity and can be modified to offer anatomical 
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challenges (Al-Sudani & Basudan, 2016; Bitter et al., 2016). More recently, these 

typodonts have been three-dimensionally (3D) printed for simulation-based medical 

education (SBME) offering new advantages over the traditional manufacturing 

techniques (San Diego et al., 2013; O'Brien et al., 2016; Höhne et al., 2020). 

Despite these advantages, studies have shown that students perceive these 

typodonts as ‘unsatisfactory’, due to their physical characteristics, making them difficult 

to practise on when compared to natural tissue. Although students’ perceptions of 

artificial teeth are negative, students have been noted to recognise the advantage of using 

typodonts over extracted teeth. They, therefore, have suggested improving current 

commercial products, by changing the mechanical properties such as hardness, to reflect 

that of natural tissues (Abu Eid et al., 2013; Al-Sudani & Basudan, 2016). 

1.2 Aims and Objectives 

This study aims to produce an artificial tooth through 3D printing that looks and 

‘feels’ like natural tissue to recreate a realistic simulation for undergraduate dental 

students to learn and practise clinical treatments.  

− Measure the mechanical properties of both extracted and commercial artificial 

teeth, to establish a method in which the tactile feedback can be measured when 

cutting the teeth.  

− Using X-ray microtomography (XMT) techniques to collect high-resolution 

datasets of natural teeth, to develop a method to convert these datasets into 

modifiable virtual 3D models.  

− Investigate current 3D printing technologies and evaluate these methods to find a 

suitable workflow in printing XMT datasets. 
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− Develop materials that can mimic the mechanical or tactile response of natural 

teeth when cutting, ensuring the materials are suitable for 3D printing.  

− Evaluate students’ perceptions of the developed 3D printed teeth and their 

suitability for pre-clinical teaching and training.  

1.3 Rationale and Clinical Significance 

With the lack of uniform assessment seen with extracted teeth, artificial teeth offer 

valid assessments; however, as established, students do not favour current commercial 

typodonts. Therefore, this study hypothesises that the 3D printed teeth will have improved 

mechanical properties compared with existing commercial artificial teeth. With the more 

realistic ‘feel’ to the 3D printed teeth, the assumption is that students would favour the 

developed 3D printed typodonts over commercial alternatives, allowing students to repeat 

procedures within a safe, realistic simulated environment.  

1.4 Thesis Structure 

The thesis is divided into nine chapters, with each chapter formatted to the 

specification as outlined by the Research Degrees Office at Queen Mary University of 

London (QMUL). Data that has been published previously or in publication is noted at 

the beginning of each chapter. Any data or figures that have been reproduced from other 

sources has been highlighted and permission obtained.  

 Chapter 1 provides a brief background and introduction to the study, complete with 

aim, objectives and rationale for the work undertaken. Chapter 2 is the literature review, 

which is divided into four sections: dental anatomy, dental education, X-ray microscopy 

and 3D printing. Chapter 3 is an overview of common methodologies and techniques used 

throughout the project. Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 represent the results and discussion 

obtained throughout the project, with each chapter focussing on an individual aspect of 
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the study, with its own introduction and material and methods for each chapter. Chapter 

9 is a general conclusion, an overall summary of each conclusion in Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7 

and 8, with a section focussing on future recommendations. Appendices have been added 

to support the data and conclusions presented within this thesis.  
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Chapter 2  

Literature Review 

This chapter introduces the current literature about dental education in the UK, in 

particular, present and novel ways of teaching dental anatomy to undergraduate students. 

The advantages and disadvantages of teaching methods are explored along with ways in 

which dental education can be improved (Section 2.2). Section 2.1 is a brief introduction 

to the anatomy of the tooth and its mechanical properties. Section 2.3 investigates the role 

of X-ray microscopy and how current techniques have been used in dental research. 

Section 2.4 focuses on current additive manufacturing techniques, with a brief review of 

how 3D printing has been used in anatomy teaching.  

2.1 Tooth Structure and Properties 

Teeth are hard bone-like structures located within the maxilla (upper jaw) and 

mandible (lower jaw) that are surrounded coronally by gingival tissue. They are 

responsible for aesthetics, cutting, and mastication, as well as aiding in phonetics and 

communication (Nanci, 2012). Humans have two sets of teeth, a deciduous dentition of 

20 teeth and a permanent dentition of 32 teeth (Lacruz et al., 2017). Three anatomical 

sections make up teeth: crown, neck, and root (Figure 2.1). The crown is the visible and 

functional part of the tooth, located above the gum. The root is embedded within the gum 

and the alveolar bone, fixed via the periodontal membrane. The neck represents the 

middle part of the tooth, the supportive structure between the crown and root.  

Regarding the composition, each tooth comprises of mineralised and 

unmineralised tissues. The mineralised tissues include; enamel, dentine and cementum, 
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with the inner structure of the tooth being made up of unmineralised oral tissue known as 

the pulp (Avery & Chiego, 2006; Nanci, 2012).  

 

Figure 2.1: The basic anatomy of a human tooth. Teeth are comprised of enamel, dentine, pulp, 

and cementum. Adapted from Lacruz et al. (2017).  

2.1.1 Enamel 

Enamel is an acellular structure that covers the exposed surface of the tooth, 

formed from apoptosed ameloblasts, as the tooth erupts (Kondo et al., 2001; Musson, 

2010). Enamel is one of the most mineralised tissue, and hardest material found in the 

body comprising of approximately 96 wt. % mineral, 2-4 wt. % water and 1-2 wt. % 

organic matrix (Nanci, 2012; Schmitz et al., 2014). The mineral contains non-

stoichiometric, impure hydroxyapatite (HAp) crystallites, with a similar density to pure 

HAp (Boyde, 1989). Many studies have reported that HAp in the enamel can incorporate; 

sodium, magnesium, hydrogen, phosphate, and carbonate into its lattice (Trautz et al., 

1953; Elliott et al., 1994; Elliott et al., 1997; Robinson et al., 2000; Elliott et al., 2005; 

Moradian-Oldak & Paine, 2010). Arranged into prisms, the HAp crystallites, are 

perpendicular to the dentinoenamel junction (DEJ) and the enamel surface (Boyde, 1964). 

This prismatic arrangement allows for efficient packing of crystallites, maximising their 

strength and bendability, enhancing wear resistance (Boyde, 2007). A single prism 
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contains approximately thousands of crystallites (Simmer et al., 2012; Uskokovic, 2012). 

According to Elliott et al. (1994), crystallite orientation is parallel to the long axis of the 

prism. In particular to human enamel, the majority of the prisms are arc-shaped and have 

a ‘keyhole’ pattern in transverse section, with a head and a tail region (Boyde, 1964). 

Although biologically classed as ‘dead’, enamel is permeable, allowing ion exchange 

between the enamel and oral cavity, to ions present in saliva which aid in remineralisation. 

Despite its ion exchange, enamel is highly susceptible to demineralisation and once lost 

to wear or caries, the enamel cannot be replaced, due to the absence of cellular activity 

(Musson, 2010; Nanci, 2012).  

2.1.2 Dentine 

The second structure of the tooth structure is dentine which makes up much of the 

tooth and is divided into two types according to its location, coronal and root dentine. 

Coronal dentine is located under the enamel, and root dentine is situated between the pulp 

chamber and the cementum. Dentine is an avascular, hard, connective tissue which 

consists of type I collagenous fibres and an apatite mineral phase. These components are 

responsible for providing strength and rigidity to the dentine, while its tubular nature 

offers flexibility. This flexibility is required to support the enamel, especially during 

mastication (Kinney et al., 1999; Musson, 2010; Nanci, 2012). Dentine is synthesised and 

maintained by odontoblasts, which produce different forms of dentine depending on the 

cell’s age. Dentine’s composition is either primary, secondary, or tertiary. The most 

abundant is the primary dentine; this material is rapidly produced up until root formation, 

at which point secondary dentine is subsequently created and at a slower rate. A tubular 

structure, due to the mode of its deposition, dentine tubules contain the odontoblast 

process, collagen fibrils, peritubular dentine, and a complex mixture of proteins (Linde & 

Goldberg, 1993; Nanci, 2012). Within the crown, the tubules extend from the DEJ to the 

odontoblast layer, making dentine a permeable structure, similar to enamel (Musson, 
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2010; Nanci, 2012). After root formation, the odontoblasts continue to place secondary 

dentine at a significantly lower rate resulting in a smaller pulp chamber. Secondary 

dentine’s structure is less regular compared to that of primary dentine; however, the 

tubules are continuous (Linde & Goldberg, 1993; Nanci, 2012). Tertiary dentine is 

formed in response to trauma such as dental caries, by odontoblasts below the site of 

injury to help protect the underlying soft tissue (Lesot et al., 1994; D'Souza et al., 1995). 

The morphology of tertiary dentine is often irregular, with reduced permeability due to 

the reduction of the tubular structure and continuity (Tziafas et al., 2000; Musson, 2010).  

2.1.3 Pulp 

The dental pulp centred within the core of the tooth is made up of soft connective 

tissues with the essential functions to form, repair, and nourish the dentine. A 

heterogeneous cell population of fibroblasts,  these cells secrete an extracellular matrix, 

composed primarily of type I and III collagenous fibrils responsible for providing 

structural integrity (Tsukamoto et al., 1992; Goldberg & Smith, 2004; Killough et al., 

2009). Additionally, present in the pulp is a network of capillaries and nervous tissue 

(plexus of Raschkow), which provides nutritive and sensory support to the dentine-pulp 

complex (Goldberg & Smith, 2004; Musson, 2010). 

2.1.4 Cementum 

Cementum is a hard-mineralised connective tissue, which is attached to the root 

and categorised into three types; acellular afibrillar, acellular extrinsic fibre, and cellular 

intrinsic dentine (Musson, 2010; Nanci, 2012). Acellular afibrillar cementum is found at 

the cementoenamel junction (CEJ) and consists of a mineralised matrix deficient in 

collagenous fibres and embedded cells. Acellular extrinsic fibre cementum is the primary 

cementum involved in tooth attachment and consists of dense collagenous fibres (type I 

collagen), perpendicularly implanted into the dentine matrix.  Cellular intrinsic cementum 
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plays a reparative role and contains cementocytes embedded in the mineralised matrix 

and collagenous fibrils (Saygin et al., 2000; Grzesik & Narayanan, 2002; Musson, 2010). 

2.1.5 Eruption of Teeth 

As mentioned previously, humans have two sets of teeth: the primary (deciduous) 

and the permanent. Deciduous teeth comprise of five teeth within each quadrant (two 

incisors, one canine, and two molars). While, the permanent teeth contain eight teeth 

within each quadrant (two incisors, one canine, two premolars, and three molars) 

(Cunningham et al., 2016). 

Deciduous dentition typically starts to erupt around the age of six months and are 

fully erupted at approximately 24 months. The permanent teeth gradually replace the 

deciduous teeth starting from the age of 6 years old and are fully erupted by around 25 

years (Al Qahtani et al., 2010; Cunningham et al., 2016). The root development of both 

deciduous and permanent teeth continues up to three years after eruption (Lunt & Law, 

1974; Berkovitz & Moxham, 2009; Al Qahtani et al., 2010; Becker, 2012; Cunningham 

et al., 2016). Moreover, evidence from archaeological sites have suggested that eruption 

and completion times are earlier in females, compared to males, this was found in a 

population in Lower Saxony, as well as other sites (Wedl et al., 2004; Hillson, 2014). 

2.1.6 Dental Anatomy 

Dental anatomy, including tooth morphology is an essential factor in identifying 

teeth for both clinicians and dental students, whilst understanding the shape, size, cusp 

and fissures of teeth is a detrimental skill (Berkovitz & Moxham, 2009). The anatomy of 

each tooth depends on their relative position within the dental arch as well as its shape 

and function (Brand & Isselhard, 2014; Cunningham et al., 2016). Permanent teeth divide 

into anterior and posterior teeth. Anterior teeth include the central and lateral incisors and 
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the cuspids; these are responsible for cutting. Posterior teeth as a group, are the bicuspids 

and molars, which are accountable for mastication (Brand & Isselhard, 2014; Al-Khayyat, 

2018). 

2.1.6.1 Anterior Teeth 

Anterior teeth are located in the frontal part of the jaw and form a curving arch 

from one cuspid distal to the distal of the cuspid on the opposite side (Brand & Isselhard, 

2014). They are characterised by having a single root and incisal edges or single-cusped 

crowns ending in narrow edges. The thin edges are designed for incising (bite off) 

relatively large amounts of food in eating (Al-Khayyat, 2018). 

Incisor crowns are flat and blade-like, with a rectangular or square outline, and 

come in two variants: central and lateral. Maxillary incisors are broader relative to their 

height, and have more ‘bumps’ on their lingual surface, compared to mandibular incisors 

which have very little lingual topography. Maxillary incisor roots are typically more 

circular in comparison to the mandibular roots, where the latter are mesiodistally 

compressed (White & Folkens, 2005; Al-Khayyat, 2018). 

Canine crowns, on the other hand, are conical and tusk-like, with a diamond-

shaped occlusal dentine patch. Maxillary canines are typically broader relative to their 

height, whereas the mandibular canine is narrow. Canine roots are more extended and 

more substantial relative to crown height compared to incisor roots (White & Folkens, 

2005; Al-Khayyat, 2018). 

2.1.6.2 Posterior Teeth 

Posterior teeth are located bilaterally at the back of the dental arch. They differ 

from anterior teeth in that they have more than one root and classed as either premolars 
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or molars. Posterior teeth have multiple cusps forming large occlusal surfaces designed 

to crush and grind food into small parts (Brand & Isselhard, 2014; Al-Khayyat, 2018). 

Premolars (bicuspids) are positioned between the canines and molars combining 

the properties of both; therefore, classified as transient teeth.  They are eight in total with 

two in each quadrant. They mostly have two cusps and one root; however, the maxillary 

first premolars typically have two roots. Additionally, the number of roots may vary 

between populations (White & Folkens, 2005; Brand & Isselhard, 2014; Al-Khayyat, 

2018). 

 Molars, on the other hand, are the most posterior teeth with a flatter and large 

occlusal surface. The occlusal outline of maxillary molars is rhomboid in shape, while 

the mandibular molars have a rectangular shape depending on the number of cusps.  

Molars have four or more cusps and are larger and more square-shaped, mandibular first 

molars having five functional cusps. Molars are all multi-rooted (maxillary teeth have 

three roots, and the mandibular teeth having two). Third molars (wisdom teeth) are similar 

to second molars but are mostly irregular in shape, size, and the number of roots (White 

& Folkens, 2005; Brand & Isselhard, 2014; Al-Khayyat, 2018). 

2.1.7 Mechanical Properties 

The mechanical properties of teeth vary from the outside to the inside. Teeth’s 

unique mechanical features enable them to carry out specific functions (Kishen et al., 

2000; Nanci, 2012). However, to date, no material has been found to match human teeth 

as regards to biological and mechanical properties. Human teeth have a more complex 

structure, better mechanical properties, and better biocompatibility than all dental 

restorative materials (Zhang et al., 2014). Understanding the mechanical properties of 

natural teeth is the basis of dental materials research and can provide a reference for 

evaluating the mechanical properties of new dental materials (Cohen et al., 2010; Zhang 
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et al., 2014). Structure and composition of teeth’s mineralised tissues outlined previously, 

determine their mechanical properties. 

2.1.7.1 Hardness 

Hardness is the property that enables resistance from deformation, penetration, 

indentation, and scratching. It is, therefore, an essential property for teeth to have, as 

hardness increases, the ability to resist wear increases. Nanoindentation is cited as the 

most widely used technique in measuring the hardness of enamel and dentine (Cuy et al., 

2002). This technique collects measurements in the nano-scale range using a Berkovich 

indenter or a spherical indenter via atomic force microscopy and can measure both 

hardness and elastic modulus (Ē). The conical Vicker’s hardness (HV) tester and Knoop 

hardness indenter can only measure hardness (Zhang et al., 2014). Each method offers a 

different load range, indentation depth, and is calculated using different formulas (Table 

2.1). 
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Table 2.1: Comparison of commonly used hardness indentation techniques. Advantages and 

disadvantages were adapted from Zhang et al. (2014). 

Hardness 

Test 

Shape of 

Indenter 

Measuring 

Method 

Advantages and 

Disadvantages 

Vicker’s 

hardness 

Diamond square, 

pyramid formed 

by an opposite 

edge of 136˚. 

Measure the 

diagonal length 

of indentation. 

When load changes, the 

geometry of indentation 

remains similar; but on 

different scales, the indenter 

geometry cannot be compared 

Knoop 

hardness 

Diamond square, 

pyramid formed 

by two unequal 

opposite angles (α 

= 175.5˚ and β = 

130˚). 

 

Measure the 

long diagonal 

length of 

indentation. 

The sensitivity of measuring 

the variation of the 

microstructure is higher than 

HV. 

Berkovich 

hardness 

Triangular 

pyramid forming 

an angle of 65.3˚ 

between 

centreline and 

conical surface. 

The real-time 

depth and load 

measurement of 

indentation. 

It can be real-time depth and 

load measurement of 

indentation; simultaneously 

measured hardness and elastic 

modulus; on microscopic 

scales. 

 

Many studies in the area of enamel hardness, have suggested that the hardness 

decreases from the cusp cervically (Craig & Peyton, 1958; Craig et al., 1961; Meredith 

et al., 1996; Cuy et al., 2002). With an increase in hardness reported when travelling from 

the DEJ peripherally (Willems et al., 1993; Cuy et al., 2002). Cuy et al. (2002) 

demonstrated that hardness was higher along the enamel surface in the lingual enamel 

compared to the buccal enamel, and higher along the DEJ in the buccal enamel compared 

to the lingual enamel.  

Mahoney et al. (2000); Cuy et al. (2002); Mahoney et al. (2004); Jeng et al. (2011) 

carried out hardness measurements on human enamel. Each study used varying loads but 

received similar hardness values of 4.87-6.00 GPa, from the enamel surface, and values 

of 3.66-4.52 GPa closer to the DEJ. He et al. (2013) used Knoop hardness and found no 
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significant difference between the outer (3.52 GPa) and inner (3.51 GPa) sections of 

enamel. Whereas in Habelitz et al. (2001), HV indentation carried out, produced values 

of 3.9 and 4.3 GPa travelling from the occlusal to the DEJ, results in Park et al. (2008) 

and Roy & Basu (2008) also confirmed these values. Collys et al. (1992) indicated that a 

load of 50 gf for materials because lower or higher loads influence the indentation size. 

The authors noted that two aspects for this load influence were; an altered sample surface 

during the polish process producing a coating more significant than the most extensive 

depth reached for the indenter; and with lower loads, there is a difficulty in reading the 

indentation marks. However, Gutiérrez-Salazar & Reyes-Gasga (2003) noted no surface 

coating following sample preparation. They did, however, note some fractures with loads 

of 50 gf and found the indentations from loads smaller than 10 gf were difficult to 

measure. 

Studies on the mechanical properties of dentine have focused on the 

microstructures, and found that factors that influence the mechanical strength include the 

location, density, and direction of dentinal tubules; the orientation of the collagen fibres; 

and the average thickness of the mineral phase (Cohen et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2014).  

 Wang & Weiner (1998) found that the microhardness of dentine close to the DEJ 

is low but increases rapidly to a peak and then subsequently decreases slowly towards the 

pulp cavity.  However, in Angker et al. (2005), they found that a similar trend in enamel 

was present in dentine. Values changed from the DEJ (0.91 GPa) to the middle of dentine 

(0.85 GPa), and nearest the pulp wall (0.52 GPa), Balooch et al. (2004) and Cohen et al. 

(2010) also confirmed this. Using atomic force microscopy, Cohen et al. (2010), 

concluded that the decreasing trend corresponds to a decrease in mineral content.  

Typically, within the literature, hardness values were carried out using Berkovich 

nanoindentation, due to dentine’s ‘softer’ nature (Mahoney et al., 2000; Angker et al., 
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2005; Ziskind et al., 2011). However, Balooch et al. (2004) and Cohen et al. (2010) used 

HV indentation and obtained similar results.  

2.1.7.2 Compressive Strength 

Compressive strength is linked to hardness and elasticity and is defined as the 

material’s capacity to withstand loads before permanent deformation occurs. High 

compressive strength is an ideal property to have in teeth, especially during mastication. 

In Chun et al. (2014), human enamel and dentine blocks from premolars, had their 

compressive strengths measured. The maximum stresses recorded of enamel and dentine 

were 0.62 and 1.93 GPa respectively. The authors concluded that the difference was due 

to the differences in composition and microstructures, with dentine being a more isotropic 

material. Blocks of the DEJ were also cut, to see the combined strength of enamel and 

dentine together, with the maximum stress of 1.26 GPa reported. Compressive strength 

has an opposite correlation to hardness. Increasing hardness increases the brittleness of 

materials (Figure 2.2), this was seen in the harder enamel having a lower compressive 

strength compared to the softer/ductile dentine (Cuy et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2014). 

 

Figure 2.2: Example stress-strain curve demonstrating brittle and ductile materials. 
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2.1.7.3 Elastic Modulus 

Ē or Young’s modulus is the measure of a material’s ability to withstand changes 

in shape when subjected to compression or lengthwise tension. Compression testing and 

nanoindentation are used in testing Ē. Many studies have shown a linked correlation 

between hardness and Ē and have suggested Ē, and hardness of human enamel decreases 

from the cusp cervically (Craig & Peyton, 1958; Craig et al., 1961; Meredith et al., 1996; 

Cuy et al., 2002). Reports have also shown that an increase in elasticity is present when 

travelling from the DEJ peripherally (Willems et al., 1993; Cuy et al., 2002). Several 

studies have suggested that Ē and hardness of human enamel and dentine correlate with 

its degree of mineralisation (Staines et al., 1981; Kodaka et al., 1992; Cuy et al., 2002). 

2.1.7.4 Fracture Toughness 

Fracture toughness (KC) of a material, is a substance’s ability to resist fractures 

(Quinn, 2007). Hassan et al. (1981) investigated the use of microindentation techniques 

to estimate the KC of human enamel. By measuring the cracks that propagated from the 

indentation, a formula was applied to calculate toughness values. They found evidence of 

a pattern of increasing KC from the incisal (0.72 MPa m0.5 ± 0.1) to the cervical (1.09 

MPa m0.5 ± 0.1) edge in incisors. The investigators also established a statistical difference 

in molar, canine and incisor enamel, suggesting molar enamel was more brittle than the 

others. Alternatively, Yan et al. (2009) measured the KC of human dentine using a three-

point flexure test on third molars. The initial study was to characterise the fractography 

of the cracks formed, and therefore, were cutting specimens parallel and non-parallel to 

the dentine tubules. The data recorded noted a statistical difference between parallel (2.2 

MPa m0.5 ± 0.2) and non-parallel (2.4 MPa m0.5 ± 0.2) dentine specimens. Quinn (2007) 

stated that the HV indentation crack length has numerous drawbacks, with no universally 

accepted equation existing. Therefore, the values obtained are approximations not exact, 
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compared to KC values used in nanoindentation studies. Furthermore, Quinn (2007) 

suggested that previous literature using the HV indentation crack length should be referred 

to as fracture resistance (Kifr) rather than KC, due to equation variations. 

2.1.7.5 Anisotropy 

The term anisotropy is applied to materials whose properties are directionally 

dependent. Unlike materials of an isotropic nature that have material properties identical 

in all directions, anisotropic material’s properties such as Ē, change with direction along 

the object (Lees & Rollins Jnr, 1972). From the studies previously mentioned in Section 

2.1.7, enamel can be defined as an anisotropic material, as its mechanical properties vary 

according the direction and orientation of its crystals (see Section 2.1.1). Figure 2.3 

demonstrates this fact, by showing the differences in stress and strain dependent on the 

plane (Zaytsev & Panfilov, 2015). 

 

Figure 2.3: Stress-strain curves for the different orientation of prisms within enamel. Image 

adapted from Zaytsev & Panfilov (2015).  

Spears et al. (1993) using finite element analysis summarised that the prismatic 

structure of enamel is the cause for it to behave as an anisotropic material, stiffer along 

the direction of these prisms than perpendicular to the prisms. In comparison, however, 
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Spears et al. (1993) defined dentine as an isotropic material, despite tubules being present 

in dentine, the authors argued that the less organised nature of these tubules had little 

overall effect on its mechanical properties. However, the authors had obtained the 

mechanical properties of dentine from a previous study, making no comment on where 

the measurements had been carried out and assuming the same Ē values in all directions 

(10 GPa). In contrast, later studies carried out by Lertichirakarn et al. (2001) disagreed 

with these findings, with the authors finding that the lowest tensile forces were present 

when parallel to the tubule orientation and greatest perpendicular to the tubules. Similar 

studies found similar results, as previously discussed in Section 2.1.7 (Cuy et al., 2002; 

Yan et al., 2009; Chun et al., 2014).  

2.2 Dental Education and Methods of Teaching 

Dental education within the United Kingdom is continuously being updated, with 

the introduction of new and novel ways of teaching. The General Dental Council (GDC) 

states that the primary purpose is to educate students to become ‘independent 

practitioners’ as well as ‘safe beginners’, who can improve the overall oral healthcare in 

the UK (Cowpe et al., 2010; Manogue et al., 2011; GDC, 2020). However, the definition 

of dental students has also evolved over the years to include not only undergraduate dental 

students, but also students studying dental therapy, dental hygiene, and dental nursing 

(McHanwell, 2015; Bakr et al., 2017; Lone, 2018). As part of their studies, students 

perform oral examinations, restorations, and minor surgical procedures on patients early 

on in their degree (Brennan & Spencer, 2005; Obrez et al., 2011). Therefore, a good 

understanding of anatomy is essential in these early years of training to ensure safe 

clinical practice (Olowo-Ofayoku & Moxham, 2014; Rafai et al., 2016). Anatomy 

modules taught are dependent upon the universities; however, the Association for Dental 

Education in Europe (ADEE) endorses an early dental curriculum that includes modules 
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on; gross anatomy, dental anatomy, histology, oral embryology, and neuroanatomy. 

(Guttman, 2003; McHanwell et al., 2007; Gould et al., 2014; ADEE, 2016; Bakr et al., 

2017).  

The need for a universally, fully integrated dental curriculum has been widely 

recommended (Field & Jeffcoat, 1995; Postma & White, 2017). It has been suggested that 

this universal curriculum should teach the core primary science subjects with clinical 

skills and problem-based learning (PBL) (Crawford et al., 2007; Nadershahi et al., 2013; 

Kassebaum et al., 2014). The integration of pre-clinical skills in the dental curriculum has 

been well-received with undergraduates (Postma & White, 2017). Moreover, in 

Macluskey et al. (2012), the authors reported that 78% of students agreed that they had 

received an ‘adequate’ level of anatomy teaching in the initial years of their degree, which 

they believed provided the necessary knowledge for the clinical placements.  

2.2.1 Gross Anatomy 

Within the first two years of their dental degree, students typically study gross 

anatomy with an emphasis on head and neck anatomy as well as the anatomy of the thorax 

and upper limb (Guttman, 2003; Snelling et al., 2003; McHanwell, 2015; Lone, 2018). 

Gross anatomy is typically taught alongside surface anatomy and imaging, to help the 

students better understand the face, neck, temporomandibular joint (TMJ), and the oral 

cavity (Kondrashova et al., 2016; Lone, 2018). Therefore the ADEE (2016) 

recommended that anatomy teaching should be taught alongside physiology and 

pathology whenever possible. Smith et al. (2016) suggested that dental students should 

learn from a focused dental curriculum, as opposed to a general medical-based curriculum 

on anatomy. Because of this, the anatomical topics addressed would have more significant 

clinical relevance, that would benefit the dental students (Manogue et al., 2011; Amin et 

al., 2017; Lone, 2018).  
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Some dental schools integrate patients examinations early on in undergraduate 

training, meaning an excellent knowledge of anatomy and clinical applications early on 

would be beneficial to both students and more importantly, their patients (Guttman, 

2003). Rafai et al. (2016) reported that students had better knowledge, understanding, and 

learning experience when anatomy was taught alongside its clinical significance. 

2.2.2 Dental Anatomy 

Along with gross anatomy, dental anatomy and morphology (also taught in 

operative dentistry) modules are taught in the first and second years of undergraduate 

dentistry (Kilistoff et al., 2013; Lone, 2018). As well as dental science students, tooth 

morphology is essential to dental therapy students, dental technicians, and dental nurses. 

These students need to identify teeth and develop their abilities to recognise damaged or 

lost tooth morphology within the laboratory setting and in their clinical work (Abu Eid et 

al., 2013; Bakr et al., 2017). The primary objectives of these lessons are to provide the 

necessary knowledge on topics including dental terminology, dental anatomy, and dental 

development, providing the information essential for the clinical years (Lone, 2018). 

Dental students study the morphological features of teeth to ensure correct identification. 

Understanding of the typical anatomical and morphological characteristics of teeth also 

provide the identification and diagnosis of any dental pathologies and how to correct for 

them (Obrez et al., 2011; Bakr et al., 2017). 

Typical teaching methods for tooth morphology include; studying extracted or 

artificial teeth with clinical photographs, drawing teeth, tooth carving and wax-ups 

(simulated tooth repair with wax) (Obrez et al., 2011; Lone, 2018). These activities help 

to develop the psychomotor skills that will be implemented and utilised in the clinical 

setting (Abu Eid et al., 2013; Lam et al., 2015). In the latter years of their training, 

students are taught root anatomy, which is an essential element for performing endodontic 
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procedures and surgical extractions (Ng et al., 2008; Obrez et al., 2011). Visualisation 

and understanding of the 3D features are critical in tooth morphology (Wallen et al., 1997; 

Obrez et al., 2011; Cantín et al., 2015).  

2.2.3 Neuroanatomy 

Dental students typically learn neuroanatomy alongside gross anatomy, however 

with the emphasis on topics including the cranial cavity, neuronal pathways, the function 

of cranial nerves, pain pathways and coordinated movement of the jaw (Gould et al., 

2014; Lone, 2018). Neuroanatomy modules help to reinforce better the knowledge of the 

anatomy and physiology of mastication, swallowing, speech, and taste, and how these 

could differ in patients with diseases or conditions (Guttman, 2003; McHanwell, 2015; 

Lone, 2018).  

 Gould et al. (2014) investigated neuroanatomy modules taught in dental school in 

the United States; the authors found that the neuroanatomy modules were integrated into 

anatomy and physiology modules. Burk et al. (2013) and Moxham et al. (2015) reported 

a lack of dental backgrounds in teaching staff, in particular, neuroanatomy specific to 

dentistry. The anatomy of the cranial nerves, their clinical examination and related 

pathologies are essential for dental students (Klueber, 2003; Moxham, 2012; Burk et al., 

2013). The lack of dental backgrounds in the teaching staff meant clinical relevance was 

not enforced, and as discussed, is seen to be a crucial factor in dental undergraduate 

teaching (Manogue et al., 2011). Moxham et al. (2015) also established, like other taught 

modules, there is no consensus on the core syllabus for neuroanatomy; therefore, the 

authors devised and presented their syllabus as a basis for a national curriculum.  
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2.2.4 Traditional Methods of Teaching 

Traditional methods of teaching dental anatomy can come in many different forms 

such as; lectures, dissections, anatomical models, extracted and artificial teeth, and 

carving teeth (wax-ups) (Moxham et al., 2014). A brief comparison of the traditional 

methods of teaching can be found in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2: Comparison of traditional methods of teaching. Table adapted from Sclater (2010). 

Method 
Active or 

Passive 
Advantages Disadvantages 

Didactic Lectures Passive 

Efficient way of 

conveying to a large 

audience. 

One-way speaker 

communication, 

difficult to maintain 

audience’s attention. 

Imaging Passive 

Helps to develop 

contextualisation for 

anatomical structures, 

can be easily paired 

with computer-aided 

learning (CAL) or 

technology enhanced 

learning (TEL). 

Requires teacher, 

images can be 

repetitive (unless 

based on case 

studies). 

Dissections/ 

Prosections 
Active/Passive 

Realistic simulation, 

helps to develop 

manual dexterity and 

psychomotor skills. 

Time-consuming, 

technically 

demanding 

Anatomical 

Models 
Active 

Helps to develop 

contextualisation for 

anatomical structures. 

Synthetic apparatus 

lacks realism, models 

can be expensive. 

Extracted Teeth Active 

Realistic simulation, 

helps to develop 

manual dexterity and 

psychomotor skills, 

allows for repeated 

practice before 

exposure to patients. 

Low availability, risk 

of cross-infection, not 

all teeth are the same. 
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Artificial Teeth Active 

Available in large 

quantities, helps to 

develop manual 

dexterity and 

psychomotor skills, 

allows for repeated 

practice before 

exposure to patients. 

Synthetic apparatus 

lacks realism. 

Carving Teeth Active 

Helps to develop 

manual dexterity and 

psychomotor skills, 

allows for repeated 

practice before 

exposure to patients. 

Time-consuming, 

technically 

demanding. 

Problem-Based 

Learning 
Active 

Promotes independent 

active learning, 

information can be 

better retained. 

Resource intensive, 

dependent on 

facilitator’s skills. 

 

2.2.4.1 Lectures 

Didactic lectures are one of the traditionally used methods in delivering teaching; 

however, they depend on preparing slides to provide information to students (Johnson et 

al., 2012; Schonwetter et al., 2016; Shigli et al., 2016). Bacro et al. (2013) assessed the 

students’ preference for learning styles; the authors investigated this by recording lectures 

that were subsequently uploaded online, with student access being monitored. The results 

showed that more than half the students were not accessing the lectures. However, results 

showed that students who identified themselves as auditory learners found that after 

multiple viewings of lectures their grades had increased.  

 Park & Howel (2015) investigated an e-learning approach to teaching dental 

anatomy for second-year undergraduates at Harvard School of Dental Medicine. The 

online course material was provided to students before their lectures; after lectures, 

students would then attend small-group peer teaching and team discussions with members 
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of staff. The authors concluded that this alternative method promoted active student 

learning. However, the study did not gather data on students’ examination scores and with 

students raising concerns about the validity of the information provided by their peers. 

2.2.4.2 Imaging 

Imaging such as radiology is one of the traditional methods teaching process 

during the clinical years of dental degrees. Although the topic is introduced early on in 

the dental degree, students utilise radiology with clinical relevance when in a clinical 

setting (McHanwell, 2015). Radiology is seen as an essential and vital diagnostic aid 

which is routinely used in dental practice, and it is typically taught in combination with 

anatomy. It offers students the ability to apply basic anatomical knowledge, interpret 2D 

images, and attain 3D visualisation and spatial understanding (Baghdady et al., 2014).  

 Vuchkova et al. (2012) introduced a computer-oriented dental radiology teaching 

tool and evaluated it against the conventional teaching method of a textbook. Results 

indicated that 75% of second-year dental students preferred to use the digital tool over 

the textbook. However, only 50% of fifth-year students shared the same views. The 

authors concluded that second-year students preferred digital teaching aid as they had not 

yet studied the topic. Compared with the fifth-year students who had already studied from 

a textbook and favoured this more traditional approach. Qualitative data did show that the 

digital tool was interactive, and engaged the students more, enhancing the learning 

process (Vuchkova et al., 2012; Lone, 2018; Erolin, 2019). Radiology taught 

simultaneously with anatomy, has shown to improve students’ 3D spatial understanding 

(Baghdady et al., 2014). 
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2.2.4.3 Dissections 

Dissection-based teaching typically involves either dissection or prosection. The 

former consists of the examination of cadavers, carried out by undergraduates, whereas 

the latter uses previously dissected specimens prepared by professionals (Nnodium, 

1990). Dissections and prosections are highly criticised methods for teaching head and 

neck anatomy to undergraduates (Topp, 2004). Snelling et al. (2003) stated that learning 

anatomy via dissections/prosections provided a better understanding, as students learn 

through visual stimuli, assisting in the knowledge of the subject. Anatomy taught via 

dissection was previously seen as the best teaching tool; however, studies have shown 

that dental students prefer prosection-based teaching (Aziz et al., 2002; Snelling et al., 

2003; Olowo-Ofayoku & Moxham, 2014). The consensus from students is that 

dissections of the head and neck structures can be very tedious and technically 

demanding; therefore, prosection samples offer a simple way of learning anatomy. 

(Snelling et al., 2003). However, dissections aim to help students develop their 

psychomotor skills as well to understand the anatomy better.  

 Redwood & Townsend (2011) investigated dental students’ perceptions during a 

dissection course. Students’ opinion of their professionalism, anatomical knowledge and 

emotional response were recorded, with students, being reviewed at the start, and again 

later at eight to ten weeks. Data analysis showed there was no significant change in 

perception of professionalism. However, anatomical knowledge and positive emotional 

responses of the dental students revealed a statistically significant increase during the 

course. The authors found that while many students enjoyed dissections, approximately 

40% of the students believed that prosections could replace dissections (Redwood & 

Townsend, 2011). 
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In contrast, Snelling et al. (2003) demonstrated a preference for studying 

prosections due to the difficulty in dissecting regions of the head and neck. Interestingly, 

the authors noted that the difference in preference was due to the students’ interest in a 

future surgical career. The studies, however, concluded that dissections should remain a 

fundamental part of the curriculum as it assists in student development (Snelling et al., 

2003; Redwood & Townsend, 2011). 

2.2.4.4 Anatomical Models 

Anatomical models are a standard method of teaching general anatomy. Models 

are easy to use and store, long-lasting, and can be used repeatedly (Sugand et al., 2010; 

Johnson et al., 2012; Lone, 2018; Erolin, 2019). This method is typically useful in 

studying the cranial nerves, as these can be difficult to see during prosections 

(Richardson-Hatcher et al., 2014; Dickson & Stephens, 2015). Although anatomical 

models display the superficial and deep anatomical structures, the models do not offer 

anatomical variation, because of the manufacturing techniques used in their production 

(formative manufacturing, see 2.4.1). Therefore, they are not a very realistic haptic 

teaching technique (Sugand et al., 2010; Erolin, 2019).  

2.2.4.5 Extracted Teeth 

Extracted teeth are used traditionally to study tooth morphology, identify features 

of the tooth, and to practise endodontic treatments (Mitov et al., 2010). For many years, 

this technique has exclusively been used, however, with the introduction of the Human 

Tissues Act (2004), the way in which extracted teeth can be used has been restricted. 

Moreover, this method has its disadvantages such as; the possibility of cross-infection, 

being potentially infectious to students; the anatomical variability of extracted teeth, 

meaning valid assessment for students is not uniform (dos Luz et al., 2015; Tchorz et al., 

2015). Improvement in oral health has led to a decline in tooth extractions, especially in 
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the older population. This reduction in tooth extractions means a decrease in obtaining 

healthy, extracted teeth (McCaul et al., 2001; Muller et al., 2007; Bernabe & Sheiham, 

2014; Kassebaum et al., 2014). Therefore alternatives such as artificial teeth are widely 

used (Obrez et al., 2011). 

More recently, conventional methods for teaching tooth morphology are being 

supplemented by innovative teaching methods through providing visualisation and 3D 

understanding of the morphological anatomy (Nagasawa et al., 2010; Allen et al., 2015; 

Cantín et al., 2015; Salajan et al., 2015; Erolin, 2019). However, students themselves 

prefer using extracted teeth, especially when studying the morphology (Abu Eid et al., 

2013). 

2.2.4.6 Artificial Teeth 

Commercial high-quality typodonts are an alternative method of teaching tooth 

morphology and endodontic procedures (Abu Eid et al., 2013). Currently, these teeth have 

been made using opaque or transparent plastic to reproduce the characteristics of natural 

teeth. Artificial teeth, unlike natural teeth, do not have the risk of infection, are available 

in large quantities and allow for a validated assessment through their uniformity. 

Commercial typodonts can offer different anatomical challenges, and recent studies have 

investigated 3D printed artificial teeth, allowing students to repeatedly perform 

standardised procedures (Al-Sudani & Basudan, 2016; Reymus et al., 2018; Hanafi et al., 

2020). By using these teeth, students can practise the same procedure until the students 

feel comfortable with performing a particular procedure, allowing students to practise 

multiple times in a safe, simulated environment (Nassri et al., 2008; Tchorz et al., 2015). 

Commercial typodont manufacturers include Acadental (USA), Frasaco (Germany), 

Nissin (Japan), Fabrica de Sorrisos (Brazil), KaVo Kerr (Germany), One Dental 

(Australia) and IDEA (USA). The models produced by these companies offer numerous 
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advantages and are particularly favourable in endodontic pre-clinical training (Al 

Shwaimi & Narayanaraopeta, 2014). ModuPRO EndoTM and Real Endo-T (Acadental, 

Inc., USA) teeth are widespread in endodontic practise and advertised as promising 

models for pre-clinical endodontic training using both jaw models and artificial teeth. 

These models have the advantage of simulating a clinical situation, offering different 

anatomical, and procedural standardisation (Al-Sudani & Basudan, 2016). 

To date, there is limited data on whether a model with artificial teeth is a suitable 

substitute for extracted tissue (Al-Sudani & Basudan, 2016). However, certain studies 

have investigated students’ perspective on using artificial teeth for anatomy and 

endodontic procedures. In Al-Sudani & Basudan (2016), undergraduate students at King 

Saud University, Saudi Arabia, were given typodonts to perform endodontic techniques. 

At the end of the study, students were given a questionnaire regarding their perceptions 

of the difficulty of using artificial teeth compared to extracted teeth. Students were also 

asked to rank the perceived advantages of artificial teeth. Students stated that all 

procedures, except obturation, were more challenging to perform on artificial teeth 

compared to extracted, due to the hardness of the resin. They ranked fairness and 

availability as the best advantages. Similar results were also reported in Dummer (1991) 

and dos Luz et al. (2015) regarding these difficulties. Although the participants 

recognised the advantages of artificial teeth, they suggested that improvements in the 

physical characteristics, especially the hardness of the typodonts, were needed to offer a 

more realistic simulation (Al-Sudani & Basudan, 2016).  

Moreover, Tchorz et al. (2015) evaluated root canal treatments performed by 

undergraduates on Real-T Endo artificial teeth. The results showed that the root canal 

treatments performed by students on artificial teeth were more acceptable with fewer 

errors compared to the students that performed on extracted teeth. The authors concluded 

that there was no effect on the technical quality of the root fillings and recommended the 
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use of artificial teeth. However, no reference was made regarding the students’ 

perceptions of the procedures carried out, nor any difficulties they faced in performing 

the procedure upon an artificial tooth. Nassri et al. (2008) carried out a study using 

professors of endodontics from different Brazilian universities. The professors were given 

five artificial teeth from Fabrica de Sorrisos and asked to evaluate: internal and external 

anatomy, root canal regarding their size, shape and position, resin hardness, and 

visualisation of the radiographic image. The results of the survey were favourable, with 

pulp space and hardness of teeth considered satisfactory, with an average grade of 8.4 for 

tooth quality on a 0-10 scale. The authors concluded that the teeth had potential, but a lot 

more improvements were necessary before replacing natural teeth. 

Although new types of typodonts are commercially available, information 

regarding the composition and mechanical properties is lacking. Loyaga-Rendon et al. 

(2007) examined 12 brands of artificial teeth (two acrylic resins, three cross-linked acrylic 

resins, and seven composite resins). The filler geometry and composition of the teeth were 

examined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD), 

respectively, with HV indentation used to evaluate hardness. Results showed the examined 

teeth were composed of two, three, or four layers of resin, and a hardness ranging from 

0.17-0.47 GPa, a drastic difference compared to extracted teeth (3.9-4.3 GPa). The 

authors concluded that the physical and mechanical characteristics of the evaluated 

artificial teeth demonstrated unsatisfactory properties, and recommended withdrawal 

from use in teaching endodontics.  

Little literature is available on the current improvements made in manufacturing 

artificial teeth for dental education. However, companies such as SimplyEndo (UK) and 

Dental Engineering Laboratories (USA) have released Endo Reality and TrueTooth® 

respectively, which they claim to be realistic and accurate to natural teeth. Both these 
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products have been manufactured through 3D printing, but exact materials and methods 

have not been revealed. 

2.2.4.7 Carving Teeth 

Carving teeth is carried out using different mediums such as; wax, chalk, or soap 

and is seen as useful in teaching tooth morphology (Mitov et al., 2010; Obrez et al., 2011). 

It also aids in developing manual dexterity and psychomotor skills, that are essential for 

building, and replacing lost tooth structure (Schroeter, 1959; Abu Eid et al., 2013; Lam 

et al., 2015). Abu Eid et al. (2013) conducted a study with first-year undergraduate 

students at the University of Aberdeen and introduced wax tooth carving practical 

sessions for students, along with tutorials and online resources. Results from the study 

found that 82% of students agreed that carving improved their psychomotor skills, and 

64% of students found the sessions helpful in understanding the anatomy. However, only 

55% of the students felt that the carving exercise was beneficial in developing their 

understanding of tooth morphology. Therefore, the authors recommended only partial 

carving of teeth to provide students an opportunity to develop manual dexterity but not to 

be time-consuming.  

2.2.4.8 Problem-Based Learning 

As previously mentioned, the recommendation from the ADEE of introducing an 

integrated curriculum in clinical programmes such as Dentistry allows for greater 

contextualisation and student engagement, promoting active learning (ADEE, 2016; 

Swanwick et al., 2018). PBL is often defined as a way in which a problem acts as a 

stimulus for active student learning (Obrez et al., 2011). Teaching the basic science 

subjects in conjunction with PBL enables students to correlate basic knowledge with 

clinical scenarios, allowing for better integration of knowledge and in turn leads to better 

results (Guttman, 2003; Obrez et al., 2011; Swanwick et al., 2018). Guttman (2003) 
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concluded that PBL allowed the student to assimilate information and provide a more in-

depth understanding of the problem, a conclusion echoed by many others (Moxham, 

2012; Olowo-Ofayoku & Moxham, 2014; Swanwick et al., 2018). 

In Obrez et al. (2011), the authors wanted to improve cognitive and psychomotor 

skills of students as well as theirunderstanding of the anatomy by introducing a revised 

tooth morphology module at the University of Illinois. The authors replaced the 

traditional didactic lectures and practicals with a more PBL-based module that involved 

digital materials, small group discussions and a laboratory exercise based on the clinical 

application of restoring teeth. The student’s academic performance was evaluated and 

compared to the performances of students who studied via didactic lessons. The authors 

found no statistical difference in cognitive learning, however, they did observe a 

statistically significant increase in students’ psychomotor skills. In comparison, McHarg 

& Kay (2008) introduced a similar PBL-based module focussing on clinical cases and 

small group discussions, with a new case being discussed at subsequent meetings. The 

authors noted that the students had a better knowledge of dental topics, due to their own 

learning assessments and the facilitator’s assessment. However, it is worth noting results 

were not stated, with the authors surmising this increase in knowledge. In contrast, 

however, multiple studies have reported and analysed the benefits of PBL in teaching 

(Guttman, 2003; Vuchkova et al., 2012; Amin et al., 2017; Swanwick et al., 2018). 

2.2.5 Innovative Methods of Teaching 

Computer-aided learning (CAL) or technology enhanced learning (TEL) has been 

utilised recently in undergraduate degrees and has found to be both extremely accessible 

and cost-effective, because of students’ access to the latest electronic learning aids and 

gadgets (Redwood & Townsend, 2011; Yeung et al., 2011; Erolin, 2019). A report carried 

out at the University of Birmingham discovered that laptops and smartphones were the 
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most favourable devices in assisting them to study and to self-test their knowledge 

(Khatoon et al., 2014). A brief summary of the innovative methods of teaching can be 

found in Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3: Comparison of innovative methods of teaching. Table adapted from Sclater (2010). 

Method 
Active or 

Passive 
Advantages Disadvantages 

Computer-Aided 

Learning 
Active/Passive 

Helps to develop 

contextualisation for 

anatomical structures, 

can be easily paired 

with traditional 

methods of teaching. 

Time-consuming, 

technically 

demanding, can be 

expensive if 

technology is not 

freely available. 

3D Printing Active 

Helps to develop 

contextualisation for 

anatomical structures, 

novel designs can be 

recreated. 

Time-consuming, 

technically 

demanding, can 

require expensive 

technology. 

3D and Virtual 

Learning 
Active 

Helps to develop 

contextualisation for 

anatomical structures, 

can be easily paired 

with traditional 

methods of teaching. 

Expensive, can lack 

realism. 

 

2.2.5.1 Computer-Aided Learning 

The use of computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided manufacturing 

(CAM) technology has been noted to effectively improve student learning (Douglas et 

al., 2014; Lone, 2018; Erolin, 2019). Bogacki et al. (2004) looked into the efficacy of a 

CAL program about tooth morphology. The study indicated that the program was 

statistically equal to that of the didactic lectures given to first-year dental students at 

Virginia Commonwealth University. Nonetheless, the results led to the replacement of 

traditional didactic lectures with CAL and interactive classroom meetings. The authors 
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concluded that this integration was perceived to be more interactive and provided students 

with active control over their learning with regards to timing and pacing. Furthermore, 

this integration offered the teaching staff more opportunities to interact and engage with 

students, allowing more time to focus on the clinical relevance of dental anatomy 

(Bogacki et al., 2004; Lone, 2018). 

Garrett et al. (2015) experimented utilising computer software to assess student’s 

wax-up models, to combine traditional and innovative teaching methods. Students carried 

out dental wax-up, that were evaluated by their peers, the staff and a software-based 

evaluation tool. The results suggested that computer software allowed students to 

confidently self-assess their practical work along with staff supervision (Garrett et al., 

2015; Lone, 2018).  

2.2.5.2 3D Printing 

As previously mentioned in Section 2.2.4.6, there is a demand for realistic, 

extensive and repetitive hands-on SBME in pre-clinical settings to prepare students for 

their clinical years. Typically this is executed on extracted and artificial teeth, but as 

previously stated in Al-Sudani & Basudan (2016), students find current artificial teeth not 

realistic. With 3D printing becoming more readily accessible, recent studies have tried to 

re-create more realistic artificial teeth. Reymus et al. (2018) wanted to assess the 

feasibility of manufacturing artificial teeth for endodontic training using 

stereolithography (SLA). In the study, sound extracted teeth were imaged using dental 

cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) and then digitised using various software. The 

3D printed replicas were given to students who were asked to evaluate the models. The 

questionnaires returned suggested the students favoured the availability and fairness due 

to the standardisation of the teeth. Still, it was also reported (71% of students) that the 

models were more comfortable to perform preparations on due to the hardness of the 
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resin. Collingwood et al. (2019) also imaged extracted teeth using CBCT for 3D printing; 

however, the authors used carious dentition to model a simulated occlusal caries for 

teaching and assessment. Using a multi-material inkjet 3D printer, the group printed 

typodonts with different materials to recreate the various structures (enamel, dentine and 

caries). Again, these replicas were given to students with questionnaires. The feedback 

from students was ‘overwhelmingly positive’; however, the authors admit the 3D printed 

materials available were a limitation, echoing Reymus et al. (2018). 

2.2.5.3 3D and Virtual Learning 

Developments in technology have led to teaching students via a 3D interactive 

tooth atlas developed from computed tomography (CT) and micro-CT scanning. 

Advancements like this have created a 3D visualisation of the tooth structure, with layers 

of enamel and dentine, and the ability to remove these layers to reveal the pulp chamber 

(Nagasawa et al., 2010; Wright & Hendricson, 2010; Cantín et al., 2015; de Boer et al., 

2015; Salajan et al., 2015; Lone, 2018). 

Furthermore, studies have shown that clinical skills can be taught to the dental 

students using virtual 3D SBME including patient simulation, dental implant, and 

restoration of a 3D simulated tooth (Suvinen et al., 1998; Curnier, 2010; Perry et al., 

2015). Similarly, Mitov et al. (2010) introduced 3D tooth teaching through a developed 

software; MorphoDent (Saarland University, Germany) to second-year students at the 

University of Saarland. The software utilised scans of extracted teeth in creating 3D 

models. Students were given access to MorphoDent, two weeks before an examination, 

the authors then assessed the students’ perception and the effectiveness of the 3D teaching 

tool. Additionally, student examination compared the 3D tooth models along with 

extracted teeth, and results showed that while students positively received MorphoDent, 
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there was no statistical difference between the results of both examination methods 

(Mitov et al., 2010).  

Magne (2015) redeveloped the dental morphology module at the University of 

Southern California. The authors changed the module by introducing 2D-3D-4D 

concepts, implementing only essential practical and clinical skills. These concepts 

included drawing two-dimensional (2D) images of teeth, performing 3D partial and full 

wax-up of teeth, and the introduction of 4D utilising the histoanatomy of enamel and 

dentine replicated using layered acrylic mock-ups and resin restorations materials 

(Magne, 2015). The authors stated that the new innovative module introduced a practical 

and advanced learning method. Moreover, student satisfaction with the module increased, 

helping students in developing a clinical appreciation for dental morphology, function, 

and aesthetics (Magne, 2015; Lone, 2018). 

In addition to previous methods, a recently developed method known as virtual 

reality (VR) has been introduced in dental education. VR is defined as the computer-

generated simulation of a 3D image or environment in which a user can interact 

realistically (Curnier, 2010; Perry et al., 2015). Perry et al. (2015) reviewed the use of 

VR in dentistry and found that haptic enhanced VR simulators offered a better assessment 

of periodontal disease, implant preparation, maxillofacial surgery, and restoration of 3D 

simulated teeth. The authors stated that the advantages of using VR included clinical skill 

development before patient exposure and the ability to practise procedures repeatedly 

(Perry et al., 2015). Other studies have rated the advantages of VR; however, further 

development of VR and haptic-enhanced VR simulations would ensure more convenient 

access to this cost-effective teaching technique (Larnpotang et al., 2013; Erolin, 2019). 
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2.3 X-Ray Microscopy 

X-rays are classified as electromagnetic radiation with a wavelength of around 10-

10 m, frequencies upwards of 3 x 1016 Hz, and energies ranging from 100 eV to 100 keV 

(Figure 2.4) (Seibert, 2004; Ahmed, 2011). X-rays play a vital role in research and are 

used in various techniques such as X-ray spectroscopy, XRD, CT, and microradiography. 

Their non-invasive nature is an ideal quality in research and medical fields, and are widely 

used in diagnostic radiology for dentistry and medicine (Hendee, 1995). 

 

Figure 2.4: The electromagnetic spectrum. Adapted from Seibert (2004). 
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2.3.1 X-Ray Production 

In 1895, the physicist Wilhelm Röntgen first published his findings on X-rays, 

while investigating cathode rays. Although X-rays had been observed prior, Röntgen was 

the first to study them in detail (Hendee, 1995). Performing the first medical radiography 

on his wife’s hand (Mould, 1995), his concept remains unchanged;  X-rays pass through 

the body, with denser materials (such as teeth and bones) absorbing more radiation, 

producing a softer image (Lider, 2017). X-rays are produced by bombarding a metal target 

with electrons. These electrons go from a negative cathode to a positive anode, producing 

kinetic energy which is transferred into electromagnetic energy, creating two kinds of X-

rays in the process; characteristic and Bremsstrahlung radiation (Mould, 1995; Ahmed, 

2011). 

Characteristic radiation production comes from the transition of orbital electrons 

to the inner shells. It is referred to as characteristic due to radiation having precisely fixed, 

or discrete energies, that are dependent on the differences between the electron binding 

energies of a particular element. This property is used in various techniques such as X-

ray spectroscopy and X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy. Radiation emittance occurs when 

the outer-shell electrons occupy a vacancy within the inner-shell of an atom, producing 

the ‘characteristic’ pattern to each element. If the energy gap between the shells is 

substantial enough, X-rays will be created (Seibert, 2004; Seibert & Boone, 2005).  

Bremsstrahlung radiation, on the other hand, is produced by the deceleration of 

an electron when deflected by an atomic nucleus. The passing electron loses kinetic 

energy, converting it into a photon. Photons generated by this method are used in; CT and 

XMT.  Bremsstrahlung has a continuous spectrum, which becomes more intense and 

tends to shift towards a higher frequency when the energy of the bombarding electrons 

increases (Pope, 1998; Seibert, 2004; Goldman, 2007). Typically, in a laboratory setting, 
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Bremsstrahlung radiation is produced from an X-ray tube, consisting of; an electron 

source (filament), a vacuum, a high positive potential to accelerate negative electrons, 

and an impact target (anode) (Figure 2.5) (Ahmed, 2011). 

 

Figure 2.5: Main components of a micro-focus X-ray unit. Adapted from Ahmed (2011). 

However, in modern micro-focus X-ray tubes, the number of electrons 

bombarding the target depends on the temperature of the filament. Micro-focus X-ray 

tubes can produce a micrometre-sized focal point; this is a crucial component within 

XMT, as X-rays with smaller focal points, can yield finer X-ray images with an increased 

magnification factor (Davis & Wong, 1996; Ahmed, 2011). Typically, a tungsten filament 

is heated (current) until electrons are released. The potential difference between the 

filament (cathode) and the target (anode) causes the electrons to travel from source to 

target. The bombarding electrons hit the target at the order of one-third of the speed of 

light, dependent on the voltage. The electrons pass through a hole within the anode and 

are directed through an electromagnetic lens by deflecting magnets, hitting the target. The 

target material requires a high atomic number; therefore, tungsten is an ideal material, 
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with an atomic number of 74 and a melting point of around 3400˚C (Cameron & 

Skofronick, 1978).  

Outside of laboratory settings, synchrotron radiation is used. Synchrotron 

radiation occurs when electrons are accelerated radially due to the presence of a strong 

magnetic field, emitting electromagnetic radiation (Onuki & Elleaume, 2002). It is also 

known as ‘magnetic bremsstrahlung’, due to the magnetic field that keeps the electrons 

within a circular trajectory producing intense and parallel radiation. Because of this, 

monochromators can be used, creating a monochromatic X-ray beam, enabling an 

absolute linear attenuation coefficient (LAC) to be measured (Davis & Wong, 1996). Due 

to the accurate LAC measurements at high resolutions, synchrotron radiation is 

favourable, but the difficulty of access and expense impedes its use in extensive research 

(Lewis, 1997). In previous literature, synchrotron radiation has been used in texture 

analysis studies on dental enamel, looking at the order of crystallites, texture, and 

microhardness (Low, 2004; Seredin et al., 2013). 

2.3.2 X-Ray Interactions with Matter 

The attenuation of energies used within a laboratory setting is due to two 

processes, absorption and scattering. The factors that can affect these include the energy 

of the X-rays, the density of the attenuating material, and the atomic number of the 

material. In absorption, the energy from the X-ray photon is transferred to the atoms of 

the material (Pope, 1998; Ahmed, 2011). In contrast, in scattering, the photon continues 

with a change of direction with or without a transfer of energy. In both instances, the 

photon interacts with the atoms within the material (Pope, 1998).  

Photoelectric absorption occurs when a photon transfers all its energy into an inner 

orbital electron of the atom. The electron is ejected, and the photon is absorbed. An outer-

shell electron fills the vacant space emitting a small amount of energy in the form of 
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characteristic radiation (Figure 2.6.B).  Unlike, Rayleigh or ‘simple’ scattering in which 

the energy of the photon is not enough to dislodge the electron from its atom (the binding 

energy). Therefore the photon merely is deflected without transference of energy (Figure 

2.6.D). Similarly, in Compton scattering, the incoming photon has more energy than the 

binding energy of the electron. Resulting in the photon transferring some of the energy to 

the electron and changing its direction (Figure 2.6.E). In pair production, however, 

radiation emittance only occurs in high energy photons and is demonstrated in positron 

emission tomography. If the photon possesses a sufficient amount of energy, this can be 

absorbed by the atom, producing an electron and a positron. The mass of the electron and 

positron must be 1.02 MeV to create the pair of particles (Figure 2.6.C). 

 

Figure 2.6: Attenuation mechanisms. A. No interaction. B. Photoelectric absorption. C. Pair 

production. D. Rayleigh scattering. E. Compton scattering. Adapted from Pope (1998). 
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Photons emitted are typically described as being monochromatic X-rays. 

Monochromatic X-rays tend to attenuate exponentially as they pass through a material; 

this instance is known as Beer’s or the Beer-Lambert law (Equation 2.1).  

𝐼 =  𝐼0 𝑒−𝜇𝑥 

Equation 2.1 

Where: I0 is the initial intensity of the beam. 

μ is the LAC. 

x is the thickness of the medium. 

The LAC describes the fraction of a beam of X-rays that is absorbed or scattered 

per unit thickness of the material. Mass attenuation coefficients are dependent on the 

absorption and scattering of the radiation and characterise how easily radiation penetrates 

a material—defined as μm which describes the attenuation per projected mass of the 

material penetrated (Equation 2.2). 

𝜇𝑚  =  
𝜇

𝜌
 

Equation 2.2 

Where: μ is the total LAC. 

ρ is the density. 

X-rays produced using impact sources are polychromatic, not monochromatic. As 

polychromatic X-ray beams pass through a sample, the distribution of X-ray energies 

shifts to higher energies while lower energy photons become more attenuated. The effects 

of polychromatic radiation results in ‘dishing’ artefacts in XMT images, where specimens 
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appear less attenuated within the centre (Davis & Elliott, 2003). A correction is required 

to obtain the same image as from a monochromatic beam. 

2.3.3 Computed Tomography Scanning 

CT was first demonstrated in 1972 by Hounsfield and Cormack. They had 

produced X-ray images taken around a single axis of rotation, revealing the internal 

structure of a specimen (Weber, 2001; Goldman, 2007; Ahmed, 2011). The first-

generation CT scans consisted of a pencil beam of X-rays penetrating a sample and being 

received by a single detector. This coupled source-detector pair translates across the 

patient to produce a set of parallel projections, repeatedly at different angles (Figure 

2.7.A). Second-generation CT was adapted from the translate-rotate system and used slot 

colimitation to generate a fan-shaped beam of radiation and multiple detectors (Figure 

2.7.B). The advantage of this was the increased rate of data acquisition (Pope, 1998).  
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Figure 2.7: Evolution of CT scanners. Where x = X-ray source, D = X-ray detector. A. First-

generation. B. Second generation. C. Third generation. D. Fourth generation. Adapted from 

Pope (1998). 

Third-generation scanners saw huge progress in data acquisition and detector 

technology. The fan beam and detectors were wide enough to encompass an entire patient, 

and the tube-detectors would rotate around the patient, rather than the rotate and translate 

method seen in previous generations (Figure 2.7.C). This system was more efficient but 

was prone to ring artefacts because of the motion (Goldman, 2007). Fourth-generation 

scanners overcame this problem by using a stationary detector ring and a rotating X-ray 

source (Figure 2.7.D) (Schultz & Felix, 1980; Pope, 1998).  
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CBCT is a relatively new technology in clinical settings and allows 3D imaging 

of the patient’s teeth and jaws. Third-generation scanners are the basis for CBCT 

technology, with the X-ray source-coupled 2D detector, rotating around the patient, 

exposing the patient to low-level radiation, in the form of either a round or rectangular 

cone-shaped X-ray beam (Sarment, 2013; Ghali et al., 2018). Within a clinical setting, 

CBCT is an innovative way of imaging teeth, however, within research, very little 

literature has investigated the effectiveness of this technique, because of the nature of X-

rays (Sarment, 2013). Demiriz et al. (2016) evaluated the accuracy of CBCT on 

measuring impacted supernumerary teeth. Twenty-five impacted supernumerary teeth 

were imaged, with each sample’s tooth length and width measurements taken before 

extraction. After extraction, actual measurements were carried out, and results showed no 

statistical difference between data, concluding the technology to be very accurate. As 

mentioned previously, third-generation scanners were prone to ring artefacts; this has also 

been reported in CBCT, although advancements have been made, artefacts remain 

(Pauwels et al., 2011; Queiroz et al., 2017). 

2.3.4 X-Ray Microtomography (XMT) 

Elliott & Dover (1982) first developed XMT (also known as micro-CT) and is 

described as a miniaturised version of the medical CT scanner, both have developed 

alongside each other. However, XMT differs in two ways. Firstly, a reduction in scale 

(microns rather than millimetres). Secondly, with CT scanners, the X-ray source moves 

around the subject, whereas, in XMT, the X-ray source and detector remain stationary, 

with the specimen moving (Ahmed, 2011).  

XMT is a non-destructive technique that is used to image specimens in 3D at the 

micron scale. In terms of scientific and clinical research, XMT has been used in multiple 

areas. These include; food, engineering, geology, and dentistry (Davis & Wong, 1996; 
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Stock, 1999; Ketcham & Carlson, 2001; van Dalen et al., 2003; Dowker et al., 2004; 

Mousavi et al., 2007; Cunnigham et al., 2017). 

The basic set-up for XMT includes an X-ray source, an X-ray detector, and a 

specimen stage (Figure 2.8). In XMT a micro-focused X-ray source illuminates the region 

of interest (ROI), positioned accurately within the X-ray beam. During image acquisition, 

specimens rotate 360˚, and the absorption images are recorded by a 2D detector array at 

each rotational step. 2D images (or slices) based on LAC calculations from the absorption 

images are created using advanced computer software. 

 

Figure 2.8: Main components of an XMT set-up. Adapted from Ahmed (2010). 

Recent improvements in small X-ray tubes means it is possible to develop systems 

with sub-micron scale focal points, allowing for high-resolution imaging, offering 

significantly improved XMT results (Peyrin et al., 2000). With the traditional impact X-

ray source, there are disadvantages, such as beam hardening, and artefacts as previously 

mentioned. However, with the use of a scanner using a high dynamic range charge-

coupled detector (CCD) X-ray camera, which has a time-delay integration (TDI) readout 

(Davis & Elliott, 2003) artefacts become reduced (outlined in detail in Section 3.1.1). 
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One of the significant advantages of XMT over other analytical techniques is its 

ability to generate a series of scans of the same specimen over a period of time. Davis et 

al. (2018) carried out in vitro demineralisation of a third molar. Demineralisation was 

recorded, visualised, and quantified giving an accurate real-time picture of the 

de/remineralisation process at different stages, because of the non-destructive nature of 

the technique (Davis & Wong, 1996; Davis et al., 2013; Davis et al., 2018). Other 

methods are mainly destructive, meaning standardised samples of HAp need to be used, 

as enamel mineral concentration can vary. Imaging the same specimen multiple times 

with XMT allows each sample to act as their own ‘control’ (Wong et al., 1995; Ahmed, 

2011).  

Other advantages of XMT include its ability to produce high-resolution scans at a 

micron level and to measure mineral concentration quantitatively (Ahmed, 2011). These 

advantages allow for mineral density to be analysed, reducing the time of the 

experimental conditions. De/remineralisation of teeth occurs in three-dimensions, 

meaning 3D images produced by XMT can provide an accurate representation of this 

(Cochrane et al., 2012). XMT studies of caries within primary teeth have shown that in 

dentine, a bowl-shaped lesion is formed, as opposed to cone-shaped lesions as previously 

seen in 2D radiographs (Wong et al., 2006; Ahmed et al., 2012). The XMT system used 

within these studies has the additional advantage of the calibration taking place during 

the image pre-processing. In commercial systems, mineral density is calculated post-

processing using data from previous samples, which can severely reduce accuracy 

(Evershed et al., 2012). 

 Farah et al. (2010) characterised mineral density within hypomineralised molars 

and incisors using XMT. Using a commercial system, 10 sound and 10 hypomineralised 

teeth as a comparison were scanned. Enamel blocks were used as calibration standards 

for beam hardening correction. Data acquisition showed in sound enamel the mineral 
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density increased from the CEJ to the incisal edge. In contrast, in hypomineralised teeth, 

the mineral density decreased from the CEJ to the occlusal region. On average, the results 

showed a 19% decrease in mineral density for hypomineralised teeth compared to sound. 

Similarly, Cherukara et al. (2005) and Zou et al. (2011) found similar data in sound 

enamel. 

 As well as research implications, XMT has looked at clinical implications. 

Willmott et al. (2007) used XMT to examine cavity preparation concerning demineralised 

dentine. Overpreparation of between 8.5-44.3% volume was observed; having severe 

clinical implications in a field where ‘minimal intervention’ is the objective. Additionally,  

Ahmed et al. (2012) compared the efficacy of caries removal via hand excavation and 

chemo-mechanical techniques through XMT scanning. The clinical implications of this 

study suggested that chemo-mechanical procedures were more conservative than hand 

excavation, preserving more layers of demineralised dentine (> 0.97 g/cm-3 of mineralised 

tissue).  

2.3.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

SEM is a technique for high-resolution scanning that uses a fine electron beam to 

create images, typically 1-5 nm spot size, fixated on the surface of a specimen. An 

electron beam travels over the sample in a series of lines and frames. The electrons 

bombard the sample within a minimal area, creating; elastic scattering from the specimen, 

losing no energy, or the sample absorbs electrons. Absorption of electrons creates 

secondary electrons of very low energy, together with X-rays. Electron absorption results 

in an emission of visible light, and electric currents within the specimen (Boyde, 1980, 

2003a, 2003b). 
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of an SEM set-up. Adapted from Ahmed (2011). 

Secondary electron imaging is most commonly used for studying the topography 

of the surface materials. They are selectively attracted to a grid held at a low positive 

potential compared to the specimen. These electrons pass through the grid, coming from 

the sample, causing an emission of light from the scintillant. Light subsequently gets 

redirected down a light pipe to a photomultiplier tube, converting the photons into a 

voltage. The number of secondary electrons that strike the disc will determine the strength 

of this voltage (Figure 2.9). Thus, the secondary electrons produced will create a voltage 

signal of a particular strength (Boyde, 1980, 2003a, 2003b).  

Although secondary electron imaging is a way of mapping the topography of the 

specimen’s surface, the electrons are unable to penetrate the surface, so another detector 
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is used. Back-scattered electrons (BSE) are beam electrons that are reflected from the 

sample by scattering. BSE is useful in analytical SEM along with characteristic X-rays. 

BSE images provide information about the distribution of different elements within a 

sample because the intensity of the BSE signal is related to the atomic number of the 

specimen (Boyde, 1980, 2003a, 2003b). 

 Gavrila et al. (2016) investigated the surface topography and the remineralisation 

rate from various commercial products on carious teeth. SEM images showed a difference 

in surface topography, in particular, the remineralisation of dentine tubules. BSE 

microscopy was used in the study, as it can assess microscopic differences in tissue 

mineralisation (Reid & Boyde, 1987; Howell & Boyde, 2002). However, in Gavrila et al. 

(2016), scanning took place in between remineralisation cycles at set intervals, not in real-

time.  

 Wang & Weiner (1998) used BSE to study the level of mineralisation of human 

enamel and dentine. Moreover, Boyde (1998) confirmed the existence of cross striations 

in the tooth structure using the same technique, while Mahoney et al. (2004) used BSE to 

compare the mineral density between sound and hypomineralised human enamel. The 

authors reported a reduction in mineral density by approximately 5% in comparison to 

sound enamel. 
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2.4 Manufacturing Technologies and Applications 

Within the world of engineering, the most critical consideration when designing 

parts for production is the method of manufacturing. A design can be produced via a range 

of manufacturing techniques with each having their associated strengths and weaknesses 

(Thomas & Claypole, 2016; Redwood et al., 2017). Most manufacturing techniques can 

be categorised into three groups; formative, subtractive, and additive manufacturing 

(Figure 2.10). 

 

Figure 2.10: Schematic comparison of different manufacturing techniques. A. Formative. B. 

Subtractive. C. Additive manufacturing. Adapted from Redwood et al. (2017). 
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2.4.1 Formative Manufacturing 

Formative manufacturing typically forms the material into the desired shape 

through heat and pressure (Figure 2.10.A). The material can be melted down and extruded 

into a mould (injection moulding/die-casting), melted and then poured into a mould 

(casting) or pressed or pulled into the desired shape (stamping/vacuum forming/forging). 

These techniques produce parts from an extensive range, making it only cost-effective for 

mass production. The main limitation of this manufacturing method is the need to build 

a tool (mould or die) to form the part. Tooling is often expensive and complicated to 

produce, increasing times and delaying manufacturing of a piece. This substantial upfront 

investment is why formative production is only cost-effective at high volumes (Redwood 

et al., 2017). 

2.4.2 Subtractive Manufacturing 

Subtractive manufacturing starts with a block of solid material and utilises cutting 

tools to remove (machine) material to achieve a final shape (Figure 2.10.B). Computer 

numerical control (CNC) milling, turning (lathe) and machine operations like drilling and 

cutting are all examples of subtractive techniques. This type of manufacturing can 

produce highly accurate parts with an excellent surface finish in which almost every 

material can be machined in some way. For the majority of designs, subtractive 

manufacturing is the most cost-effective method of production. However, many factors 

limit this technique. Most designs require CAM to plot tool paths and efficient material 

removal, and this adds time and cost to the overall process. Tool access must also be 

considered when designing parts, as the cutting tool must be able to reach all surfaces to 

remove material. Subtractive manufacturing is also generally considered a wasteful 

process due to the large amounts of material that are often removed to produce the final 

part geometry (Redwood et al., 2017).  
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2.4.3 Additive Manufacturing 

Additive manufacturing (more commonly known as 3D printing) is the process of 

additively building up a part one layer at a time (Figure 2.10.C). There are multiple 3D 

printing technologies that each have their own advantages and disadvantages. One of the 

main benefits of 3D printing is that parts can be manufactured to almost any geometry 

(depending on the technology used). Moreover, this technique does not rely on expensive 

tooling and has little start-up costs; a critical advantage when developing prototypes and 

low-volume production parts.  However, one of the most significant limitations of 3D 

printing is the inability to produce parts with material properties comparable to 

subtractive or formative techniques. The majority of 3D printed parts are typically 

anisotropic or not fully dense. Repeatability is another limitation of 3D printing, as 

usually, parts will often have slight variations due to differential cooling or warping 

during curing (Thomas & Claypole, 2016; Redwood et al., 2017).  

2.4.4 3D Printing Process 

There are many different printing technologies. Although each method of 3D 

printing produces parts differently, five steps are constant across all technologies (Atwell, 

2017). 

Firstly, a digital model is produced. The most common method for producing a 

digital model is through CAD. Reverse engineering can also be used to generate a digital 

model via 3D scanning (Laycock et al., 2012; Doney et al., 2013). Several considerations 

must be assessed when designing for 3D printing. Focussing on geometry limitations, 

support material (extra material required to support structures that overhang) and escape 

hole requirements (access for material to be removed) (Atwell, 2017; Redwood et al., 

2017).  
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Secondly, a CAD model must be converted into a format that a 3D printer can 

interpret. Typically, CAD models are converted into a stereolithography (STL) file, also 

referred to as Standard Triangle Language file. OBJ or 3DP are also common 3D printing 

file types. STL uses triangles (polygons) to describe the surfaces of an object, simplifying 

the complex CAD model. Once an STL file has been generated, the file is imported into 

a slicer program, which slices the design into layers that will be used to build up the part. 

The slicer program takes the STL files and converts them into G-code (or the slicer’s own 

equivalent file format). G-code is a numerical control programming language used in 

CAM to control automated machines like CNC machines and 3D printers. The slicer 

program also can define the 3D printer build parameters by specifying support location, 

layer height, and part orientation. Slicer programs are often proprietary to each brand of 

3D printer, although there are some universal slice programs like Netfabb (Autodesk Inc., 

2017), Simplify3D (Simplify3D, 2018), Slic3r (Sound, 2016), and Cura (Ultimaker, 

2017) (Thomas & Claypole, 2016).  

Thirdly, the model is printed. Printing techniques are dependent upon the 3D 

printing technologies, and each method varies. (2.4.5 outlines in more detail the different 

technologies used in 3D printing).  

Fourthly, the print is removed, separating the printed part from the build platform. 

However, in some instances, the removal of a part is a technical process involving precise 

extraction, while it is encased in the build material or attached to the build plate. These 

instances require strict removal procedures, safety equipment and controlled 

environments (Gunther et al., 2014; Redwood et al., 2017). 

Finally, post-processing may be required to ‘finish off’ the part. Post-processing 

procedures again vary by printer technology. Some technologies require the part to cure 

under ultraviolet (UV) light before handling, while others allow components to be 
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handled right away. For technologies that utilise support, the support is also removed at 

the post-processing stage (Gunther et al., 2014; Thomas & Claypole, 2016; Redwood et 

al., 2017).  

2.4.5 3D Printing Technologies and Materials 

The International Organization for Standardization – American Society for 

Testing and Materials (ISO/ASTM) 52900 Standard was created in 2015 to standardise 

all terminology as well as classify each of the different methods and materials of 3D 

printing. A total of seven technology categories were established (ASTM International, 

2015). Each of these and the associated process descriptions are presented in Table 2.4. 

Table 2.4: Classification of 3D printing technologies. Adapted from ASTM International 

(2015); Zhang et al. (2015); Thomas & Claypole (2016); Redwood et al. (2017). 

Process Description Technologies 

 

 

Material Extrusion: 

the material is 

selectively dispensed 

through a nozzle or 

orifice. 

Fused filament fabrication 

(FFF), fused deposition 

modelling (FDM). 

 

 

Vat Polymerisation: 

a liquid photopolymer 

in a vat is selectively 

cured by light-

activated 

polymerisation.  

SLA, stereolithography 

bioprinting, direct light 

processing (DLP), laser-

assisted bioprinting, biological 

laser printing. 

 

Powder Bed Fusion: 

thermal energies 

selectively fuse 

regions of a powder 

bed. 

Selective laser sintering (SLS), 

direct metal laser sintering, 

selective laser melting, electron 

beam melting, matrix-assisted 

pulsed laser evaporation direct 

writing. 
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Material Jetting: 

droplets of material 

are selectively 

deposited and cured 

on a build plate.  

Material jetting, drop on 

demand, inkjet. 

 

 

Binder Jetting: a 

liquid bonding agent 

selectively binds 

regions of a powder 

bed. 

Binder jetting, inkjet. 

 

 

Direct Energy 

Deposition: focused 

thermal energy is used 

to fuse materials by 

melting as they are 

being deposited. 

Laser engineering net shaping, 

laser-based metal deposition, 

laser-induced forward transfer. 

 

 

Sheet Lamination: 

sheets of material are 

bonded to form a part. 

Ultrasonic additive 

manufacturing, laminated 

object manufacturing.  

 

2.4.5.1 Fused Filament Fabrication 

The most common 3D printing technology is FFF or FDM (a trademarked term 

by Stratasys Ltd., USA). Within this context, the raw materials may take the form of wire, 

rolls, laminates and pellets (Thomas & Claypole, 2016). 
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of a typical FFF printer set-up. 

In FFF, the model or part is commonly produced by extruding thin (200-400 μm) 

threads of a polymer-based material which solidifies almost immediately to form a solid 

layer (Guessasma et al., 2015; Thomas & Claypole, 2016). Typically, a thermoplastic is 

wound on a reel, which is then unwound as the material is supplied through an extrusion 

nozzle head. The nozzle head heats the material and turns the flow on and off via a stepper 

motor. In many 3D printers, the extrusion head can move in both horizontal directions, 

X-axis, and Y-axis while the build plate moves up and down along the Z-axis (Figure 

2.11).  This control of directions is carried out using CAM software tool, which runs a 

microcontroller (Thomas & Claypole, 2016). 

The heated extrusion head deposits molten material onto a supportive structure, 

layer by layer. Various polymers are used including; acrylonitrile butadiene styrene 

(ABS), polycarbonate (PC), polylactic acid (PLA), high-density polyethene, PC/ABS, 

polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), poly-phenyl-sulfone, and high-impact polystyrene (Liu et al., 

2014; Mashiko et al., 2014; Stone et al., 2015; O'Reilly et al., 2016; Thomas & Claypole, 

2016; Angjellari et al., 2017). In general, the polymer is in the form of a filament 

fabricated from pure polymers. However, recycled post-consumer plastic waste is 

increasingly being converted into filament (Khoo et al., 2015). 
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FFF processes can be restricted in the variation of shapes that may be fabricated. 

However, using a removable support structure, any form can be manufactured. These thin 

supports are automatically added to the model using modelling software and can be broken 

away during the finishing process (Jin & Fu, 2015). Tam et al., (2013) and Tam et al., 

(2014), used this process when re-creating a model for a hollow aortic aneurysm—using 

PVA as the material for the support structure (requires dual extrusion) (Tam et al., 2013). 

During the finishing process, water was added to the model removing any support 

structure, because of PVA’s water solubility (Tam et al., 2014). 

The majority of commercially available 3D printers on the market are FFF printers 

because of its simplicity and easy to use interface. (Lau & Leung, 2015). Accuracy can 

also be high in these printers (80-50 μm); in Salmi et al. (2013), the accuracy of different 

printer techniques was evaluated using a coordinate measuring machine on printed human 

skull models from digital imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM) images. 

The models were assessed with a rating of ‘original, moderate and worse’, with FFF 

producing three models classified as ‘moderate’. 

The main limitation is the variety of materials available. FFF relies heavily on 

thermoplastic filaments, as the extrusion head is heated, the technique requires a material 

that changes viscosity with a change in temperature but still retains the ability to revert to 

a more solid state once cooled. These properties narrow the type of materials that can be 

used (Oropallo & Piegl, 2015). In Tan et al. (2015), the study looked at re-creating a soft 

tissue and skeletal model for injured and uninjured hands for pre-operative planning. In 

the review, the authors praised the accuracy and effectiveness of the skeletal models but 

noted the limitations in re-creating the soft tissue. Due to the lack of diversity in materials 

for FFF, the characteristics of the soft tissue were unable to be matched by the 

thermoplastics. Similarly, Fasel et al. (2013) and Hochman et al. (2014) created skull 
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models and temporal bone replicas (respectively), with thermoplastics and reported 

similar dissatisfaction.  

2.4.5.1.1 Bioprinting 

Bioprinting is the utilisation of 3D printing techniques (typically FFF techniques), 

to combine cells, growth factors, and biomaterials together, to create a biomedical part 

that imitates natural tissues (Zhang et al., 2015). This technique of bioprinting has been 

used in biomedical sciences, using biocompatible polymers to create 3D constructs, most 

notably; prosthetics, and other implants (Dearment, 2013). When bioprinting with cells, 

cells are suspended within a hydrogel, which is loaded into a delivery system, and 

extruded to build up layers. This delivery system is typically a syringe or a capillary tube 

attached to a plunger. Generally, in extrusion printing, larger nozzles are used in 

conjunction with high extrusion pressure allowing for more viscous materials to be 

extruded (Walker, 2013). However with an increase in nozzle diameter, a decrease in 

resolution occurs, as well as requiring contact with the print substrate, this eliminates the 

potential for in situ printing (Cresswell-Boyes, 2015; Zhang et al., 2015). 

When printing with live cells, all the primary techniques rely on the use of bioink. 

Bioink is a biocompatible and printable fluid, that is used as a carrier for live cells and can 

come in various forms that can be developed in conjunction with or without scaffolds. 

However, it can be a problematic biomaterial to produce; it must provide both structures 

for the 3D object but also be a viable environment for cells (Schuurman et al., 2016). The 

critical component is the hydrogel, which is typically made from agarose constituents. 

Some studies have proven success in encapsulating cells within spheroids and other 

microstructures, to create pre-assembled tissue constructs, eliminating the time needed for 

cells to self-organise in typical hydrogel-based bioinks (Mironow et al., 2009; Cresswell-

Boyes, 2015). 
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The limitations of bioprinting mainly surround the development of a viable bioink. 

Cell source is a big concern, as sourcing, a significant number of cells can be difficult. 

During the printing process, cells undergo extreme forces and temperatures, so the bioink 

must be able to provide a safe environment from these (Zadpoort & Malda, 2017). Cross-

linking agents can be added to aid cells surviving the mechanical stress, but these agents 

need to be non-toxic to cells; otherwise, it defeats the objective. The consensus is that the 

current state of printing techniques need to be optimised for bioprinting to overcome 

specific issues, such as; spatial resolution, the viscosity of the bioink, the printing 

efficiency, and cell density, demonstrating the need for further research into this field 

(Cresswell-Boyes, 2015; Zhang et al., 2015). 

2.4.5.2 Stereolithography 

SLA is renowned for being the original 3D printing technology. SLA uses 

photocuring UV/lasers (or LCDs in DLP printers) to convert liquid photopolymer resins 

and composites into solid layers. (Thomas & Claypole, 2016). A tank of the liquid 

polymer resin is exposed to controlled light, curing the exposed liquid photopolymer. The 

build platform then moves in small steps, revealing more liquid photopolymer to the 

controlled light, curing it in the process. This process repeats itself until the model has 

been built (Figure 2.12). Once completed, the liquid photopolymer is drained from the 

tank, leaving the solid model (DeSimone, 2015).  
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Figure 2.12: Schematic of a typical SLA printer set-up. 

The laser used during the process, from a scanning laser source cures whole layers 

of photosensitive polymers. This process can be quite challenging to engineer and is 

generally at a higher cost due to the high price of resins compared to FFF filaments. 

However, for high-end applications, this process results in the production of parts to 

professional standards (DeSimone, 2015; Thomas & Claypole, 2016). These professional 

standards are due to the technology’s high degree of accuracy, with a resolution of around 

10-25 μm (Chhaya et al., 2015). This technology has mainly been used to produce high-

quality and high-resolution parts for biomedical applications or components with 

integrated moving parts (Thomas & Claypole, 2016). 

Although SLA printers produce high-quality parts, the main drawback is the size 

of the vat and platform travel distance, which can restrict the height of the desired object. 

Photopolymer resin waste is also a current drawback, as the resin is an expensive material, 

and only the cured material is kept. The excess material is not re-used due to the possibility 

of excess cross-linked material that may remain in the vat, and the extensive cleaning 

procedure makes the process a costly manufacturing method (Gross et al., 2014). With 

SLA, a post-fabrication step is required, using a laser to guarantee all the reactive groups 

of the photopolymer are polymerised, to ensure the final 3D object is strengthened. This 

extra step can make the process a time-consuming manufacturing technique (Sakuragi, 

2014). 
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Maddox et al. (2015) used SLA printing to create 12 models of patients’ kidneys 

for training purposes. In particular, the study was looking at recreating the ‘suspicious’ 

masses picked up in scans, to train undergraduate medical students. Both the authors and 

students were impressed with the high level of accuracy from the models, allowing 

students to get a 3D visualisation and better understanding of the masses. The high 

accuracy has been utilised in much of the literature, in particular to bronchial models and 

their intricate details. Much of the perceptions of SLA being used in recreating bronchial 

models has been positive (Zopf et al., 2013; Bustamante et al., 2014; Nakada et al., 2014; 

Miyazaki et al., 2015). The same has also been reported in heart replicas (Zopf et al., 

2013; Costello et al., 2014a; Costello et al., 2014b). 

2.4.5.3 Selective Laser Sintering 

SLS is a method in which powder-based materials are fused together to form solid 

models. Powdered materials including metal, nylon, alloy or ceramic, are spread in a thin 

layer on the build platform. The powder is then sintered to form a complex shape. When 

a layer has been sintered, another layer is deposited on top, and the process repeats until 

a final structure is completed (Figure 2.13) (Thomas & Claypole, 2016). 

 

Figure 2.13: Schematic of a typical SLS printer set-up.  

The SLS process can employ a technique of using joining and bonding agents 

instead of a laser sintering method, while some processes use a mixture of both agents and 
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lasers. By using different powders or particle materials, 3D components can be produced 

with desirable structure and aesthetic properties (Thomas & Claypole, 2016). 

A commonly noted issue with SLS printing is that the printed models suffer from 

shrinkage or deformation due to the thermal heating from the laser and the subsequent 

cooling. This deformation can change the dimensions of the object, making it challenging 

to follow specifications when making parts to order (Gross et al., 2014). 

Due to the expensive nature of SLS, little literature is available on its use in 

medical education. However, in Waran et al. (2014), patient brain models were recreated 

from CT data, for planning surgery simulations. Spottiswoode et al. (2012) also created 

patient-specific brain models for pre-operative training in identifying tumours. Both 

studies reported a reasonable level of accuracy, and surgeons benefitted from the accurate 

anatomical models when planning surgeries. Many studies have used SLS for patient-

specific models, due to the higher accuracy and types of materials that can be used 

(Schmauss et al., 2012; Watson, 2014; Hughes et al., 2017). 

2.4.6 3D Printing in Dentistry 

As mentioned previously (Section 2.2.5.2), 3D printing has become a subject of 

great interest in teaching, in particular, surgery training. However, the technology has a 

specific resonance within dentistry, with advances in 3D imaging and modelling 

techniques such as CBCT and CAD/CAM technologies becoming increasingly present in 

dental surgeries (Dawood et al., 2015). Uses of 3D printing have included; the production 

of drill guides for dental implants, the production of physical models for prosthodontics, 

orthodontics, and surgery, the manufacture of dental, craniomaxillofacial and orthopaedic 

implants, and the fabrication of copings and frameworks for an implant and dental 

restorations (Burde et al., 2015; Dawood et al., 2015; David et al., 2017).  
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In Lee et al. (2015), the accuracy of 3D printing replica teeth was evaluated. Fifty 

extracted molar teeth were scanned to generate high-resolution STL files. The files were 

printed using FFF and inkjet technologies. These replicas were digitally scanned, and 

were compared with the original through linear measurements, volumetric measurements, 

and mean deviation measurements. The authors reported that the FFF produced teeth were 

slightly smaller compared to the original, whereas the inkjet produced teeth were 

marginally larger compared to the original. Despite the differences, statistically, the 

differences were insignificant, so the authors concluded that the technologies were 

accurate enough for orthodontic diagnosis and treatment.  

Tunchel et al. (2016) evaluated the use of an SLS printed titanium dental implant 

in a 3-year follow-up study. Eighty-two patients were given titanium implants within 

healed alveolar ridges and in post-extraction sockets. After 3 years of loading, it was 

reported that only six implants failed, giving an overall survival rate of 94.5%. The 

authors concluded the use of 3D printed implants was a successful clinical option for the 

rehabilitation of single-tooth gaps; however, further long-term studies would have to be 

carried out to determine the longevity of these implants. Studies like Tunchel et al. (2016) 

have led to a shift in producing restoratives from CNC methods to using 3D printing 

technologies (Silva et al., 2011; Farré-Guasch et al., 2015). 
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Chapter 3   

General Methodologies 

Chapter 3 describes the principal methodologies used in the experiments reported 

in this thesis. Section 3.1 outlines the system and techniques used for XMT imaging and 

analysis. Section 3.2 follows on from the image acquisition through XMT but explains 

the reconstruction procedure and visualisation of images. Section 3.3 describes the 

CAD/CAM process that was used throughout the different experiments, in particular, the 

various 3D printing methods and techniques used. Section 3.4 outlines the microscopic 

techniques (other than XMT) that were used, such as; SEM, white light profilometry and 

optical light microscopy. Section 3.5 explains the mechanical testing carried out, 

including, the novel automatic force cutting experiment, the set-up and procedures used 

to collect data on force. Section 3.6 discusses the different characterisation techniques 

that were carried out. Finally, Section 3.7 outlines the type of data analysis that was 

applied to the results obtained.  

3.1 X-Ray Microtomography 

The fourth-generation XMT scanner used was the ‘in-house’ XMT scanner at 

QMUL, MuCAT2 developed by Davis & Elliott (2003) with TDI (Davis et al., 2010), 

was used in imaging specimens throughout the study (Figure 3.1). The MuCAT2 scanner 

was chosen as the main imaging techniques due to its ability to create high contrast 3D 

images, advantages and disadvantage of this system are later discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the fourth generation XMT scanner. Developed by Davis & 

Elliott (2003). 

3.1.1 MuCAT2 

MuCAT2 is the system used at QMUL which has been utilised in many hard 

tissues studies, as well as imaging ancient scrolls and engineering components. An 

enhanced XMT scanner with TDI CCD readout was used, employing an X-Tek ultrafocus 

beam system (Nikon Metrology Ltd., UK) of 5 μm spot size (Figure 3.2). Typically, 

biological materials such as extracted teeth were X-rayed at 90 keV, 180 μA, and with a 

1.2 mm aluminium and 0.5 mm copper filter. In comparison, non-biological specimens 

were usually X-rayed at 40 keV, 405 μA, and with a 0.5 mm aluminium filter. These 

parameters have been previously defined in Evershed et al. (2012), and have proven to 

be effective in creating high contrast scans of these types of samples (biological and non-

biological). More details of voltage and settings used for individual samples is given in 

Appendix A (Table A). A higher voltage increases the penetrability of X-rays, which is 

required for denser materials such as extracted teeth.  
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Figure 3.2: An image of the fourth generation XMT scanner. Developed by Davis & Elliott 

(2003). 

A cooled slow-scan CCD camera (Spectral Instruments Inc., USA) was used with 

fibre optic 1:1 lens coupling to a 70 μm thick columnar caesium iodide scintillator 

(Applied Scintillation Technologies Ltd, UK). The camera has 4096 x 4096 square pixels 

of dimension 15 μm, which are binned at 4 x 4 to give 1024 x 1024 square binned pixels 

of dimension 60 μm (Figure 3.3). The geometric magnification can be varied to provide 

reconstructed voxel sizes between 5 and 38 μm (Ahmed, 2011; Evershed et al., 2012). 

 

Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of the layout of MuCAT2. A. Side view. B. Plan view of the 

XMT set-up adapted from Ahmed (2011). 
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The TDI CCD configuration eliminates the occurrence of ring artefacts by 

averaging the characteristics of all the detector elements in each projection. The 

specimens were positioned upon the rotational stage, and at each rotation, the camera 

moves across the X-ray beam, and simultaneously the CCD is read out (Figure 3.4). The 

movement of the camera and the CCD readout are timed so that the relative motion of 

charge along with the CCD surface matches that of the focused image, meaning the 

movement is effectively stationary (Figure 3.5). Each recorded pixel is derived from the 

accumulation of charge as it is moved along the corresponding CCD column, as the CCD 

is mounted at 90° to normal use, allowing for rows and columns to be swapped. This 

process takes place for each projection. Before the projections are taken, a dark reference 

image is taken, with the CCD shuttered, and then a light reference scan is taken without 

the specimen in the way of the X-ray beam (Ahmed, 2011; Evershed, 2013). 

 

Figure 3.4: Example of a circle being imaged and how the CCD reads out the data. A. Before 

exposure. B. During exposure. C. CCD Readout. Adapted from Ahmed (2011). 
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Figure 3.5: Time sequence showing TDI CCD readout of the captured image. Adapted from 

Ahmed (2011). 
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The XMT systems at QMUL has a novel design and is represented by its moving 

collimator. The moving collimator was designed to reduce scattered radiation and thus 

improve image contrast, resulting in more accurate LAC measurements. The redesigned 

collimator moves in synchrony with the detector, reducing the portion of the specimen 

that is illuminated at any point in time (Figure 3.6) (Ahmed, 2011; Evershed, 2013). 

 

Figure 3.6: Plan view of the MuCAT2 XMT system with a moving collimator. Showing the 

difference between a specimen without (A.) and with moving collimator (B.), adapted from 

Wassif (2007). 

3.1.2 Block Scanning 

For higher resolution projections or larger specimens, block scanning is used. In 

this technique, specimens can be scanned in consecutive blocks of uniform height. The 

specimens were scanned to obtain 3D volumes of complete specimens at high resolution. 

The scan height is limited to the number of ‘slices’ per block, as only an ROI is covered 

by the area of the X-ray cone beam (Ahmed, 2011; Evershed, 2013). 
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A slice is defined by the resolution of the image by: 

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 =  
𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑉𝑜𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒
 

Equation 3.1 

Therefore, to build an entire stack of projections for large specimens, they require 

to be scanned in blocks. This is done by imaging the ROI at one full rotation, and then 

moving the rotational stage to bring into view the next ROI, and so on (Figure 3.7) 

(Ahmed, 2011; Evershed, 2013).  

 

Figure 3.7: Side view showing 'block' scanning. The red lines signify the boundaries of the 

reconstruction region. Adapted from Ahmed (2011). 
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3.1.3 Calibration 

As mentioned previously in Section 2.3.2, due to the nature of polychromatic 

radiation, correction is required for beam hardening by using an appropriate calibration 

material. The calibration material must be similar nature to the investigated material 

regarding its attenuation for any given X-ray. Aluminium is considered to be the best 

material in the studies of hard tissues, such as bone and teeth, as its behaviour in the 

absorption of X-rays is similar to that of hard tissues (Ahmed, 2011; Evershed, 2013). Its 

attenuation coefficient versus energy relationship is like that of HAp (Dowker et al., 1997; 

Wong et al., 2000).  

Initially, the MuCAT2 system corrected for beam hardening through calibration 

with an aluminium step wedge (Figure 3.8.A). The wedge was elevated through the beam 

to produce ten projections, each with a set of attenuations corresponding to between 1 and 

50 layers of aluminium. To increase the range of attenuations available, a beam hardening 

‘carousel’ was designed and constructed, comprising of an odd number of metal sheets 

of known compositions (Figure 3.9) which can be illuminated individually by the cone 

beam (Figure 3.8.B). The samples are held vertically around the circumference of a 

cylindrical frame. Higher attenuations than aluminium can be achieved using titanium 

and copper, which, has a higher atomic number and thus a higher LAC. Once the 

attenuations have been collected, it is possible to correct for the specimen material, using 

software generalised from the modelling concept developed for the aluminium step 

wedge (Davis et al., 2008; Evershed et al., 2012). 
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Figure 3.8: Calibration materials used in MuCAT2. A. An image of the aluminium step wedge. 

B. An image of the ‘carousel’ and its attenuation filters. Images reproduced with permission 

from the authors, Evershed et al. (2012). 

 

Figure 3.9: Plan view of the beam hardening 'carousel'. Showing filter types and illumination of 

the copper filter by the X-ray beam, adapted from Evershed et al. (2012). 
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3.2 Data Processing and Visualisation 

The images obtained from MuCAT2 are created by directing X-rays through the 

specimen from different orientations and measuring their resulting intensity. There are 

some variables responsible for the collection of XMT data: the number of projections, 

exposure time, image resolution, the X-ray tube voltage and current. The specimen is 

rotated step-wise incrementally during collection, amounting to a full 360º (Davis, 1994). 

Each projection represents a rotational interval equal to 360º divided by the total number 

of views. A specialised algorithm is used to reconstruct the set of projections resulting in 

a 3D replica of the object (Ahmed, 2011; Evershed, 2013). To calculate the minimum 

number of projections needed for a sample is: 

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 =  
𝜋

2
𝑥𝑑 

Equation 3.2 

Where; xd is the width of the specimen in pixels (Kak & Slaney, 2001). 

The total time for collection of each dataset is calculated using the time for each 

projection multiplied by the number of projections. The total time for each projection 

includes the flyback time and the traverse time (Ahmed, 2011; Evershed, 2013). The 

traverse time is expressed as: 

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 =  𝑡𝑥 (1 +  
𝑥𝑑 + 64

1024
) 

Equation 3.3 

Where: tx is the exposure time (minimum of 3.3 s). 

xd is the specimen width. 
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64 is a constant derived by adding together 32 pixels on either side of the specimen 

which is used to measure the beam intensity (which may vary over time). 

Therefore, by adding the constant 64 to N, the total distance across the field of 

view is encompassed, and with the constant 1024, is the width of the CCD detector in 

binned pixels (Figure 3.10).  

 

Figure 3.10: The projection window, demonstrating the field of view of the camera. 

3.2.1 Pre-Processing and Linearisation 

A correction applied for the polychromatic radiation, is carried out during the pre-

processing stage of the data reconstruction. This stage of processing is required to ensure 

the data can be corrected as though monochromatic radiation was used. For hard tissue 

samples scanned at 90 keV, the data is adjusted so that the values are relative to 40 keV 

X-ray photons. Non-mineralised samples, such as polymer-based specimens these were 

scanned at 40 keV with the data being corrected to values relative 25 keV. During pre-

processing intensity is converted to 𝑙𝑛
𝐼0

𝐼
 values and the polychromatic correction is 
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applied (Davis & Elliott, 1997; Evershed, 2013). Initially, the dark reference is deducted 

from the light reference and the natural log is taken.  

A parabola is fitted for each CCD column and for the remaining projections the 

dark reference is subtracted, and the natural log of each projection is taken. It is then 

necessary to adjust about the mean log of the 32 pixels on either side of the projection, so 

a further subtraction is made from the appropriate parabola and this entire process 

provides corrected data (Kak & Slaney, 2001). Two files are produced here a CRA text 

file containing metadata (dimensional parameters) and a CON floating-point data file 

(Ahmed, 2011; Evershed, 2013). 

3.2.2 Reconstruction 

A modified Feldkamp cone-beam algorithm is used to reconstruct the corrected 

projections (Feldkamp et al., 1984). The floating data point files are loaded into the 

programme, and from each projection, the centre of mass is located. The centre of rotation 

is calculated, remaining constant for all slices. TDI introduces a slight bias in the value 

of the centre of rotation; therefore, the central slice is reconstructed first. Here, the slice 

is reconstructed 11 times for a range of centre of rotation offsets (± 5 pixels) with edge 

enhancements, producing the sharpest possible image, with the sharpness being 

determined from the sum of squares of the edge enhanced image. The centre of rotation 

is then determined by fitting a parabola to the three highest sharpness values and finding 

the peak of the parabola (Ahmed, 2011; Evershed, 2013).  

After determining the centre of rotation, the entire volume is reconstructed to a 

3D volume producing BIN files containing floating-point values corresponding to the 

reconstructed LAC data (stored in the form of LAC values corresponding to the X, Y, and 

Z coordinates of the volume). This processed data is then ‘trimmed’ using a program 

written in IDL® (Version 8.6, 2016; Harris Geospatial Solutions, Inc., USA) to reduce the 
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data to the minimum cuboidal volume incorporating the ROI and converted to 256 grey 

levels. At this point, the user selects a scale determining the ratio between the LAC and 

grey levels. This is done using a histogram showing the greyscale and scale factor; the 

peak and area under the curve of the histogram determine the ROI (Evershed, 2013).  

The relationship is:  

𝐿𝐴𝐶 =
𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑦𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒

𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
 

Equation 3.4 

Moreover, all the corresponding LAC values of the specimen have been 

previously altered and normalised to the ‘calibration carousel’ during the beam hardening 

correction. The final file produced is a TOM file which provides the data in the form of a 

greyscale image and can be viewed using various visualisation packages (Ahmed, 2011). 

3.2.3 Visualisation and Analysis 

Various types of software can be used for the analysis of reconstructed XMT data 

(Table 3.1); Drishti (Australia National University Vizlab, Australia), IDL®, ImageJ 

(National Institutes of Health, USA), and Tomview (QMUL, G.R. Davis, UK). Drishti 

was used mainly for manipulations of 3D images, and differentiation of various features 

of the dataset. IDL® and ImageJ (Version 1.52p, 2019) were used for quantitative analysis 

of the reconstructions such as morphometric parameters. Tomview (Version 1.11, 2003-

2020) was used primarily as a reference programme to view the reconstructed data. 
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Table 3.1: Comparison of visualisation and analysis software used. 

Software Used For Advantages Disadvantages 

Tomview 

Visualisation of 

XMT datasets in X, Y 

and Z planes, 

exporting 3D 

volume. 

Able to view 

individual slices in 

three planes, can be 

easily exported to 

different software. 

Unable to view data 

in 3D. 

Drishti 

Visualisation of 

XMT datasets in 3D, 

exporting mesh. 

Able to view data in 

3D, able to segment 

data into different 

structures. 

Unable to view 

individual slices. 

ImageJ 

Quantitative analysis 

such as size, volume 

and porosity. 

Provides thorough 

quantitative analysis, 

allows for 

segmentation. 

Unable to export data 

for modelling 

purposes. 

IDL® 

Part of the 

reconstruction 

routine, used for 

quantitative analysis. 

Provides thorough 

quantitative analysis. 

Manipulation of 

datasets must be 

carried out by code. 

 

The image file after reconstruction is in the form of a 3D cuboidal volume and 

can be viewed using Tomview. The data is constrained by the X, Y, and Z planes; 

therefore, a Cartesian coordinate system can define any determination of particular 

features. The data can be viewed in three different planes: XY, XZ, and YZ. Using these 

coordinates, the location of any specific feature can be defined in 3D. The data is viewed 

in pixels with the size determined by the resolution used during scanning.  

3.3 CAD/CAM 

Figure 3.11 describes the CAD/CAM process used to convert XMT datasets 

(TOM) into workable 3D models suitable for either 3D printing or VR. Using Tomview, 

reconstructed images can be exported as a 3D volume (NC file) into Drishti (Version 

2.6.3, 2016).  
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Figure 3.11: The design process used for creating files for 3D printing or VR. 

Drishti is a multi-platform, open-source volume exploration and presentation tool, 

written for visualising tomography datasets. The segmentation (isolating or selecting) of 

the ROIs were carried out in Drishti by highlighting the area containing the correct LAC 

values (3.12 cm-1 for HAp [Figure 3.12]). Using a mesh generator plugin, an internal and 

external mesh file can be exported as a PLY file which can be used in multiple 3D 

modelling software, to be altered or manipulated into the desired final model.  
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Figure 3.12: Segmentation of different ROIs of a mandibular first molar. Thresholding 

(segmentation), by selecting the relevant LAC values (in yellow) in Drishti allows for specific 

ROIs to be visualised. 

Firstly, the PLY file is imported into MeshLab (Version 2016.12, 2016; ISTI-

CNR, Italy) an opensource 3D mesh processing software, which was used to reduce and 

simplify the number of polygons present within the mesh (by running an MLX script). 

The script contains a series of different filters that are applied to the mesh which remove 

any duplicate faces, remove any duplicate vertices, remove any faces attached to non-

manifold edges, and a quadric edge collapse (reduces the number of polygons by a user-

defined factor). Each of these filters are applied, then reapplied (except for the quadric 

edge collapse) to ensure any changes made by the original application does not create 

more duplicate face, vertices, or non-manifold edges. The example in Figure 3.13, the 
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original mesh contained 6,501,509 vertices and 12,949,790 faces (Figure 3.13.A), 

however once the filter scripts were applied, the mesh contained 617,481 vertices and 

1,234,898 faces (Figure 3.13.B). Visually only slight changes appear, but physically the 

PLY file size is reduced from a 3.3 GB file to a 25 MB file, once exported. 

 

Figure 3.13: Reduction and simplification of a mandibular first molar. A. Before reduction. B. 

After reduction. 

Autodesk Meshmixer (Version 2.2, 2016; Autodesk Inc., USA) is a modelling 

manipulation software, used to alter and modify the 3D mesh, removing any unwanted or 

excess materials or imperfections from the file (this is discussed in Section 5.4.1 in more 

detail).  

Finally, Microsoft 3D Builder (Version 1709, 2018; Microsoft Corporation, USA) 

is used to repair the mesh, as, during the reduction and modification steps, errors may 

occur such as missing or overlapping polygons. Once repaired the file is saved as an STL 

file ready for 3D printing or as a PLY file for VR. 
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3.3.1 3D Printing 

The model file was exported as an STL file format with American Standard Code 

for Information Interchange (ASCII) coding into different slicing programs. Cura 

(Version 4.3, 2019; Ultimaker, Netherlands) for FFF, Slic3r (Version 1.3.0, 2018; Sound, 

Italy) for the syringe-extruder, Preform (Version 3.1.1, 2019; Formlabs Inc., USA) and 

Anycubic Photon Slicer (Version 1.3.3, 2017; Anycubic, China). The slicing application 

is where parameters are set, and a 3D visualisation of each layer is provided. This 

information is exported into a G-code file format and fed into the 3D printer. 

A total of four 3D printers were used throughout the experiments, FFF, syringe-

extruder, SLA and DLP. The FFF printer used was a Wanhao Duplicator i3 (Wanhao, 

China), with extensive modifications in the form of a Flexion™ extruder (Diabase 

Engineering, USA), a Bowden extruder designed to increase the resolution of the Wanhao 

Duplicator i3 from 100 to 60 μm. The syringe-extruder printer was initially a FFF printer 

(Geeetech Prusa i3, Shenzhen Getech Technology Co. Ltd., China) with the direct drive 

extruder removed and replaced with a syringe driver (NE-1000, New Era Pump Systems, 

Inc., USA), to regulate material feed and deposition. A Formlabs Form 2 (Formlabs Inc., 

USA) was used for SLA printing offering a high-resolution of 25 μm, with a laser spot 

size of 140 μm. For the DLP printing, an Anycubic Photon (Anycubic, China) DLP printer 

was used to print the composite materials, offering a high-resolution of 25 μm and a UV 

range of 405 nm. Details of settings and materials used will be presented in the 

experimental chapters. 

Certain prints were outsourced rather than printed ‘in-house’; for these models, 

the company 3D Hubs (Netherlands) was used. 3D Hubs is an extensive network of 

manufacturing services, that specialises in 3D printing, CNC machining and injection 

moulding, typically, models were outsourced to 3D Hubs when SLS was required.  
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3.3.2 Virtual Reality 

Alternatively, models were uploaded to Sketchfab (sketchfab.com, 2011; 

Sketchfab, France), an online database for publishing and sharing 3D, VR and augmented 

reality (AR) files. Sketchfab enables the viewer to move freely around or inside 3D scenes 

using a mouse, touch manipulation or in VR. For viewing the VR files, a Dell Visor 

Windows Mixed Reality headset (Dell Technologies, USA) was used.  

3.4 Microscopy 

3.4.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Samples were examined using an FEI Inspect F (Oxford Instruments, UK) SEM. 

Each sample was fixed to a stub with double-sided carbon adhesive tape (LabTech 

International Ltd., UK) and sputter-coated with gold (Emitech SC 7620, Quorum 

Technologies, UK), to facilitate the conduction of the electron beam. The samples were 

examined at 5 keV and with a working distance of 10 mm. 

3.4.2 White Light Profilometry 

For the analysis of the topographical surfaces, a white light profilometer (ProScan 

2000, Scantron Industrial Products Ltd., UK) was used. The profilometer is a non-contact 

optical device that utilises either a laser or white light to measure distance. The sensor 

scans the surface, with the reflectance of light being recorded, determining the distance 

(surface roughness [Ra]) of the specimen. Measurements were collected and analysed 

with ProScan 2000 software (Version 2.1.1.8+, 2003; Scantron Industrial Products Ltd., 

UK). 
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3.4.3 Optical Light Microscopy 

Simple optical light microscopy was carried out using an Apex Scholar 

microscope (Apex Microscopes, UK). All samples were mounted to a glass slide, and 

where appropriate a glass covering was placed on top to fix the sample. ScopeImage 

(Version 9.0, 2016; BP Integrated Technologies Inc., Philippines) processing software 

was used to correct contrast and brightness as well as capturing the image. 

3.5 Mechanical Testing 

This section focuses on the mechanical testing methodologies used during the 

project. The methods for calculating microhardness, compressive strength and Ē are 

outlined in this section. 

3.5.1 Vicker’s Microhardness Indentation 

HV measurements were made with a Buehler Micromet-4 (Buehler, USA) 

microhardness tester, with a square-based diamond indenter with a 136º angle (Figure 

3.14). This tester has a microscope of high resolution and contrast magnification of ×400. 

Indentations were made with loads of 10, 25, 50 gf for 20 s; and never near to any edge 

of the sample or another indentation (at least > 150 μm). The two diagonals of the 

indentation left in the surface of the specimen after removal of the load are measured, and 

the average is calculated, along with the area of the sloping surface. The HV is the quotient 

obtained by dividing the load (kgf) by the square area (mm2) of indentation (Equation 

3.5). 
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𝐻𝑉 =  
2𝐹 sin

136˚
2

𝑑2
 = 1.1854 

𝐹

𝑑2
 (𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥. ) 

Equation 3.5 

Where: F is the force used in N (1 gf = 0.001 kgf). 

 d is the mean value of d1 and d2 in mm (1 μm = 0.001 mm). 

To convert HV to MPa and GPa multiply by 9.807 and 0.009807, respectively 

(England, 2018). 

 

Figure 3.14: Schematic diagram of the indentation for Vicker’s microhardness. 

Criteria for accepting an indentation was outlined in Gutiérrez-Salazar & Reyes-

Gasga (2003). The length of the axes of the square-shaped indentation was read with the 

micrometre scale fitted to the eyepiece of the hardness tester. The HV values were 

obtained from the microhardness tester, and the mean value and standard deviations (SD) 

were calculated.  

3.5.2 Compressive Strength and Elastic Modulus 

Compressive strength and Ē were measured with an Instron 5567 (Illinois Tool 

Works Inc., USA) mechanical property testing machine with a 3 kN load cell. Force was 
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applied through a crosshead displacement at a set rate of 0.5 mm/s. Samples were 

measured before loading, height, width and depth for cuboidal samples, and height and 

diameter for cylindrical samples using a digital micrometre (± 0.01 mm; Mitutoyo Ltd., 

UK).  

Compressive strength and Ē were calculated using the mechanical property testing 

machine’s software; Instron Bluehill 3 (Version 3.72, 2015; Illinois Tool Works Inc., 

USA). Compressive strength was calculated using the formula: 

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ =  
𝐹

𝐴
 

Equation 3.6 

Where: F is the force or load at the point of failure. 

 A is the surface area of the specimen in contract with the crosshead. 

Ē was calculated by performing a linear regression on the stress-strain curve 

(Figure 3.15). The software automatically scans the curve from the first recorded stress 

signal (B) to the point of failure (C), applying linear regression to the curve (A). The 

gradient of the modulus line (A) is calculated to give the Ē. 
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Figure 3.15: Example stress-strain curve calculating elastic modulus. A. Modulus line. B. First 

recorded moment of stress. C. The point of failure. Specimen of an extracted human enamel 

sample. 

3.5.3 Automatic Stage Force Testing 

Cutting forces were measured through a novel technique developed for this 

project. Samples were embedded in acrylic (Kemdent Simplex Rapid, Associated Dental 

Products Ltd., UK) blocks encompassing a 3D printed mould. Once set, the samples were 

mounted to a 3-axis load cell (Model 3A60A, Interface Force Measurements Ltd., UK). 

A high-speed dental handpiece (TE-95 BC Alegra Dental Air Rotor Handpiece, The 

W&H Group, Austria) was mounted to a vertical stage (LMS-180 Precision Linear Stage, 

Physik Instrumente GmBH, Germany), which in turn was attached to a horizontal stage 

(Figure 3.16). Both stages were controlled using an A-81x PIglide Motion Controller 

(Physik Instrumente Ltd., Germany) running PIMikroMove (Version 2.10, 2015; Physik 

Instrumente GmBH, Germany). The handpiece was connected and powered by a portable 

turbine unit (GXJ Lab, China) and kept at a constant speed of 40000 rpm. The rate in 

which the dental handpiece cut into the sample was held at a set rate of 0.1 mm/s and was 

consistently 1 mm deep (from the highest point of the surface), with the forces being 

measured in real-time. Load data was recorded via a 4-channel signal amplifier (ME-

Meβsysteme GmbH, Germany) connected to a computer running GSVmulti (Version 
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1.40, 2018; ME-Meβsysteme GmbH, Germany) which records real-time load data into a 

dynamic graph. 

 

Figure 3.16: Schematic of the automatic load force cutting. 

 For analysis of the data, the 5–95th percentile range is taken, excluding the initial 

touch cut and the exit cut (Figure 3.17). This data is dependent on the geometry of the 

tooth as well as type, so to ensure the comparison between teeth, this data is omitted from 

the analysis. The remaining 5–95th percentile range is averaged to give the average force 

required to cut. The first cut of a sample was also omitted due to the forces being 

dependent on the geometry of the occlusal surface (Figure 3.18); therefore measurements 

were only taken after the first 1 mm deep cut. 
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Figure 3.17: Example force data from cutting an extracted mandibular first molar. The data 

selected is 5-95th percentile range. 

 

Figure 3.18: Example first cut force data of an extracted mandibular first molar. 

3.6 Characterisation 

Characterisation of different samples was carried out using either fourier-

transform infrared spectroscopy-attenuated total reflectance (FTIR-ATR) or XRD, to try 

and identify them and to prove their presence in certain mixtures. 

3.6.1 Powdered Sample Preparation 

For characterisation techniques, powders gathered from the constituents of 

samples were collected by using a straight fissure diamond bur (Dentsply Sirona) and a 

high-speed dental handpiece with water irrigation. Cuts were made into the specimens, 

with the water and particles being collected. The solution was vacuum filtered using 5-
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13 μm filter paper (VWR International, Germany), the paper was then left to dry in an 

incubator for 24 h at 37.5°C. This was found to be a sufficient time and temperature to 

ensure all samples were dry. Subsequently, the powder was then collected from the filter 

paper. 

3.6.2 Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy-Attenuated Total 

Reflectance 

FTIR is a technique used for measuring the vibrations of active groups within the 

molecular structure of a material (Doyle, 1992). The material’s molecules can absorb the 

energy from the infrared beams, leading to either stretching or vibration, with the 

remaining energy from the incident beam is detected and plotted against the radiation 

wavelength. This leads to the detection and the categorisation of the vibrational and the 

stretched bands that absorbed the radiation energy (Siesler & Holland-Moritz, 1980). 

ATR is a special accessory unit which can be used with FTIR spectrometers, enabling 

direct measurements on the surfaces of solid-state samples by pressing the sample 

towards and ATR crystal. This avoids the need to prepare small concentrations of the 

sample, which occurs in normal transmittance mode (Jelle et al., 2012). 

Approximately 10-20 mg of the collected powder from the various samples were 

examined using a Perkin-Elmer Frontier MIR/FIR spectrometer with an ATR unit 

(Perkin-Elmer Inc., USA). The powder was pressed against the crystal of the ATR unit, 

and the absorbance spectra were collected in the range of 500-1800 cm-1 at a resolution 

of 4 cm-1. FTIR-ATR spectra were analysed using SpectrumTM 10 (Version 10.4.3, 2019; 

Perkin-Elmer Inc., USA) a software that compares FTIR-ATR spectra with an online 

library of known spectra. It is worth noting, that identification and interpretation of the 

spectra was not completely carried out using the SpectrumTM 10 software, but in 
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conjunction with supporting literature, this is explained more in depth where FTIR-ATR 

was carried out. 

3.6.3 X-Ray Diffraction 

XRD is a non-destructive technique used to study the structure of amorphous 

materials and to determine the crystalline phase, and the orientation of the crystals of solid 

materials (Fultz & Howe, 2012). Powder collected (1-5 mg) from each sample were run 

in an XPertPro X-ray diffractometer (Panalytical, Netherlands) using Ni-filtered Cu-Kα 

radiation at 40 keV and 40 mA, with a scan range 2θ of 5-70º and a step size of 0.334º. 

XRD spectra produced were analysed using Match! (Version 3.8.3.151, 2019; Crystal 

Impact GbR, Germany) software designed for the phase identification from XRD data, 

comparing spectra collected with a database of known spectra from various compositions. 

As mentioned previously in Section 3.6.2, similarly to SpectrumTM 10, Match! was used 

in conjunction with supporting literature when carrying out identification and 

interpretation of spectra. 

3.7 Data Analysis 

All data analysis was carried out using Microsoft Excel (Version 1909, 2019; 

Microsoft, USA) using a data analysis plugin. The data were subjected to one-way 

ANOVA test and, where relevant, a Tukey post hoc test to calculate the significance of 

the results, with statistical significance measured as P < 0.05.
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Chapter 4  

Differences Between Natural and Artificial 

Teeth 

This chapter looks to compare extracted human teeth to commercially available 

artificial teeth that are currently used by dental students in the UK for training. The focus 

of the chapter will be to investigate the mechanical properties as well as the aesthetics 

and structures of both groups, as well as examining the different forces required to cut 

both extracted and artificial teeth.    

4.1 Introduction 

As previously mentioned in Section 2.2, the primary purpose of dental education 

is to educate students to be competent dentists who can improve the oral healthcare in the 

UK (Cowpe et al., 2010; Manogue et al., 2011). Students must carry out multiple 

procedures until mastered before they are allowed to treat their first patients; therefore, 

SBME is a crucial factor in undergraduate dental degrees. A mixture of extracted and 

artificial teeth is typically used within the curriculum in the UK; however, there are 

advantages and disadvantages to both methods (see Section 2.2.4.5) 

Al-Sudani & Basudan (2016) established that students favoured extracted teeth 

over typodonts. However, the authors reported that students appreciate the advantages of 

using artificial over natural but feel the lack of realism in typodonts makes performing 

procedures on these more difficult. To date, however, there has been no literature on the 

tactile response of artificial teeth, to confirm students’ claims that it is more challenging 

to practise on typodonts.  
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In Elias et al. (2003), a method was designed and implemented to measure the 

forces imposed on teeth when cutting with a high-speed handpiece using a tungsten 

carbide bur. However, the authors of the study were evaluating the force clinicians applied 

when using variable torque and recorded the forces in only one direction. Overall, the 

study found that the average force exhibited from 31 clinicians was 1.31 N, with the KaVo 

averaging at 1.44 N and the Midwest at 1.20 N, the authors concluded that these results 

were based on the operators and the magnitude of the handpieces.  

Therefore, the aim of this chapter’s study was to understand the subjective opinion 

of students that typodonts are more challenging to cut compared to extracted teeth and to 

study if this could be confirmed by investigating the differing mechanical properties, as 

well as to establish a novel method in which cutting forces imposed by a handpiece (and 

operator) can be measured in multiple directions.  

4.2 Materials and Methods 

For this study extracted human non-carious mandibular first molars were selected 

from a human tissue bank; with ethical approval obtained from Queen Mary Research 

Ethics Committee (QMREC2008/57). Commercially available first molars were chosen 

from a variety of artificial teeth available from six different manufacturers; Acadental 

(USA), Frasaco (Germany), IDEA (USA), Fabrica de Sorrisos (Brazil), One Dental 

(Australia) and Nissin (Japan) (Figure 4.1). 
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Figure 4.1: Images of the extracted and artificial teeth. A. Extracted mandibular and maxillary 

first molars. B. Artificial first molars; Top (Left to Right) – Acadental, Frasaco, IDEA. Bottom 

(Left to Right) – Fabrica, One Dental, Nissin. 

4.2.1 X-Ray Microtomography 

The specimens were scanned using the MuCAT2 scanner, as outlined in Section 

3.1. The natural teeth were scanned at 30 μm voxel size (resolution) at 90 keV, 180 μA 

whereas, the plastic teeth were scanned at 40 keV, 405 μA, more information is provided 

in Appendix A (Table A). 

4.2.2 Microhardness 

Extracted and artificial teeth were sectioned vertically in the buccolingual 

direction (2.00 mm thickness) using a diamond wheel cutter, Accutom-5 (Struer GmbH, 

Germany). Sections were polished using silicon carbide papers from n0 800 to 4000, in a 

progressive way, with water then with 0.05 μm polishing alumina in a low-speed 

metallurgic polisher Kent 4 (Kemet International Ltd., UK). The samples were then 

cleaned ultrasonically with distilled water for three periods each of 5 min. 

The microhardness of extracted and artificial teeth was investigated using a 

Buehler Micromet-4 as outlined in Section 3.5.1. Location of the indentations was divided 

into three areas within each section: cervical, middle, and incisal third. These areas were 
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further divided into three further areas, creating nine lines in which the indentations would 

be made. No more than 10 indentations were carried out on the same line (with spacing 

dependent on tooth size), meaning a maximum number of indentations made on each 

tooth was ≈ 90 (Figure 4.2). The HV measurements were converted to MPa or GPa (where 

appropriate) as seen in Equation 3.5. 

 

Figure 4.2: Location of the indentation made on the tooth’s surface. Molars were divided into 

third, then divided into thirds again, determining where indentations would be made. 

4.2.3 Compressive Strength and Elastic Modulus 

Specimens were cut into 3.0 x 1.5 x 1.5 mm cuboidal samples from the 2 mm 

slices cut in Section 4.2.2 (Figure 4.3). The protocol for location and dimensions of the 

blocks was similar to that followed in Chun et al. (2014). Compressive strength and Ē 

measurements were taken on the Instron 5567 property testing machine, as outlined in 

Section 3.5.2. 
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Figure 4.3: Specimen preparation and location of compressive strength samples. A. Enamel 

blocks. B. Dentine blocks. 

4.2.4 Fracture Resistance 

Specimens were prepared as per the method for microhardness testing (Section 

4.2.2). The indentation process remains the same, except for a load of 500 gf was used to 

cause a fracture. The indentations and subsequent cracks were measured optically using 

a confocal video-rate laser scanning microscope (Model 1LM21 Lasertec Corp., Japan), 

with a Nikon 40/0.95NA dry objective. Images were analysed using ANALYSIS image 

analysis software (Version 1.3, 1994; SIS GMbH, Germany) to measure volume and area 

for each indentation, and length of the subsequent cracks produced.  

𝐾𝑖𝑓𝑟 = 0.016 (
Ē

𝐻𝑉
)

0.5

(
𝑃

𝑐1.5
) 

Equation 4.1 

Where: Ē is the elastic modulus (GPa). 

HV is the hardness (GPa). 

P is the indentation load (N). 

c is the crack length (m) (Quinn, 2007).  
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4.2.5 Force Cutting 

Force measurements were carried out as described in Section 3.5.3. In this 

experiment, both high-speed and low-speed handpieces were tested along with diamond 

burs and tungsten-carbide burs to establish any differences between the methods used, as 

well as the difference between extracted and artificial. The low-speed handpiece used was 

a Synea WA-56 A Dental Air Rotor Handpiece (The W&H Group, Austria). For the high-

speed handpiece, cylindrical diamond burs (111-012M, Dentsply Sirona, USA) and 

tungsten carbide burs (WildCat 557, Unodent Ltd., UK) were used, for the low-speed 

handpiece, again, a cylindrical diamond bur (111-112M, Dentsply Sirona, USA) and a 

surgical tungsten carbide bur (No. 702, Dentsply Sirona, USA). Each sample was cut six 

times (thrice in enamel and dentine), each cut was 1.00 mm deep starting from the 

occlusal surface to the next cut. 

A second experiment was conducted with 10 clinicians and 10 non-clinicians who 

were asked to prepare a Class I cavity of 2.00 mm depth (Black, 1904) on extracted and 

artificial (Frasaco) teeth. Non-clinicians were asked to conduct the experiment, despite 

having no prior clinical experience to ensure there was no bias when cutting either teeth, 

this is explained in more detail in Section 4.4.3. Extracted and artificial mandibular first 

molars were set in acrylic blocks mounted to a 3-axis load cell. A high-speed dental 

handpiece was used, with an option of two different diamonds burs: straight fissure 

(Dentsply Sirona), and inverted cone (No. 012, Dentsply Sirona, USA), to be chosen at 

the participants’ discretion. The participants were set no time limit and were asked to try 

and refrain from touching the load cell itself, as this would interfere with the data 

recording. Plastic sheeting was utilised, as well as a ‘drainage’ system to ensure the load 

cell did not get wet, causing interference. The cavity preparation itself was recorded via 

an Olympus Tough TG-5 Camera (Olympus Corp., Japan) with an LED light attachment 
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at 1920 x 1080 px, to help match the data to which stage of cavity preparation was taking 

place. Both data and video were synchronised at the beginning and end of preparation. 

4.2.6 Fourier Transfer Infrared Spectroscopy 

FTIR-ATR was used to differentiate between the different polymers used to create 

the artificial teeth. A background measurement was conducted before the actual 

measurements to avoid any artefacts from the instrument. Approximately 10-20 mg of 

powder from each artificial tooth (as outlined in Section 3.6.1) was examined using a 

Perkin-Elmer Frontier MIR/FIR spectrometer, as described in Section 3.6.2. 

4.2.7 X-Ray Diffraction 

XRD was also used to differentiate between the different polymers, as well as any 

matrices used in the production of the artificial teeth, to identify any crystalline structures. 

The powder was collected as outlined in Section  3.6.1, XRD was carried out as described 

in Section 3.6.3. 

4.2.8 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

The cut surface (from the burs) and the powder collected from extracted and 

artificial teeth were examined using SEM, as outlined in Section 3.4.1. 

4.2.9 White Light Profilometry 

For the analysis of the topographical surface changes after cutting, a white light 

profilometer (see Section 3.4.2) After force cutting, specimens were mounted to a stage 

attached to the profilometer; the scanning area was outlined to form a 4 x 10 mm area 

(Figure 4.4) to include the volume removed from the cutting, the step size for the scan 

was set to 20 μm, with an average number of scans set to 4. From the scan, three 
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measurements were evaluated to measure the Ra of the cut using the ProScan 2000 

software. 

 

Figure 4.4: Location of the profilometer area scan on tooth samples. 

4.2.10 Optical Light Microscopy 

Simple optical light microscopy was carried out to image the burs before and after 

cutting extracted and artificial samples, to reveal any traces of material left behind on the 

bur. Optical light microscopy was carried out as outlined in Section 3.4.3. 

4.3 Results 

Reconstructed XMT datasets were visualised in Tomview which was used to view 

2D slices. The datasets demonstrate the different external and internal geometries as well 

as different materials between extracted and artificial specimens (Figure 4.5-Figure 4.11). 

As outlined in Section 3.1.3, all mineralised samples (extracted teeth) were calibrated and 

set to the same level of brightness and degree of contrast. Non-mineralised samples 
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(artificial teeth) were calibrated differently, as lower energy was used to scan the 

specimens; however, all non-mineralised samples were set to the same level of brightness 

and degree of contrast. 

Differences and comparisons between the extracted and artificial teeth can be seen 

in internal and external geometry (anatomy) and degrees of mineralisation (presented as 

changes in greyscale), this is discussed further in Section 4.4.1. All artificial teeth, except 

Frasaco, show different use of materials to highlight different anatomical structures 

(enamel and dentine). The reconstructed images also show that the artificial teeth contain 

highly mineralised particles within the polymers, these are later identified using FTIR-

ATR and XRD. 
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Figure 4.5: XMT image of an extracted mandibular first molar. Multiple views, showing 

different sections and structure of the tooth. M. Mesial side. D. Distal side. B. Buccal side. L. 

Lingual side. 
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Figure 4.6: XMT image of an artificial maxillary first molar (Acadental). Multiple views, 

showing different sections and structure of the tooth. M. Mesial side. D. Distal side. B. Buccal 

side. L. Lingual side. 

 

Figure 4.7: XMT image of an artificial maxillary first molar (Frasaco). Multiple views, showing 

different sections and structure of the tooth. M. Mesial side. D. Distal side. B. Buccal side. L. 

Lingual side. 
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Figure 4.8: XMT image of an artificial mandibular first molar (IDEA). Multiple views, showing 

different sections and structure of the tooth. M. Mesial side. D. Distal side. B. Buccal side. L. 

Lingual side. 

 

Figure 4.9: XMT image of an artificial mandibular first molar (Fabrica de Sorrisos). Multiple 

views, showing different sections and structure of the tooth. M. Mesial side. D. Distal side. B. 

Buccal side. L. Lingual side. 
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Figure 4.10: XMT image of an artificial mandibular first molar (One Dental). Multiple views, 

showing different sections and structure of the tooth. M. Mesial side. D. Distal side. B. Buccal 

side. L. Lingual side. 

 

Figure 4.11: XMT image of an artificial mandibular first molar (Nissin). Multiple views, 

showing different sections and structure of the tooth. M. Mesial side. D. Distal side. B. Buccal 

side. L. Lingual side. 
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Figure 4.12 shows the mean hardness values and SD of all specimens. Extracted 

teeth samples recorded hardness values of 3078.97 MPa (± 43.52) and 938.12 MPa (± 

13.90) for enamel and dentine respectively. Whereas for artificial samples the hardness 

values ranged from 511.07 MPa (± 5.88) to 903.65 MPa (± 5.39) for enamel and 412.87 

MPa (± 6.67) to 876.62 MPa (± 3.92) for dentine. Statistical analysis showed no 

significant difference between all dentine samples, or between all artificial teeth (P > 

0.05), suggesting their relative hardness is similar. There was a significant difference 

between extracted enamel and all artificial enamel samples (P < 0.05), highlighting the 

difference between extracted mineralised enamel compared to artificial less mineralised 

enamel.  

 

Figure 4.12: Mean hardness values for extracted and artificial teeth. Error bars presented as SD 

of the sample, n = 8. 

The maximum force (N) and maximum displacement (mm) of each specimen 

were obtained from the mechanical property testing machine. Maximum stress (MPa), 

maximum strain (mm/mm) and modulus of elasticity (Ē, GPa) were calculated as seen in 

Section 3.5.2. Figure 4.13 shows a typical stress-strain curve of enamel samples from 

each different specimen, with Figure 4.14 showing the mean compressive strength for 

each specimen.  
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From the stress-strain curve (Figure 4.13), it can be concluded that the Acadental, 

Frasaco, IDEA, Fabrica and Nissin enamel are more ductile materials compared the 

extracted and One Dental enamel. This is evident by the point of fracture early on in the 

strain, suggesting extracted enamel (0.056 mm/mm) and One Dental (0.08 mm/mm) are 

more brittle materials.  

 

Figure 4.13: Stress-strain curve of enamel samples of extracted and artificial teeth. 

Figure 4.14 is the mean compressive strength for extracted and artificial samples, 

which were calculated using the Instron 5567 property testing machine. The compressive 

strength for enamel samples ranged from 2014.33 MPa (± 96.0) for extracted and 561.90 

MPa (± 110.0) to 2007.76 MPa (± 59.0) for artificial, with Fabrica de Sorrisos having the 

lowest compressive strength and Acadental having the highest. The dentine samples’ 

values were 1987.25 MPa (± 52.0) for extracted and 2104.75 MPa (± 94.0) to 3501.79 

MPa (± 76.0), with Acadental having the lowest compressive strength and One Dental 

having the highest. Overall, statistical analysis for the extracted samples showed a 

significant difference between extracted enamel and artificial enamel from Frasaco, 

IDEA, Fabrica de Sorrisos, and Nissin, suggesting the materials from Acadental and One 

Dental had similar values to extracted teeth. For the dentine samples, there was a 
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significant difference between extracted and the artificial samples from IDEA, Fabrica de 

Sorrisos, One Dental, and Nissin, again suggesting the materials from Acadental and 

Frasaco had similar values.  

 

Figure 4.14: Mean compressive strength values for extracted and artificial teeth. Error bars 

presented as SD of the sample, n = 8. 

Figure 4.15 shows the mean values and SD of the Ē value for each material. 

Extracted teeth samples recorded an Ē of 8293.56 (± 112.57) MPa and 2166.51 (± 54.55) 

MPa for enamel and dentine respectively. Whereas for artificial samples the Ē ranged 

from 1793.09 (± 22.47) to 3897.80 (± 31.98) MPa for enamel and 2527.98 (± 42.47) to 

3312.04 (± 41.93) MPa for dentine. Statistical analysis showed no significant difference 

between all dentine samples, or between all artificial teeth. There was a significant 

difference between extracted enamel and all artificial enamel samples, as seen before in 

the mean hardness values (Figure 4.12). 
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Figure 4.15: Mean Ē values for extracted and artificial teeth. Error bars presented as SD of the 

sample, n = 8. 

Figure 4.16 shows an example of an indentation made on extracted dentine with 

evident cracking along the sharp corners, with a 3D volume analysis with measurements 

of the indentation, all obtained from the confocal laser scanning microscope.  Figure 4.17 

shows the mean Kifr values and SD for all materials and specimens. Extracted teeth 

samples recorded a Kifr of 1.16 MPa m0.5 (± 0.36) and 1.91 MPa m0.5 (± 0.18) for enamel 

and dentine, respectively. Whereas, for artificial samples, the Kifr ranged from 2.72 MPa 

m0.5 (± 0.07) to 3.46 MPa m0.5 (± 0.10) for enamel and 3.54 MPa m0.5 (± 0.06) to 4.20 

MPa m0.5 (± 0.13) for dentine. Statistical analysis showed a significant difference between 

extracted enamel and all other specimens, as well as extracted dentine compared with all 

artificial specimens. Between the artificial enamel and artificial dentine, there was a 

significant difference, as well as between all artificial enamel itself, demonstrating 

extracted enamel and dentine have a lower Kifr compared to the artificial samples. There 

was no statistical difference between all artificial dentine, suggesting the materials are of 

similar values. 
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Figure 4.16: Indentation cracks on an extracted enamel surface. A. Microscope image of the 

cracks appearing on the sharp corners of the indentation. B. ANALYSIS image of the 

indentation, including dimensions of the indentation. 

 

Figure 4.17: Mean Kifr values for extracted and artificial samples. Error bars presented as SD of 

the sample, n = 8. 

Figure 4.18 shows the forces required to cut extracted and artificial enamel and 

dentine using different techniques such as type of bur and speed. Figure 4.18.A shows the 

mean force required to cut extracted and artificial teeth using a high-speed handpiece and 

a diamond bur. Extracted enamel and dentine required forces of 0.31 N (± 0.12) and 0.49 

N (± 0.15) respectively, whereas artificial enamel and dentine required 0.64 N (± 0.08) to 

1.13 N (± 0.12) for enamel, and 0.64 N (± 0.20) to 1.85 N (± 0.07) for dentine. Of the 

artificial teeth, Frasaco and One Dental required the minimum and maximum force to cut, 

respectively. Statistical analysis showed there was a significant difference between 
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extracted samples to commercially available products. This could be said for both enamel 

and dentine, within the artificial teeth One Dental enamel and dentine were significantly 

different compared to the other commercial products. 

 Figure 4.18.B is the mean force required to cut extracted and artificial samples 

using a high-speed handpiece with a tungsten carbide bur. Results from this experiment 

match the same trend seen in the high-speed diamond bur experiment (Figure 4.18.A), 

with One Dental requiring the most force to cut compared to extracted and the artificial 

teeth from Frasaco. Enamel samples ranged from 0.29 N (± 0.11) for extracted and 0.67 

N (± 0.11) to 1.20 N (± 0.10) for the artificial products, the dentine samples required 

forces of 0.50 N (± 0.14) for extracted and for artificial; 0.68 N (± 0.10) to 1.69 N (± 

0.10). Statistical analysis showed significant differences between extracted samples to 

commercially available products; this could be said for both enamel and dentine; within 

the artificial teeth, One Dental enamel and dentine were significantly different compared 

to the other commercial products. Between the use of diamond and tungsten carbide bur, 

there was no significant difference at high-speed. 

 Figure 4.18.C shows the mean force required to cut samples using a low-speed 

diamond bur, the result of this experiment is a similar trend to what was seen in Figure 

4.18.A, with results seen here four times larger. Extracted enamel and dentine required 

forces of 1.56 N (± 0.05) and 1.84 N (± 0.03) respectively, whereas artificial enamel and 

dentine required 3.18 N (± 0.15) to 4.01 N (± 0.12) for enamel and 3.17 N (± 0.13) to 

4.27 N (± 0.05) for dentine. Of the artificial enamel, Fabrica de Sorrisos and One Dental 

required the minimum and maximum force to cut, respectively, for the artificial dentine, 

Frasaco and One Dental required the minimum and maximum force to cut, respectively. 

Statistical analysis showed there was a significant difference between extracted samples 

to commercially available products, and this could be said for both enamel and dentine, 
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within the artificial teeth One Dental enamel and dentine were significantly different 

compared to the other commercial products. 

 Figure 4.18.D is the mean force required to cut extracted and artificial samples 

using a low-speed tungsten carbide bur, again results followed similar trends to previous 

force experiments, with One Dental overall, requiring the most force to cut. Enamel 

samples ranged from 1.76 N (± 0.07) for extracted and 3.19 N (± 0.11) to 4.03 N (± 0.02) 

for the artificial products, the dentine samples required forces of 1.97 N (± 0.15) for 

extracted and 3.19 N (± 0.15) to 4.33 N (± 0.10) for artificial samples. Statistical analysis 

showed the same significant difference as seen in previous force experiments; however, 

no significant difference was observed between low-speed diamond bur and low-speed 

tungsten carbide bur. A significant difference was highlighted between high-speed and 

low-speed handpieces, and this was true for all samples and types of bur. 
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Figure 4.18: Mean force to cut samples at different speeds and burs. A. High-speed diamond 

bur. B. High-speed tungsten carbide bur. C. Low-speed diamond bur. D. Low-speed tungsten 

carbide bur. Error bars presented as SD of the sample, n = 8. 
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 Results from the clinician and non-clinician cutting force experiment (Figure 

4.19) showed a similar trend seen in the automatic stage set-up, in that more force was 

required to cut artificial teeth compared to extracted teeth, in all directions. In the 

buccolingual direction, for extracted teeth a range of 1.04 N (± 0.19) to 1.35 (± 0.28) for 

clinicians and non-clinicians respectively, and the artificial teeth, a range of 1.35 N (± 

0.18) to 2.28 N (± 1.04) for non-clinician and clinician respectively. Analysis of the data 

showed no significant difference between the clinician and non-clinicians when cutting 

extracted teeth in all directions; however, there was a significant difference between 

cutting artificial teeth from the clinicians and non-clinicians. There was also a significant 

difference between extracted and artificial teeth for both clinicians and non-clinicians. 

 

Figure 4.19: Mean force used by clinicians and non-clinicians to cut samples. Extracted 

mandibular molars and artificial mandibular molars from Frasaco were used as comparisons. 

Directions of cut were defined as; mesiodistal (X), buccolingual (Y), and occlusal (Z). Error 

bars presented as SD of the sample, n = 8. 

FTIR-ATR spectra (Figure 4.20) for the commercially available artificial teeth, 

showed that there were two main polymers used in the manufacturing of the teeth, 

poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and poly(glycidyl methacrylate) (PGMA). These 

polymers were initially identified using SpectrumTM 10 (see Section 3.6.2) and later 

confirmed using reference literature from Elliott (1969) and Siesler & Holland-Moritz 
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(1980). From the spectra, it can be seen that Acadental, Frasaco, and One Dental use 

PMMA as the base material within the teeth, however, it was not possible to identify the 

crosslinking agents used confidently. PMMA can be identified as the base material from 

the sharp peak at 804 cm-1, the broad peak at 965 cm-1, and the two peaks at 1307 and 

1431 cm-1 (Elliott, 1969; Siesler & Holland-Moritz, 1980) and it can be seen from the two 

spectra that both enamel and dentine for these three companies is made from the same 

material. PGMA was identified as the base material for IDEA, Fabrica de Sorrisos, and 

Nissin from the broad peak at 1014 cm-1, and a sharp peak at 1706 cm-1 (Elliott, 1969; 

Siesler & Holland-Moritz, 1980) again from the two spectra it can be seen that the same 

material was used for both enamel and dentine, however, for the dentine, more peaks were 

detected, possibly due to the crosslinking agent used in the manufacturing process. The 

main purpose of using FTIR-ATR was to identify the ‘pure’ or base material used in the 

manufacturing of these artificial teeth. 

 

Figure 4.20: FTIR-ATR spectra for commercial artificial samples. (* denotes key identifiable 

peaks; PMMA 804, 965, 1307 and 1431 cm-1 [represented on the Acadental enamel spectra], 

PGMA 1014 and 1706 cm-1 [represented on the Nissin enamel spectra]).  

Figure 4.21 shows the XRD spectra for the commercially available artificial teeth, 

highlighting any crystalline structure within the materials. Within both materials used to 
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create the enamel and dentine for IDEA and Fabrica de Sorrisos, no crystalline structures 

were detected, suggesting the teeth were solely polymers with no filler materials. The 

same was seen in the enamel material for Nissin. Match! (see Section 3.6.3), identified 

the peaks within the materials as vermiculite (23.2, 29.9, 36.2, 39.5, 43.4, 47.7, 48.7°)  in 

the dentine for Nissin, a common additive in plaster materials and fertilisers (Rosario et 

al., 2010), carbonated HAp (CHAp [22.7, 26.0, 26.9, 28.9, 31.8, 32.9, 43.0° (Ivanova et 

al., 2001)]) within the enamel and dentine materials for One Dental, and various silicates 

and carbonates (15.4, 22.3, 29.5, 36.1, 39.5°), such as calcite (Kontoyannis & Vagenas, 

2000) for the enamel and dentine materials of Acadental and Frasaco. 

 

Figure 4.21: XRD spectra for commercial artificial samples. 

 SEM images (Figure 4.22) highlight the difference in particle sizes and 

morphology, the particles were defined as spherical particles with flat forms, as outlined 

by Maroof et al. (2020). 
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Figure 4.22: SEM of particles of extracted and artificial samples after cutting. A. Extracted 

tooth cut using a diamond bur. B. An artificial tooth (Frasaco) cut using a diamond bur. 

Figure 4.23 shows the mean Ra values for extracted and artificial samples after 

being cut using either a high-speed diamond or tungsten carbide bur. Samples cut using 

a diamond bur ranged from 88.27 μm (± 4.18) for extracted and 33.30 μm (± 0.33) to 

298.30 μm (± 0.51) for the artificial products, the samples cut with a tungsten carbide bur 

had Ra values of 31.80 μm (± 0.16) for extracted and 17.74 μm (± 1.64) to 201.76 μm (± 

2.73) for artificial samples. Statistical analysis showed a significant difference between 

the Ra values of specimens cut with diamond and tungsten carbide burs; there was also a 

significant difference between extracted and artificial samples using the same bur. 
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Figure 4.23: Mean Ra values for extracted and artificial samples after bur cutting. Error bars 

presented as SD of the sample, n = 8. 

 Light microscopy was carried out on burs before and after cutting extracted and 

artificial samples to ascertain if particles were attaching to the burs’ surface (Figure 4.24). 

It was established that little particles remained attached to the burs’ surface after cutting 

(with irrigation) extracted and artificial samples. These particles were identified as being 

from the teeth rather than the bur due to their colour, these are highlighted with arrows in 

Figure 4.24. 
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Figure 4.24: Light microscopy of a diamond bur under different magnifications. A. Control 

diamond bur. B. Diamond bur after cutting an extracted tooth. C. Diamond bur after cutting an 

artificial tooth (Acadental). Evidence of residual material is highlighted with arrows. Images in 

each row were taken at the same scale and magnification as the image at the bottom of the 

corresponding column (C). 

 Figure 4.25 is a collection of SEM images of the topography of extracted and 

artificial teeth after cutting with either tungsten carbide or diamond bur. Cuts made on 

the surface of the artificial tooth lack distinct striation marks, however, evidence of 

‘scabbing’ or ‘healing’ is evident in both tungsten carbide and diamond bur cuts, where 

the polymer material has been heated and stretched causing material to displace over the 

surface (Figure 4.25.A & B). Cuts made on the extracted tooth’s surface appear ‘cleaner’ 

with clear evidence of striations for both types of burs; with striations appearing more 

prominent on the surface cut prior with a tungsten carbide bur (Figure 4.25.C). 
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Figure 4.25: SEM images of the surface before cutting with a dental handpiece. A. Artificial 

tooth cut with a tungsten carbide bur. B. Artificial tooth cut with a diamond bur. C. Extracted 

tooth cut with a tungsten carbide bur. D. Extracted tooth cut with a diamond bur.  

4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 Materials Analysis 

The reconstructed XMT datasets produced high-resolution scans of both extracted 

and artificial teeth, highlighting the different structures and materials. This is 

demonstrated, with the extracted tooth (Figure 4.5), the high-contrast scan clearly defines 

the difference between the highly mineralised enamel and less mineralised dentine. In 

contrast, with the Frasaco artificial tooth (Figure 4.7), there is only one structure, with no 

definitive enamel or dentine layers present. However, the remaining five (Acadental, 

IDEA, Fabrica de Sorrisos, One Dental, and Nissin) all differentiated between enamel 

and dentine by using different materials; this was further demonstrated in the FTIR-ATR 
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spectra (Figure 4.20), with different peaks appearing. The spectra suggested that the base 

materials for the artificial teeth were PMMA and PGMA, but with each tooth having a 

different matrix, offering different mechanical properties. XRD (Figure 4.21) suggested 

there were mineral-based materials within the materials for the enamel and dentine used 

in IDEA and Fabrica de Sorrisos; this was also eluded to in the reconstructed XMT images 

(Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 respectively). However, XRD analysis showed no crystalline 

structure within the enamel material for Nissin teeth, although, the reconstructed XMT 

images suggest presences of a dense material within the enamel material (Figure 4.11). 

XRD did identify vermiculite within the dentine structure for Nissin, with XMT 

confirming the presence of mineralised particles within the polymer. For One Dental, 

calcium-deficient CHAp was identified within the enamel and dentine materials, XMT 

confirms the presence of a mineralised particle within the materials, however, more of 

the particulate is evident within the enamel (Figure 4.10). Calcite was identified in both 

Acadental and Frasaco models. Yet, the presence of a mineralised particle is seen in 

Acadental (Figure 4.6) through XMT, and the presence is minimal within the Frasaco 

models (Figure 4.7). 

4.4.2 Mechanical Properties 

Previous studies have tried to establish the mechanical properties of teeth, in 

particular, the Ē through various means (compression tests, nanoindentation tests, and 

nanohardness tests). However, as stated in Chun et al. (2014), a comparison of the 

mechanical properties of teeth is unlikely due to the non-homogeneous and anisotropic 

nature of both enamel and dentine. These material qualities mean that the elasticity of the 

material does not increase linearly with the amount of force applied (Hooke’s law) (Yang 

et al., 1998). Therefore, the results gathered in this study were not designed to define the 

mechanical properties of natural teeth, but to act as a comparison for commercially 

available artificial teeth. It is also worth noting that this study was not designed to 
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compare or evaluate different artificial teeth but to highlight the differences between 

extracted and artificial. 

The results listed in Figure 4.12, demonstrate that extracted enamel and dentine 

have different mechanical properties. The mean hardness of enamel and dentine was 

3078.97 (± 43.52) and 938.12 MPa (± 13.90) respectively, with enamel being three times 

higher than that of dentine. Hardness values for artificial teeth ranged from 511.07 (± 

5.88) to 903.65 MPa (± 5.39) for enamel and 412.87 (± 6.67) to 876.62 MPa (± 3.92) for 

dentine, less than half compared to extracted dentine and less than a third for extracted 

enamel. The values measured here matched those that were obtained by Loyaga-Rendon 

et al. (2007), 0.17-0.47 GPa. It was found that the differences were due to the variations 

in composition and microstructure of the dental hard tissues. Enamel specimens comprise 

of rows of HAp embedded in a protein matrix (see Section 2.1.1). Dentine specimens 

comprise of mineralised connective tissues, whereas artificial teeth are made up of 

polymer chains, and in the instance of four of the samples with the addition of mineral-

based materials.  

Figure 4.15 showed the Ē of enamel and dentine obtained within this study from 

compression tests. From the compression tests, the Ē of extracted enamel was of 8293.56 

MPa (± 112.57) and for dentine was 2166.51 MPa (± 54.55). Compared with previous 

studies that used compression testing, the Ē for enamel ranged from 1.34-95.80 GPa and 

for dentine 0.005-13.30 GPa (Stanford et al., 1958; Craig et al., 1961; Jantarat et al., 

2002; Chun et al., 2014). The values of Ē for both enamel and dentine were within the 

range of previous studies, however, both values were far from the upper range (95.80 and 

13.30 GPa for enamel and dentine respectively) of the values. However, as mentioned 

previously, comparisons of the mechanical properties of dental hard tissues based on the 

Ē alone are not feasible because they do not obey Hooke’s law. Furthermore, from the 

stress and strain curves of enamel seen in Figure 4.13, extracted enamel tended to fracture 
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earlier than artificial enamel and therefore can be considered to be more brittle than 

artificial enamel. Moreover, from the hardness values measured, extracted enamel was 

much harder than artificial, this is typical of polymers, as they are made up of long chain-

like molecules comprising of small repeating units allowing them to tangle and stretch 

easily, compared to crystal-like structures. From the XMT images, the degree of 

mineralisation was shown to be more apparent and uniform within extracted teeth (Figure 

4.5) when compared to artificial teeth, that only included slight mineralisation from the 

mineral-based particles. This degree of mineralisation would help to determine if a 

material was brittle or ductile which is shown within the stress-strain curve (Figure 4.13), 

extracted enamel is shown to be a highly mineralised material and from the curve 

appeared quite brittle. One Dental from the XMT images (Figure 4.10) was also shown 

to be quite mineralised, and from the curve was also quite brittle, whereas the other 

artificial teeth showed varying degrees of mineralisation which was less than the extracted 

and One Dental teeth and were shown to be quite ductile materials. 

The mean Kifr values for extracted enamel was 1.16 MPa m0.5 (± 0.36), and for 

extracted dentine 1.91 MPa m0.5 (± 0.18) both these values were similar to values reported 

in previous studies (Hassan et al., 1981; Iwamoto & Ruse, 2002; Zheng et al., 2013). 

Compared to the artificial teeth which ranged from 2.72-3.46 MPa m0.5 for enamel and 

3.54-4.20 MPa m0.5 for dentine, the values are doubled when compared to the extracted 

counterparts. These results suggest that less force is required to fracture extracted teeth 

than artificial teeth, explaining why undergraduate dental students find it difficult to 

perform procedures on artificial teeth, as it requires more force to create fractures and to 

remove any material, this is also evident from the stress-strain curve (Figure 4.13). 

However, Quinn (2007) states that the HV crack length has numerous drawbacks, with no 

universally accepted equation existing; therefore, the values obtained are approximations 

not exact, compared to KC values used in nanoindentation studies. Furthermore, previous 
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literature using the HV crack length should be referred to as Kifr rather than KC, due to 

equation variations. Despite these drawbacks, the ability to measure the crack length helps 

to give a better understanding to fracture mechanics, in terms of actual length and how 

the crack propagates. Longer cracks imply the material is easy to fracture.   

All the results collected in this study are typical when comparing ceramic material 

with polymers. Many studies have documented the properties in detail for each material, 

however very few have looked at comparing the mechanical properties of ceramics 

compared to polymers, especially concerning extracted and artificial teeth for training 

purposes. 

4.4.3 Force Requirement 

Throughout all the force experiments carried out, it was established that more force 

was required to cut artificial teeth compared to extracted, in the instance of the clinician 

and non-clinician study (Figure 4.19), the clinicians applied more than double the force 

to cut artificial, the same trend was seen in the non-clinicians, however, the amount of 

force needed to cut artificial was not double that of extracted. Compared to the values 

established in Elias et al. (2003), the values were similar to that obtained within this study. 

In Amini & Miserez (2013), the authors investigated the wear and abrasion 

resistance of biological materials based on their “stiffness”, which was the ratio of 

hardness (H) to Ē, using the ratio of 
𝐻3

Ē2 . The authors established that as the “stiffness” of 

the material increased, the energy required to crack the material with a blunt contact 

decreased; the ratio was established in Miserez et al. (2007) to try and understand how 

unmineralised squid beak could break down mineralised objects such as shells and bone. 

Using the ratio established by Miserez et al., the hardness and Ē values were plotted 

against the average force required to cut, as shown in Figure 4.26. From the plotted data, 
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it can be surmised that a negative correlation is seen between force and the properties 

ratio, as the average force required to cut decreases the ratio increases. This can be 

summarised that the ‘stiffer’ material is the less force is necessary to cut or fracture the 

material. This was also seen in Miserez et al. and in Amini & Miserez, as materials with 

a higher ratio were seen as brittle materials with enamel having a ratio of 7.0-9.0 MPa 

and dentine 0.3-1.3 MPa, these figures are very low compared to the ratios seen in this 

study; 0.42 and 0.18 GPa for enamel and dentine respectively. However, the hardness and 

Ē values presented in the Miserez et al. study were collected from previous reviews which 

varied on their testing protocols. 

 

Figure 4.26: Average force needed to cut extracted and artificial teeth against 
𝐻3

Ē2 .  A logarithmic 

trendline was fitted, with the equations and R2 values referring to the artificial teeth and 

extracted teeth values. 

 Miserez et al. (2007) also established that the stiffer the material (higher ratio), 

the less resistant the material was to abrasion, this is also seen in Figure 4.25, with the 

SEM images showing little abrasion contact on the artificial teeth. In contrast, clear 

striation was seen on the extracted teeth. However, Ra values seen in Figure 4.23 suggest 

Ra of extracted teeth is more or less than the values seen in artificial teeth, this difference 

could be due to the artificial teeth’s elastic nature under varying temperatures with the 
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bur essentially flattening the surface of displacing and depositing material throughout the 

cut, explaining the vast differences in Ra values. This is commonly seen in plastic 

materials with highly crystalline structures, the material suffers strain hardness when 

enduring cold work (Bertram Broberg, 1999). 

 It was hypothesised that as the bur cut into artificial teeth material would attach 

itself onto the bur, reducing the sharp edges needed to cut the material, explaining the 

extra force required to cut. However, light microscopy (Figure 4.24) showed little 

evidence of material remaining on the bur after cutting, this is probably due to the small 

sizes of the material once cut and the constant irrigation with deionised water throughout 

the procedure. 

4.5 Conclusions  

In conclusion, this study has shown empirical evidence to the differences in 

fracture and hardness of extracted and artificial teeth. It is then hypothesised that these 

differences may explain why many undergraduate dental students dislike the use of 

artificial teeth within dental education, as from the experiments carried out, more force is 

required to cut plastic artificial teeth compared to extracted teeth. These results form the 

basis of how artificial teeth could be improved to allow a better perception of their use in 

dental education. However, although the mechanical properties have been established, a 

lot more work is required to be able to recreate the biomimicry of natural teeth.  
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Chapter 5   

3D Printing from X-Ray Microtomography 

This chapter explores the mechanism and process in which data was converted 

from X-ray microtomography datasets to 3D printed models through different techniques 

and multiple software. Information regarding data conversion has been previously 

published in Cresswell-Boyes et al. (2018a) and Cresswell-Boyes et al. (2018b). 

5.1 Introduction 

3D Printing, known initially as rapid prototyping, has been around since the late 

1980s and has been used as a way to quickly produce cost-effective prototypes during the 

design process (O'Brien et al., 2016). However, over time, rapid prototyping has evolved, 

creating a variety of printers and printable materials that facilitate use by any individual 

or business (O'Brien et al., 2016; Thomas & Claypole, 2016).  

As previously mentioned in Section 2.4.3, 3D printing has been used for a variety 

of applications; however, the use of 3D printing in SBME has increased in popularity. 

Although advanced visualisation in SBME has been crucial in diagnosis and 

communication, there is an advantage to rendering DICOM images as 3D prints. 3D 

models capable of offering tactile feedback and depth information on anatomic and 

pathologic states is an invaluable tool in both clinical and teaching settings (Mitsouras et 

al., 2015; O'Brien et al., 2016). However, typically 3D printers do not recognise DICOM 

images, with the printers taking individual objects defined by surfaces that enclose a 

region of space (STL, see Section 2.4.4). Once these objects of interest have been 

identified, they can be 3D printed, with the process of this being divided into three stages; 
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image acquisition, image post-processing, and 3D printing (Mitsouras et al., 2015; 

Redwood et al., 2017).  

With image acquisition, a 3D medical model can be manufactured from any 

volumetric dataset, that has enough contrast to differentiate between tissues or structures, 

this is typically why CT and MRI images are commonly used for 3D printing. The high 

contrast, signal to noise ratio, and spatial resolution allow for structure differentiation. 

However, a common drawback of these imaging techniques is the inclusion of image 

noise and ring artefacts or beam hardening artefacts which may interfere with the image 

acquisition, requiring more input at the image post-processing stage (Rengier et al., 2010; 

Mitsouras et al., 2015). 

Manipulating DICOM images for 3D printing requires a lot of accurate 

segmentation for the desired tissue by selecting them in ROI. Typically, ROI 

segmentation can be an automated process (depending on the software used); however, 

with the introduction of noise and artefacts from the image acquisition stage, manual input 

may be required to overcome these. A typical example seen in CT is the artefact seen 

from beam hardening, this can affect the blood pool attenuation seen in blood vessels, 

without manual input at this stage, an error in the model can cause nonanatomic holes or 

voids. However, the opposite is also true when the artefact gets mistaken as solid material 

filling in anatomic voids such as those seen in cancellous bone (Suzuki et al., 2004; 

Harryson et al., 2007; Mitsouras et al., 2015). 

After segmentation and image manipulation, most commercial software can 

generate an STL file of the 3D model, which is then suitable for 3D printing. At this stage 

the user can edit printing settings for the desired outcome, however, conversion from the 

ROI to STL is a balancing act in terms of the number of faces and vertices; too few will 

compromise the anatomical features in the model, while too many will lead to an 
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unnecessary roughness if the object in the initial segmented surface was smooth, most 

likely due to noise contours (Mitsouras et al., 2015; Redwood et al., 2017). 

In this study, a method of collecting structural biological data and converting it 

into a 3D model using open-source software is presented, utilising XMT techniques to 

overcome specific issues regarding ring artefacts and noise from beam hardening. 

Demonstrating an open-source method to converting XMT to 3D prints and discussing 

the benefits of using SLA over FDM and SLS, when recreating anatomical structures. 

5.2 Materials and Methods 

For this study, a selection of healthy extracted human teeth was selected from a 

human tissue bank; with ethical approval obtained from Queen Mary Research Ethics 

Committee (QMREC2008/57). 

5.2.1 X-Ray Microtomography 

The specimens were scanned using the MuCAT2 scanner, as outlined in Section 

3.1. The natural teeth were scanned at 15 μm voxel size (resolution) at 90 keV, 180 μA 

and were scanned individually using multi-block imaging (Section 3.1.2), in a specimen 

tube with 70% ethanol and mounting wax to keep the specimens stable throughout, 

scanning of each tooth typically took around 16-26 h. Non-biological samples were 

scanned at 40 keV, 405 μA at 30 μm voxel, usually for 1-2 h, more information is 

provided in Appendix A (Table A).  

5.2.2 Visualisation and Modelling 

Reconstruction of the XMT datasets was carried out (Section 3.2.2), with the 

datasets being viewed in Tomview before being exported to Drishti (Section 3.3). The 

selection and segmentation of the ROIs were carried out in Drishti by highlighting the 
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area containing the correct LAC values (Figure 3.12), before being exported into Meshlab 

for reducing and simplification of the mesh surface (reducing the triangle count), any 

manipulating or ‘sculpting’ was carried in Meshmixer, 3D Builder was used to repair 

mesh surfaces and create the final STL file (see Section 3.3). 

5.2.3 Fused Filament Fabrication 

As mentioned previously in Section 3.3.1, a Wanhao Duplicator i3 was used to 

print FFF models of tooth samples. A selection of materials have been used including; 

PLA (3D Prima, Sweden), flexible thermoplastic polyurethane ([TPU] FFF World, 

Spain), wood-PLA (RS Components, UK), and ABS (3D Prima, Sweden), the settings 

used for each material can be found in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Printer settings used for different FFF materials. Parameters based on 

manufacturer’s recommendations as well as trial and error.  

Material 
Layer Height 

(mm) 

Printing 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Material Flow 

(%) 

Print Speed 

(mm/s) 

PLA 0.06 185-195 100 60 

TPU 0.08 200-205 95 40 

Wood-PLA 0.05 195-205 100 60 

 

5.2.3.1 Slicer Programs 

To check the dimensional accuracy of the slicing software, multiple software was 

used to print cylinders of a specific size (20.00 x 5.00 mm), made from different materials 

and repeated eight times (Figure 5.1). The slicer software chosen were popular open-

source software, which is widely available, they included; Cura, Slic3r, Repetier-Host 

(Version 2.1.6, 2018; Hot-World GmbH & Co. KG, Germany), and Matter Control 

(Version 2.19.10, 2019; MatterHackers Inc., USA). The same printer parameters were 
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used on all software for the materials, and three cylinders were printed, the cylinders were 

then imaged using XMT techniques, and the datasets were analysed using ImageJ to 

compare dimensional accuracy (more details in Section 5.2.6).  

 

Figure 5.1: Cylinders of known sizes were designed and manufactured. Left to Right:3D 

rendering of the test print, translucent view, cylinder printed in PLA, cylinder printed in wood-

PLA and cylinder printed in TPU. 

5.2.3.2 Extrusion Deposition Modelling 

As previously mentioned in Section 3.3.1, a repurposed FFF printer with a direct 

syringe extruder was used to print viscous material such as that of dental composite. An 

UV LED was attached to the nozzle of the extruder to cure the material as it was deposited 

onto the printer bed. Dental composites materials used included Cention N (Ivoclar 

Vivadent AG, Lichtenstein) and ActivaTM BioActive-RestorativeTM (Pulpdent Corp., 

USA); these materials were kept in UV reflective containers to prevent polymerisation 

before extrusion. Composites were extruded at a set rate of 0.25 mm/s, with a print speed 

of 10%, and a layer height of 1.00 mm, overall prints took 1-2 h to complete. 
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5.2.4 Stereolithography 

As explained in Section 3.3.1, for stereolithography, two printers were used; an 

SLA printer, Formlabs Form 2, and a DLP printer, Anycubic Photon. The materials used 

for the printers were the companies’ brand materials suited for the respective printers, 

white resin (Formlabs Inc., USA), transparent resin (Formlabs Inc., USA) and white 

Anycubic 405 nm Rapid Resin (Anycubic, China). Details regarding printing parameters 

are shown in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2: Printer settings used for different SLA and DLP materials. Parameters based on 

manufacturer’s recommendations as well as trial and error.  

Material 
Layer Height 

(mm) 

Curing Time 

(s) 

Rest Time 

(s) 

Printing 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Formlabs White 

Resin 
0.05 0.1-2 5 31 

Formlabs 

Transparent Resin 
0.05 0.1-2 8 31 

Anycubic 405 nm 

Rapid Resin 
0.05 11 8 26 

 

 Once printed the models were then washed in 90% ethanol for 20 min using a 

Formlabs Wash (Formlabs Inc., USA) to remove any uncured resin, the models were then 

transferred to a Formlabs Cure (Formlabs Inc., USA) where the models were subjected 

to further curing for 30 min at 60°C as per manufacturer’s recommendation.  

5.2.5 Selective Laser Sintering 

As mentioned in Section 3.3.1 tooth models created using SLS techniques were 

outsourced to 3D Hubs, with STL files being uploaded to the website, where dimensions 

and materials could be selected, Nylon PA 12 (Stratasys Ltd., USA) was chosen with a 

layer height of 50 μm. The parameter setting of the SLS printed models was unknown. 
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5.2.6 Morphometric Analysis 

Quantitative analysis of the reconstructed XMT images was carried out using 

ImageJ with the BoneJ plugin (Version 1.4.3, 2018; Wellcome Trust, UK; Doube et al. 

[2010]) in conjunction with the additive manufacturing software Autodesk Netfabb® 

Basic (Version 7.4, 2019; Autodesk Inc., USA) for quantifying the density and 

quantifying any voids within the structure. Datasets were directly exported from 

Tomview into ImageJ, and datasets were converted to PLY files into Netfabb®, as shown 

in Section 3.3. 

5.2.7 White Light Profilometry 

White light profilometry was used to highlight the differences in printing 

methodologies by measuring the topography of the occlusal surface, as previously used 

in Section 3.4.2. The mesiobuccal cusp was imaged throughout the specimens with a 3.00 

x 3.00 mm area examined (Figure 5.2), a 3D printed bracket was created to ensure all 

samples were placed in the correct position before scanning.  

 

Figure 5.2: Scan area on a mandibular first molar identifying the mesiobuccal cusp. 
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5.3 Results 

Reconstructed XMT datasets were visualised in Tomview collating all views in 

the X, Y, and Z planes. Figure 5.3-Figure 5.10 are a selection of the extracted teeth imaged, 

highlighting the differences in geometry and structure between the different types of teeth. 

As outlined in Section 3.1.3, all mineralised samples (extracted teeth) were calibrated and 

set to the same level of brightness and degree of contrast. 

Due to the high contrast nature of the XMT system used (see Section 3.1.1), from 

the reconstructed XMT images (Figure 5.3-Figure 5.10), the different structures of human 

teeth can be easily identified and distinguished. Enamel appears whiter than dentine due 

to its higher mineral content, however with some of the extracted teeth different types of 

dentine can even be identified, in particular in Figure 5.10, evidence of secondary and 

tertiary dentine can be identified. Remnants of the cementum can be seen on the root in 

Figure 5.7. The ability to be able to clearly distinguish different structures with high 

contrast allows for easy segmentation, which is discussed later on in this section.  
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Figure 5.3: XMT image of an extracted maxillary central incisor. Multiple views, showing 

different sections and structure of the tooth. M. Mesial side. D. Distal side. B. Labial side1. L. 

Lingual side.  

 
1 For consistency and clarity, the anterior teeth are labelled with B. for buccal side to signify the labial side. 
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Figure 5.4: XMT image of an extracted maxillary lateral incisor. Multiple views, showing 

different sections and structure of the tooth. M. Mesial side. D. Distal side. B. Labial side. L. 

Lingual side.  
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Figure 5.5: XMT image of an extracted mandibular canine. Multiple views, showing different 

sections and structure of the tooth. M. Mesial side. D. Distal side. B. Labial side. L. Lingual 

side.  
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Figure 5.6: XMT image of an extracted maxillary first premolar. Multiple views, showing 

different sections and structure of the tooth. M. Mesial side. D. Distal side. B. Buccal side. L. 

Lingual side. 
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Figure 5.7: XMT image of an extracted maxillary second premolar. Multiple views, showing 

different sections and structure of the tooth. M. Mesial side. D. Distal side. B. Buccal side. L. 

Lingual side. 
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Figure 5.8: XMT image of an extracted mandibular first molar. Multiple views, showing 

different sections and structure of the tooth. M. Mesial side. D. Distal side. B. Buccal side. L. 

Lingual side. 
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Figure 5.9: XMT image of an extracted maxillary second molar. Multiple views, showing 

different sections and structure of the tooth. M. Mesial side. D. Distal side. B. Buccal side. L. 

Lingual side. 
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Figure 5.10: XMT image of an extracted mandibular third molar. Multiple views, showing 

different sections and structure of the tooth. M. Mesial side. D. Distal side. B. Buccal side. L. 

Lingual side. 

 Figure 5.11 demonstrates the rendered teeth after conversion, segmentation and 

thresholding carried out in Drishti. Figure 5.11.A is the rendered models for the 

reconstructed XMT datasets shown in Figure 5.3-Figure 5.10, highlighting the different 

structures shown with artificial colours; orange for dentine and white-yellow for enamel. 

Colour choice is user-defined; however, the assignment is dependent on the LAC values 

of the specimen scanned. Figure 5.11.B is the segmented structures of the reconstructed 
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XMT dataset shown in Figure 4.5; the segmentation of structures was carried out by 

altering the ROI within the histogram (Figure 3.12). The pulp chamber was rendered 

within Autodesk Meshmixer, by inverting the pulp cavity within the dentine structure to 

create a solid mesh.   

 

Figure 5.11: 3D rendering of multiple extracted teeth, as viewed in Drishti. A. Left to Right: 

maxillary central incisor, maxillary lateral incisor, mandibular canine, maxillary first premolar, 

maxillary second premolar, mandibular first molar, maxillary second molar and mandibular 

third molar. B. Left to Right: Segmented enamel, dentine and pulp chamber. 

Visual comparison of the 3D printed cylinders created using different slicing 

software revealed a lot of differences in both external and internal geometries. Figure 5.12 

shows the reconstructed XMT datasets as well as 3D renderings of the outer mesh of each 

cylinder. From initial observations, it is clear that cylinders printed using Cura and Slic3r 

produced more aesthetic surfaces compared with Repetier and Matter Control, except for 

Matter Control cylinder printed in PLA. However, cylinders printed with Repetier and 
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Matter Control appear to have different finishes. From the XMT images, it appears 

Repetier extrudes more material as evident in the PLA cylinder as there appears to be no 

flat surface within the internal chamber. Both the TPU cylinders for Repetier and Matter 

Control have a wave striation on the external surface, suggesting again, an over extrusion 

of material. 

 

Figure 5.12: XMT image and 3D rendering of the printed test cylinders. Left to Right: Cura, 

Slic3r, Repetier and Matter Control. A. Cylinders printed in PLA. B. Cylinders printed in TPU. 

C. Cylinders printed in wood-PLA. 

Table 5.3 is the morphometric analysis that was carried out on the reconstructed 

XMT images of the printed cylinders using ImageJ, and measurements were taken and 

then compared to the projected height, circumference and volume. The expected height 
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of the test cylinder was 20.00 mm; eight of the printed cylinders came within 3.0% of 

this, with the closest being the TPU cylinder printed using Matter Control with a height 

of 20.22 mm, which was 1.10% (± 0.22) larger than the projected. The most significant 

difference from the projected was the wood-PLA print using Slic3r at 20.94 mm, a 4.70% 

(± 0.03) increase. Overall, in terms of recreating the correct height, the material TPU was 

the most accurate, with Matter Control being most accurate slicing software, wood-PLA 

and Repetier were deemed to be less accurate due to the larger deviance from the 

projected height. Statistical analysis also suggests this, as Repetier was the most 

significantly different compared with the other slicing software, wood-PLA was also 

significantly different compared to the other materials. 

When comparing the circumference of the cylinders, the projected circumference 

was 31.42 mm, similar to the height, none of the printed cylinders came within 3.0% of 

this. The closest was the wood-PLA using Slic3r and TPU using Matter Control at 33.18 

mm, a 5.60% (± 0.22) increase, the largest was PLA using Repetier at 37.89 mm, a 

20.59% (± 0.18) increase, this was evident from the XMT images (Figure 5.12). Overall, 

Cura was the most consistent and accurate in terms of recreating the circumference with 

all materials being produced at 33.68 mm a 7.19% increase, again the least accurate 

overall was Repetier. The statistical analysis supported this by revealing that cylinders 

produced using Repetier were the most significantly different. In contrast, there was no 

significant difference between the cylinders produced with Cura, suggesting Cura to be 

the most consistent. 
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Table 5.3: Morphometric differences between the printed test cylinders. Variations in height, 

circumference and volume were compared with the projected height, circumference and 

volume; 20.00 mm, 31.42 mm and 1.31 cm3 respectively. n = 8. 

Slicer 

Software 
Material 

Difference in 

Height (%) 

Difference in 

Circumference (%) 

Difference in 

Volume (%) 

Cura 

PLA 2.45 (± 0.16) 7.19 (± 0.15) -12.21 (± 0.13) 

TPU 1.40 (± 0.05) 7.19 (± 0.06) -3.82 (± 0.04) 

Wood-PLA 1.85 (± 0.13) 7.19 (± 0.11) -9.92 (± 0.10) 

Slic3r 

PLA 2.90 (± 0.08) 7.19 (± 0.10) 6.11 (± 0.10) 

TPU 2.15 (± 0.07) 8.59 (± 0.08) -5.34 (± 0.08) 

Wood-PLA 4.70 (± 0.03) 5.60 (± 0.05) 2.47 (± 0.03) 

Repetier 

PLA 4.25 (± 0.24) 20.59 (± 0.18) 18.32 (± 0.24) 

TPU 3.55 (± 0.18) 16.71 (± 0.12) 13.74 (± 0.09) 

Wood-PLA 4.10 (± 0.14) 13.08 (± 0.14) 10.69 (± 0.10) 

Matter 

Control 

PLA 2.15 (± 0.07) 8.59 (± 0.06) -5.34 (± 0.08) 

TPU 1.10 (± 0.22) 5.60 (± 0.22) -16.79 (± 0.18) 

Wood-PLA 1.25 (± 0.16) 7.13 (± 0.15) -12.21 (± 0.09) 

 

Table 5.3 also compares the differences in volume when compared to the 

projected (1.31 cm3), wood-PLA produced by Slic3r had the closest volume at 1.34 cm3 

which was 2.47% (± 0.03), Repetier with a PLA cylinder produced the furthest removed 

volume at 1.55 cm3 an 18.32% (± 0.24) increase. Moreover, this is also evident in the 

XMT images (Figure 5.12). Statistical analysis showed that Repetier, Matter Control and 

Cura were significantly different compared to the projected volume, whereas Slic3r 

produced cylinders were not, highlighting the accuracy Slic3r had in recreating the 

volume. 

Figure 5.13 is the reconstructed XMT images of a mandibular first molar (Figure 

5.8) printed using FFF, SLA and SLS methodologies and PLA, Anycubic 405 nm Rapid 
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Resin and Nylon PA 12 respectively. 3D renderings (Autodesk Meshmixer) of the printed 

molars allow for a better examination of the external geometry of the different printing 

techniques. In contrast, the XMT provides the analysis of the internal geometry. 
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Figure 5.13: Mandibular first molar printed using FFF, SLA and SLS techniques. Left to Right:  

printed tooth, XMT of the printed tooth (buccal view), 3D rendering of the printed tooth (buccal 

view), XMT of the printed tooth (occlusal view) and 3D rendering of the printed tooth (occlusal 

view). A. FFF. B. SLA. C. SLS. 
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White light profilometry was carried out on an extracted molar (Figure 5.8) and 

the printed molars (Figure 5.13), trying to identify and analyse the topography of the 

occlusal surface and whether the different 3D printing technologies could replicate the 

topography of the extracted tooth. Figure 5.14 is a selection of heat maps produced on the 

mesiobuccal cusp with a 3.00 x 3.00 mm scan area, and the maps show the depth of the 

exposed dentine (where the enamel has eroded).  

 

Figure 5.14: Heat map of the topography of the mesiobuccal cusp of printed teeth. A. Extracted. 

B. FFF. C. SLA. D. SLS. 

To compare the heat maps, a line plot was generated (Figure 5.15) because, 

although the specimens were mounted and scanned in the same position each time, 

differences in geometries between printing technologies meant areas differed slightly 

between samples. Therefore, a line plot was taken from the middle of the mesiobuccal 
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cusp where the dentine was exposed for each specimen, highlighting the step sizes seen 

in the fabrication of the FFF molar and the uneven surface of the SLS molar. From the 

line plot, it can be seen that on the extracted molar the lowest depth recorded was 61.30 

μm and a peak height of 551.80 μm, none of the printed molars matched the lowest depth, 

with the SLS molar being the closest at 122.60 μm. The position and length of the exposed 

dentine also differ between molars, extracted molar exposure begins at 0.40 mm and ends 

at 3.00 mm, whereas for FFF’s exposure starts at 1.40 mm and ends at 2.00 mm, SLA’s 

exposure at 0.80 mm to 2.60 mm, and SLS’s exposure at 0.80 mm to 2.60 mm.  

 

Figure 5.15: Line plot of the topography of the mesiobuccal cusp of printed teeth. 

Figure 5.16 is the reconstructed XMT images, and 3D renderings of a mandibular 

first molar (Figure 4.5) printed using FFF, SLA and SLS methodologies and PLA, 

Anycubic 405 nm Rapid Resin and Nylon PA 12 respectively. These were printed to 

establish the presences of a pulp cavity; this is evident in the PLA model. However, the 

root canals are not well defined, in the SLA model there is a distinct lack of a cavity, 

except for a few voids in the canals, the SLS model has evidence of a cavity; moreover, 

this is filled with unsintered material and blocked root canals. 
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Figure 5.16: Mandibular first molar printed using FFF, SLA and SLS techniques. Left to Right:  

printed tooth, XMT of the printed tooth (buccal view), 3D rendering of the printed tooth (buccal 

view), XMT of the printed tooth (occlusal view) and 3D rendering of the printed tooth (occlusal 

view). A. FFF. B. SLA. C. SLS. 
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 Table 5.4 shows the morphometric analysis carried out on the printed mandibular 

molars, looking in particular at differences in height and volumes compared to the 

extracted molar (Figure 4.5). The height of the extracted tooth was 21.65 mm, the FFF 

molar was the only printed tooth with the smallest height at 20.30 mm, a 6.21% (± 2.34) 

decrease, SLA and SLS printed molars came out at 24.64 mm, a 13.83% (± 0.67) increase 

and 24.82 mm, a 14.66% (± 0.97) increase, respectively. Statistical analysis showed that 

SLA and SLS were significantly different, as they did not closely match the extracted 

tooth’s height, whereas the FFF molar was not significantly different. 

 Volume differences between the printed and the extracted molars showed that 

none of the printed molars within 3.0% of the volume of the extracted tooth (1.21 cm3), 

with FFF measuring 1.06 cm3 a decrease of 12.40% (± 4.78), SLA measuring 1.42 cm3 

an increase of 17.36% (± 1.56) and SLS measuring 1.09 cm3 a decrease of 9.92% (± 4.14). 

SLA reported the only increase in volume, and from the XMT images (Figure 5.16) it is 

due to the filled pulp cavity, it also worth noting that in the case of the SLS print, the 

unsintered material was not taken into account and was not measured in the volume. 

Statistical analysis showed all the prints were statistically different from the extracted 

tooth, as all the prints’ volumes were far from the originals.  

Table 5.4: Morphometric differences between the printed teeth. Differences in height and 

volume were compared with the extracted tooth height and volume; 21.56 mm and 1.21 mm3, 

respectively. n = 8. 

3D Printing 

Technology 
Difference in Height (%) Differences in Volume (%) 

FFF -6.21 (± 2.34) -12.40 (± 4.78) 

SLA 13.83 (± 0.67) 17.36 (± 1.58) 

SLS 14.66 (± 0.97) -9.92 (± 4.14) 
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Results from the extrusion deposition modelling methodology produced one 

model using the ActivaTM (Figure 5.17), the Cention N failed to form a solid shape after 

extrusion. The ActivaTM maintained shape; however, the material took a long time to set, 

with the XMT showing different degrees of curing within the structure (as evident by the 

difference in greyscale), and evidence of step sizes on the external geometry. The roots 

of the model were lost due to movement before the model had fully set.  

 

Figure 5.17: Mandibular first molar printed using extrusion deposition modelling. Left to Right:  

printed tooth, XMT of the printed tooth (buccal view), 3D rendering of the printed tooth (buccal 

view), XMT of the printed tooth (occlusal view) and 3D rendering of the printed tooth (occlusal 

view). 

Figure 5.18 is a selection of multi-material prints that utilise the segmentation 

function (Section 5.2.2), by isolating individual structures and printing them separately. 

Figure 5.18.A shows a detachable model created using FFF techniques, with enamel 

printed in PLA, and the dentine and pulp printed in TPU, the pulp cavity was printed 

slightly smaller to allow fitting into the dentine model. Figure 5.18.B shows a detachable 

model created using SLA techniques with a Formlabs Form 2, using opaque white resin 

for the enamel, and transparent resin for the dentine. Due to the Form 2’s advanced spot 
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size and resolution compared to the Anycubic, the pulp cavity was printed freely without 

any difficulties, allowing for a coloured hydrogel (see Appendix A) to be injected inside. 

 

Figure 5.18: Multi-material prints of a mandibular first molar. A. FFF printed molar. B. SLA 

printed molar, with hydrogel pulp. 

5.4 Discussion 

5.4.1 CAD 

The utilisation of the MuCAT2 scanner and its specific design (Section 3.1.1), 

meant the elimination of beam hardening and ring artefacts, creating ‘clean’ datasets 

suitable for segmentation and conversion. As previously stated in Section 3.3, multiple 

software was used in the design and manipulation of the reconstructed XMT datasets to 

give the desired outcome. Initially, files were exported from Tomview to Drishti (NC 

file), where the segmentation and thresholding of particular structures took place, 

allowing for individual meshes to be created for enamel and dentine, a useful tool when 

wanting to visualise (Figure 5.11.B), manipulate or print individual structures (Figure 

5.18). The generation of the mesh was carried out via a plugin within the Drishti software, 

allowing for detailed parameter settings; however, mesh generation does not consider 3D 

volume, only external geometry. 
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Although these files are typically high-quality with similar resolution to that of 

the XMT scanner, problems do arise. A noted issue is a stepping artefact which occurs on 

a plane where slice stepping is exaggerated (Figure 5.19.A); however, this is easily 

overcome by either generating the mesh in the low-resolution mode in Drishti or by 

simplifying the mesh in Autodesk Meshmixer. Another issue that can occur during the 

reconstruction process is the misalignment of blocks during multi-block scanning 

(Section 3.1.2), this leads to a disjointed connection between the top and bottom of blocks 

of where the samples were scanned (Figure 5.19.B). Again, this is easily rectified by 

either simplifying the mesh or by redoing the reconstruction process and removing some 

overlapping slices. When scanning non-mineralised specimens, a common issue is that 

excess materials with similar voxel intensity values are captured within the mesh 

generation. An example in Figure 5.13, with both the FFF and SLS molars, have similar 

intensities to the mounting wax, meaning the wax appeared in the 3D rendering images, 

however, this issue is easily remedied in Autodesk Meshmixer, by removing any 

polygons that are not attached to the main mesh, or by using the sculpting tool, to smooth 

out affected surfaces. 

 

Figure 5.19: Evidence of artefacts within the mesh generation process. A. Exaggerated stepping 

size. B. Misalignment between blocks. 
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MeshLab was used to reduce and simplify the number of polygons present within 

the mesh (Figure 3.13). This process is effective in reducing the file size of a mesh and 

removing any duplicate edges or faces. This is an important step, especially when using 

the file in modelling and VR software, as the model runs smoother with higher frames 

per second (FPS) when the file size is smaller. Dependent on computer specifications, the 

process of simplification can take around 5-10 min. 

Autodesk Meshmixer allows for the modification and manipulation of meshes and 

can be utilised to change the geometry to give the desired shape. This is a useful technique 

in creating clean models, removing any unwanted or excess material. It can also be useful 

in replacing missing material; if the material was lost during extraction, Autodesk 

Meshmixer can be used to create material and fill in a void. A useful tool present in 

Autodesk Meshmixer is the ability to smooth a mesh’s geometry. This technique slightly 

increases the number of polygons present in the mesh in specific locations (as not to undo 

the reduction carried out in Meshlab), to give a more ‘rounder’ appearance (Figure 5.20). 

This process is useful when creating models for 3D printing, as it removes intricate 

detailing, giving the printer a more basic outline. The disadvantage however of this 

method is a vast of loss of resolution in the model; however, this is not a concern if the 

printer resolution is not high, or if the design being replicated does not contain any 

intricate details. 
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Figure 5.20: Smoothing of the mesh of a mandibular first molar. Left to Right: before 

smoothing, smoothing at 25%, smoothing at 50% and smoothing at 100%. 

3D Builder was only used once meshes had been manipulated in Meshmixer when 

material was added, or geometry was moved or altered to give a different desired outcome 

(changing the direction of the pulp canal). 3D Builder analyses the mesh and detects any 

voids or overlapping polygons and repairs the mesh by filling in voids or deleting 

overlapping polygons. Generally, no visual changes occur, as the errors are typically too 

small to see, and repairing priority is to maintain shape. 

5.4.2 CAM 

Many studies have looked at the accuracy of 3D printed models, establishing 

differences in materials and technologies used (Salmi et al., 2013; Bortolotto et al., 2015). 

However, there is a distinct lack of literature regarding the type of slicing software used, 

especially when using FFF methodologies. It has been established that FFF produces the 

least accurate models, due to its manufacturing process of depositing material with such 

large step sizes, due to its low resolution. However, from this study, it can be concluded 

that the type of slicing software may also influence the accuracy outcome of the 3D 

printed models. In this study, four open-source software were evaluated, to see if the 

choice of slicing software affected the accuracy of prints at all, it is also worth noting (as 

mentioned before in Section 3.3.1) that only FFF slicing software was chosen to compare, 
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due to SLA and SLS software, at the moment are not currently open-source, and only 

company-specific software can be used with these types of printers. 

From the XMT images (Figure 5.12), it was evident that the external geometry of the 

printed cylinders manufactured using Repetier, did not match that of the designed 

cylinder, morphometric analysis (Table 5.3) also proved this, as the main differences in 

height, circumference and volume came from the Repetier-produced cylinders. The PLA 

Repetier-printed cylinder shows evidence of over extrusion, where more material was 

deposited than necessary, the same can be said for the wood-PLA Repetier-printed 

cylinder. Striation patterns on the surface of the TPU cylinders printed with Repetier and 

Matter Control suggested an excess of infill, and due to the elastic nature of the material, 

voids appear within the internal geometry as the material is forced onto the external 

surface. Overall, on average Matter Control accurately matched the height with a 1.5% 

increase, and circumference with a 7.11% increase, Slic3r closely matched the volume 

with a 1.11% increase overall. However, in terms of finish and the least amount of post-

processing, Cura and Slic3r appear to have matched shape more closely, compared to 

Repetier and Matter Control. From these results, there seems to be a trade-off between 

accuracy and aesthetics. 

The differences in 3D printing methodology between FFF, SLA and SLS has been 

well documented. Salmi et al. (2013) assessed the accuracy, and described FFF as 

producing ‘moderate’ models and SLA and SLS as creating ‘original’ models, on a scale 

of ‘original, moderate and worse’. Thomas & Claypole (2016) and Redwood et al. (2017) 

ordered the accuracy in technologies from FFF, SLA to SLS, with SLS being the most 

accurate, and best suited for manufacturing industrial parts, due to each technology’s 

limitations on the resolution. However, it is estimated that on average, discrepancies 

between segmented anatomy and 3D printed models are typically of the order of an 

imaging voxel size, < 1.0 mm and < 3.0% with these errors usually classed as clinically 
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negligible (Ibrahim et al., 2009; Taft et al., 2011). Yet, in this study, the margin of error 

was seen to be considerably higher than that of 3.0%, with relative differences in the 

height of 6.21%, 13.83% and 14.66% for FFF, SLA and SLS respectively (Table 5.4), the 

differences in error, however, could be due to the small voxel size and the small nature 

of the 3D printed teeth and its intricate structure, whereas, in previous studies, the 

accuracy has been measured on larger samples such as that of skulls, and subsequently 

scanned at lower resolution (Fasel et al., 2013; Huotilainen et al., 2014). Huotilainen et 

al. (2014) summarised that a model of the same design could vary drastically depending 

on the DICOM to STL conversion as well as the technical parameters used. 

Moreover, as well as the difference in height, the topography also changed 

drastically depending on technology, giving each model a different finish. Figure 5.14 

and Figure 5.15 showed clear evidence of step size with the FFF models, whereas the 

topography was smoother and more rounded with the SLA models. Although the SLS 

more closely matched the accuracy of the mesiobuccal cusp, there was a clear rougher 

surface present. Again, suggesting a trade-off between efficiency and aesthetics.  

In terms of internal geometry, there was no significant difference between the 

technologies, but a considerable difference between the extracted molar and the 3D 

printer molars (Table 5.4). Both FFF and SLS had the presence of a pulp cavity within 

the models, with no cavity present in the SLA models; however, both FFF and SLS 

models had no root canals, and in particular, for the SLS model meant the material was 

trapped inside. This may explain as to why there was no cavity within the SLA model, as 

the root canals may be too small (below the resolution of the printer), to allow the 

appropriate evacuation of the excess material. This was apparent, with the model seen in 

Figure 5.18.B, this model was printed using the Form 2, a printer with a higher resolution 

and spot size, compared to the Anycubic printer (as mentioned in Section 3.3.1) which 

printed models in Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.16, meaning a pulp cavity was present. Due 
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to the absence of a pulp cavity, the SLS model measured a higher relative difference in 

volume at 17.36%, whereas, although the FFF and the SLS models contained pulp 

cavities, the models contained voids throughout the structure meaning relative differences 

in volumes were -12.40% and -9.92% respectively. Despite the inaccuracy within the 

model produced in Figure 5.17, the varying degrees of cured material within the model 

could offer a possible way of replicating different degrees of mineralisation as seen in 

dentine, with primary, secondary and tertiary dentine as seen in Figure 5.10. However, 

greater control over the curing rate of resin would be required (as the material could cure 

over time) as well as a greater resolution; this could be achieved by using SLA and DLP 

techniques; however, the composite is too viscous to be used in these techniques 

(viscosity of materials is discussed in more depth in Section 7.4.1). The lack of pulp and 

canal system would make this unsuitable for endodontic training but could still be used 

as a prosthodontic teaching aid, although out of the scope of this study, could, however, 

form the basis of future work. 

5.5 Conclusions 

In conclusion, this study has shown an effective open-source method of 

converting XMT datasets into 3D models, which in turn could be used for 3D printing or 

visualisation (VR). In terms of the accuracy of 3D printing technology, three factors 

contribute to this; how DICOM images are converted to STL, the choice of slicing 

software as well as parameters used and the choice of methodology (FFF, SLA or SLS). 

The results here help to create an understanding and raise awareness in the decisions made 

when 3D printing from scanned specimens.   
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Chapter 6   

Approaches to Printing Novel Materials 

This chapter investigates the different methods in which novel 3D printing 

materials are manufactured and processed as well as exploring the possibility of 

developing materials to create mimetic artificial teeth. With the focus on FFF, SLA and 

SLS technologies, considering the different materials used in these methodologies and 

comparing the forces required to cut each one (as shown in Section 3.5.3). 

6.1 Introduction 

With an increased demand for product complexity and multi-functionality, many 

new materials have been investigated for 3D printing. Such materials include 

nanomaterials, functional materials, biomaterials and smart materials (Zhang et al., 2015; 

Lee et al., 2017). However, there is limited literature on the recent development of novel 

materials and applications in 3D printing (Lee et al., 2017).  

As discussed in Section 2.4.5, there are seven different 3D printing technologies 

as defined by the ISO/ASTM 52900 Standard; these were categorised based on the 

method of layer fabrication (Chua et al., 1998; ASTM International, 2015; Lee et al., 

2017). With this understanding, 3D printing can be considered as a relationship between 

the material mass (m) and energy (W), which results in a single layer with a total power 

variation: 
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𝛿(𝑚𝑊) = 𝑚𝛿𝑊 + 𝑊𝛿𝑚 

Equation 6.1 

Where: m is the raw material mass. 

 W is the energy (Lee et al., 2017). 

 Equation 6.1 represents two terms in which 3D printing technologies are 

categorised; the first term shows a 3D printing process in which a constant mass is bonded 

selectively by variable energy (δW) controlled by the material mass. Material extrusion 

and material jetting are examples of this process (Lee et al., 2017). The second term 

represents a process where layer formation controls a variable mass (δm) acted on by 

fixed energy; this categorises powder bed fusion, binder jetting, sheet lamination and vat 

photopolymerisation. When both terms exist, the process is direct energy deposition, in 

which both energy and material mass are variable when fabricating a single layer (Lee et 

al., 2017; Redwood et al., 2017).  

 Material extrusion, as mentioned in Section 2.4.5.1, is the process of pushing 

material through a nozzle. At the same time, constant pressure is applied, the extruded 

material deposits at a continuous speed and solidifies once the material has been ejected. 

The following material must bind with previous material so that a solid part can form and 

remain in the structure throughout the printing process (Thomas & Claypole, 2016; Lee 

et al., 2017; Redwood et al., 2017).  

 Typically, materials for material extrusion printing are thermoplastic, due to the 

requirement of the plastic needed to be heated past its glass transition state, to be pushed 

through a nozzle (Thomas & Claypole, 2016). However, base thermoplastic has limited 

properties and mechanical strength; therefore, many commercial materials have been 

developed as a mixture of thermoplastic and filler material such as wood-PLA (used in 
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Chapter 5), a 30% mixture of wood pulp and PLA, conductive filament, a combination of 

metal particles such as copper and tin with PLA, and carbon fibre filament, a PET-based 

material with 20% carbon fibres (Zhang et al., 2015; Redwood et al., 2017). Moreover, 

recent studies have looked at manufacturing biocompatible materials, Senatov et al. 

(2016) and Corcione et al. (2017) both developed HAp-PLA composite materials for 3D 

printing for use in tissue engineering and creating porous scaffold suitable for bone grafts. 

Both studies found an increase in mechanical properties via compressive strength without 

a negative effect on the rheological performance. 

 Vat photopolymerisation is the process in which photocurable resins are exposed 

to a laser or UV light and go through a chemical reaction to become solid. The chemical 

reaction is called photopolymerisation and involves many chemical compounds such as 

photoinitiators, additives and reactive monomer/oligomers (Figure 6.1) (Eng et al., 

2017b; Lee et al., 2017). Typically, photopolymers used in commercial systems are 

curable in the UV range (405 nm) and involves linking small monomers into chain-like 

polymers. A catalyst (i.e. photoinitiator) is usually required for the reaction to take place 

at a reasonable rate. The polymers must be sufficiently cross-linked so that the 

polymerised molecules do not re-dissolve into the liquid monomers and possess enough 

strength to remain structurally sound, this is an important factor within the clinical setting 

with the use of methacrylate monomers in dental restorative materials (Ngo, 2010; Lee et 

al., 2017; Redwood et al., 2017). 
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Figure 6.1: Mechanism of free radical photopolymerisation. A. Monomer and photoinitiator 

before exposure. B. Photoinitiator excitation and free radical generation, after exposure. C. 

Chain initiation. D. Chain propagation. E. Chain Termination. Adapted from Lee et al. (2017). 

 Certain studies have found that parts produced via vat photopolymerisation tend 

to have much lower mechanical properties compared to parts fabricated through 

traditional methods such as formative and subtractive manufacturing. The thermoset 

nature of parts printed this way typically has a high cross-link density, which results in 

low elongation with brittle fracture (Salmoria et al., 2005; Eng et al., 2017b). Therefore, 

an enhancement to mechanical properties has been explored, with commercial products 

such as ceramic resin, a photopolymer with silica particles added (Formlabs Inc., USA). 

Moreover, this has been a keen interest within the literature with fillers such as carbon 

nanotubes, graphene, clay and nanocellulose crystals have been added to photopolymer 

resin to enhance its mechanical properties (Salmoria et al., 2005; Kumar et al., 2012; Eng 

et al., 2017a; Eng et al., 2017b; Manapat et al., 2017). From the literature, in general, the 

addition of fillers increases the stiffness of printed parts, as the Ē increases by ≈ 60% (Eng 

et al., 2017b). However, it has been noted that as elongation decreases with the addition 
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of filler and the tensile strength remain relatively similar, this results in a printed part with 

lower mechanical properties. This is most likely due to the random orientation of the 

fillers within the 3D printed part, reinforcing the part isotropically over the planes 

perpendicular to the build direction (Eng et al., 2017a; Eng et al., 2017b). 

Powder bed fusion utilises a thermal source such as a laser is used to induce partial 

or full fusion between powder particles, followed by a roller or blade coater to add and 

smooth another powder layer. The binding mechanisms of powder bed fusion process are 

mainly sintering and melting. The main difference is that sintering is considered as a 

partial melting process while melting is believed to be a full melting process. In solid-

state sintering, the particles fuse at the surface only resulting in inherent porosity, 

whereas, in liquid-state melting, all particles fully melt and fuse that gives a fully dense 

part with almost zero porosity (Lee et al., 2017; Redwood et al., 2017).  

 Typically, SLS is used to print powders of metal, nylon or ceramic materials, with 

the benefit of producing a multi-material printed part (Thomas & Claypole, 2016). By 

alternating layers with different materials, composite parts can be created producing novel 

materials. Commercial products include glass-filled PA, carbon fibre-filled PA and 

aluminium-filled PA (Goh et al., 2018). Within the literature, there is a consensus that 

although adding reinforcements leads to enhanced tensile modulus, however, some issues 

of the weak interface due to poor adhesion and voids are observed (Goodridge et al., 

2011; Salazar et al., 2014; Arai et al., 2017). Arai et al. (2017) investigated the poor 

adhesions and voids and concluded that there was poor dispersion of the fibres in the 

powder feedstock, leading to a higher internal porosity. It was suggested that by 

increasing the laser intensity it would improve surface adhesion with the fibres; however, 

this led to a degradation in the mechanical properties.  
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 This study aims to experiment with novel composite materials using different 3D 

printing technologies to identify the most suitable technology as well as starting material. 

6.2 Materials and Methods 

6.2.1 FFF Printing 

As shown in Section 3.3.1, all FFF printing was carried out using a Wanhao 

Duplicator i3 and Cura as the slicing software. 

6.2.1.1 HAp-Polymer Filament 

HAp-polymer filament was manufactured similar to that seen in Senatov et al. 

(2016) and Corcione et al. (2017), using a solvent method outlined in Russias et al. 

(2006). 

Two HAp-polymer filaments were created using PLA and ABS pellets 

(OmniDynamics Ltd., UK), with varying loadings of HAp (5, 10, 15%). Polymer pellets 

were dissolved in 100 ml of 1.0 mol methylene chloride (Merck, Germany) at room 

temperature while being continuously mixed using a magnetic stirrer; complete 

dissolution took around 2 h. Synthetic HAp powder (Capital® 98.8% purity, Plasma 

Biotal Ltd., UK) was added to the dissolved polymer and continuously mixed for 2 h to 

create a homogeneous slurry. The ‘slurry’ was then subsequently cast into multiple 

cylindrical acrylic moulds (10.00 x 100.00 mm) and dried within a vacuum oven for 48 h 

at 37°C, to remove all traces of the solvent used. The dried composite cylinders were then 

cut into smaller pieces (≈ 5.00 x 5.00 x 5.00 mm), using a diamond wheel cutter 

(Accutom-5) and fed through a filament extruder (Noztek Pro Filament Extruder, 

NoztekLtd., UK) set at a temperature of 170°C and 190°C for PLA and ABS respectively. 

In total, 2.00 m (ø 1.75 mm) of filament was created for each composition and stored in 

a container with silica gel, to ensure no moisture uptake. 
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 Cylinders (10.00 x 5.00 mm) were printed using the settings shown in Table 5.1, 

with the composites made from ABS printed at a higher temperature 210-220°C, 

compared with the PLA. Eight of each material were printed for further mechanical 

testing.  

6.2.1.2 Chalk-Polymer Filament 

The commercially available composite material was used as a comparison to the 

filament developments using the filament extruder, LayBrick sandstone filament (Lay-

Filaments by Kai-Parthy, Germany) was chosen. Despite being called sandstone filament, 

the material comprises of chalk and PLA, with ‘sandstone’ describing the aesthetics and 

finish of the material. The filament was printed using the same settings as previous PLA 

filaments, creating cylinders of the same specifications as shown in Section 6.2.1.1. 

6.2.1.3 Dental Composite 

As previously mentioned in Section 5.4.2, the dental composite was too viscous 

to be printed using traditional means of SLA or DLP; therefore, FFF methods were used. 

Using the same set-up and settings used in Section 3.3.1 and 5.2.3.2, cylinders were 

printed using ActivaTM BioActive-RestorativeTM to the same dimensions. Throughout the 

experiment, the uncured composite was kept in UV reflective containers to prevent 

polymerisation before extrusion. ActivaTM is a composite resin containing a fluoro-

alumino-silicate ionomer glass (Tiskaya et al., 2019). 

6.2.2 SLA Printing 

As shown in Section 3.3.1, SLA and DLP printing were carried out using a Form 

2 or an Anycubic Photon, utilising their slicing software (Preform and Anycubic Photon 

Slicer). 
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6.2.2.1 HAp-Polymer Resin 

HAp powder was added to a photopolymer resin (Anycubic 405 nm Rapid Resin, 

Anycubic, China), the resin itself a mixture of acrylate oligomer (17%), acrylate monomer 

(40%), methacrylate monomer (40%) and a photoinitiator (3%). The powder was added 

to the resin at different weight percentages (5, 10, 15%), the composition was then 

mechanically mixed for 24 h at 31°C to allow for complete dispersion. The mixture was 

placed within an opaque container to ensure no curing took place before printing and 

stored in shaking incubator at 31°C, to ensure no sedimentation of the filler material.  

The composite material was deposited inside the Anycubic Photon; it was noted 

that previous curing times (Table 5.2) were not enough to cure the layers. Therefore, 

curing time was increased to 30 s. Again, cylinders of set sizes were printed, with a layer 

height of 0.05 mm, taking around 2 h to print, the cylinders were then washed in 90% 

ethanol and cured for a further 30 min (as outlined in Section 5.2.4). 

6.2.2.2 Ceramic Resin 

Similar to the FFF materials, SLA includes a range of composite materials, 

therefore, to act as a comparison to the developed composite, Formlabs Ceramic Resin 

(Formlabs Inc., USA) was chosen and printed using the Form 2 printer. Cylinders of set 

sizes were printed using settings similar to Formlabs White Resin (Table 5.2), and the 

same post-curing procedure was carried out (Section 5.2.4). 

6.2.2.3 Dental Resin 

Formlabs offer dental-based materials as part of their commercial composites for 

SLA printings; these materials were developed for the use of surgical guides, castable 

wax and dental models. Formlabs Surgical Resin (Formlabs Inc., USA) was chosen as 

this material is designed to be drilled and cut with dental handpieces; therefore, may offer 
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haptic feedback similar to that of real teeth. This material was printed using the same 

settings as Formlabs Transparent Resin (Table 5.2) with the same post-curing procedure 

(Section 5.2.4). 

6.2.3 SLS Printing 

As previously mentioned in Section 3.3.1, printed cylinders were outsourced via 

3D Hubs, and printed using PA filled with glass particles (PA-GF, Materialise NV, 

Belgium). Although most of the parameters of the SLS printed models were unknown, a 

layer height of 0.05 mm was selected. 

6.2.4 X-Ray Diffraction 

XRD was used on the developed materials only, to ensure the presence of HAp, 

and that it was not lost during the printing process. XRD was carried out as outlined in 

Section 3.6.3. 

6.2.5 Microhardness 

Cylinders from all materials (commercial and developed) were cut into 2.00 mm 

thick discs using a diamond wheel cutter (Accutom-5) and polished using silicon carbide 

paper and metallurgic polisher (Kent 4, as outlined in Section 3.5.1). Microhardness 

measurements were carried out using a Buehler Micromet-4 (Section 3.5.1), with eight 

indentations made on each sample in different locations, the HV measurements were 

converted to MPa or GPa (where appropriate) as seen in Equation 3.5. 

6.2.6 Elastic Modulus 

Ē was measured using the compressive method (Section 3.5.2) on the different 

composite cylinders utilising an Instron 5567 property testing machine. 
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6.2.7 Force Cutting 

Using the same protocol and set-up as shown in Section 3.5.3, cylinders were 

mounted to the 3-axis load cell, and each sample was cut eight times using a cylindrical 

diamond bur (111-012M) with a high-speed handpiece (TE-95 BC Alegra), each cut was 

1.00 mm deep and at a set rate of 0.1 mm/s. 

6.2.8 Optical Light Microscopy 

After cutting using the automatic stage set-up, the burs used to cut the samples 

were examined under light microscopy using an Apex Scholar microscope, as outlined in 

Section 3.4.3. 

6.3 Results 

XRD was carried out to confirm the presence of HAp in the developed 

composites, and from the HAp reference (Figure 6.2), HAp is identified by sharp 

diffraction peaks at 26, 31.8, 32.2 and 32.9°. The polymer spectra showed no crystalline 

structure, meaning the polymer is amorphous, making it easier to identify the presence of 

HAp; this was more apparent as the wt. % increased, the HAp-related peaks became 

sharper. 
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Figure 6.2: XRD spectra for the developed composite materials. (* denotes the identifiable HAp 

peaks seen on the HAp-Photopolymer spectra [26, 31.8, 32.2 and 32.9°]). 

Figure 6.3 shows the mean hardness values and SD for all composite materials, 

with the highest recorded hardness from ActivaTM, 1578.14 MPa (± 21.47) and the 

photopolymer recording the lowest at 79.89 MPa (± 10.84). In terms of the developed 

composite materials, 15 wt. % photopolymer was the hardest material at 397.40 MPa (± 

61.58), with the photopolymer with no added filler the least hard material. A trend can be 

seen in the developed composite materials, at wt. % increases, the mean hardness also 

increases. Statistical analysis confirms significant differences in the materials’ hardness. 

The hardness of the HAp-PLA increases by 76.27%, from 0 to 15 wt. %, HAp-ABS and 

HAp-photopolymer see a 26.27% and 397.43% increase, respectively. For the 

commercial materials, ActivaTM was the hardest material (1578.14 MPa ± 21.47), with 

the LayBrick Sandstone 187.36 MPa (± 15.14) recording the lowest hardness value. All 
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the commercial materials had statistically different hardness values. Compared to the 

developed materials, the commercial materials were not significantly different except for 

the ActivaTM, as this was significantly harder compared to the 15 wt. % HAp-

photopolymer. 

 

Figure 6.3: Mean hardness values for the composite materials. Error bars presented as SD of the 

sample, n = 8. 

Ē (Figure 6.4) was measured for all developed and commercial composites, with 

ActivaTM recording the highest Ē 6214.21 MPa (± 184.47), and the photopolymer 

measuring the lowest, 862.47 MPa (± 18.07). Similar to the results seen from the hardness 

measurements (Figure 6.3), in the developed composites, as wt. % increases, Ē also 

increases, with an increase from 0 to 15 wt. %, a rise of 26.76%, 26.61% and 108.97% 

for HAp-PLA, HAp-ABS and HAp-photopolymer respectively. For the commercially 
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available materials, Formlabs Dental Resin had the highest Ē, with LayBrick Sandstone 

recording the smallest Ē, 2069.84 MPa (± 124.05). Statistical analysis showed an increase 

in wt. % as significantly different; however, the materials were not statistically different 

from each other, for the exception of Formlabs Dental Resin. 

 

Figure 6.4: Mean elastic modulus for the composite materials. Error bars presented as SD of the 

sample, n = 8. 

Results from the force cutting for the FFF printed materials (Figure 6.5), both 

developed and commercial were inconclusive; this was due to the material binding to the 

diamond bur used, preventing the bur from cutting further material. This prevention 

eventually led to the snapping of the bur; this typically occurred approximately 0.2-0.4 

mm into the material, meaning not enough force data were recorded for analysis. 

However, for the dental composite, the ActivaTM was not binding to the material. Still, 
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the bur failed to cut the material, with, again the bur snapping upon contact with the 

cylinder. Nevertheless, the SLA and SLS printed cylinders were successfully subjected 

to the force cutting, with the photopolymer measuring the largest required force, 1.13 N 

(± 0.03), with PA-GF requiring the lowest, 0.21 N (± 0.09). A trend was seen in the 

developed composites, as wt. % increased, the mean required force to cut, decreased, 

from the photopolymer to the 15 wt. % HAp-photopolymer a 53.98% decrease was 

recorded. Statistical analysis showed the composite materials were not statistically 

different when compared to each other, except the photopolymer and the PA-GF, which 

were the highest and lowest recorded forces respectively, the remaining materials had 

statistically similar forces. 

 

Figure 6.5: Mean force to cut photopolymer composites. Error bars presented as SD of the 

sample, n = 8. 

Similar to what was seen in Figure 4.24, light microscopy was conducted on the 

burs before and after cutting the composite materials, to determine if particulates were 

left after cutting (Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7). As mentioned previously, the composite 

materials printed using FFF techniques produced inconclusive force data, this was due to 

the material wrapping around the diamond bur, as seen in Figure 6.6.A. Figure 6.6.B 

shows the diamond bur after cutting the 15 wt. % HAp-photopolymer, and shows little 
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residual material attached to the surface after cutting, this was the same for all the wt. % 

photopolymers. 

 

Figure 6.6: Light microscopy of a diamond bur under different magnifications. A. Diamond bur 

after cutting HAp-PLA filament. B. Diamond bur after cutting the 15 wt. % HAp photopolymer 

resin. Evidence of residual material is highlighted with arrows. Images in each row were taken 

at the same scale and magnification as the image at the bottom of the corresponding column (B). 

Figure 6.7 is the light microscopy of the diamond burs after cutting the 

commercial composite material, excluding the LayBrick Sandstone, as the bur had a 

similar appearance of the HAp-PLA filament (Figure 6.6.A). From the images, it was 

established that all the composite materials appeared to leave residual material on the bur 

after cutting, with the PA-GF (Figure 6.7.C) leaving the most residual material.  
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Figure 6.7: Light microscopy of a diamond bur under different magnifications. A. Diamond bur 

after cutting the Formlabs Ceramic Resin. B. Diamond bur after cutting the Formlabs Dental 

Resin. C. Diamond but after cutting the PA-GF. Evidence of residual material is highlighted 

with arrows. Images in each row were taken at the same scale and magnification as the image at 

the bottom of the corresponding column (C). 

6.4 Discussion 

6.4.1 Fused Filament Fabrication 

As established in Section 5.3, the composite materials were printed using Cura, 

due to its higher dimensional accuracy compared to other slicing software; the cylinders 

were printed to an accuracy of ± 0.05 mm for all materials.  

Overall, it was established that ABS, had the higher hardness and Ē measurements 

suggesting the material is harder and less elastic compared to PLA and the LayBrick 

Sandstone. These findings were similar to that of the specifications of the materials 

provided by the manufacturer as well as established in previous literature, 80-120 MPa 
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and 220-280 MPa for hardness, and Ē being 1800-2200 MPa and 1800-2800 MPa for 

PLA and ABS respectively (Thomas & Claypole, 2016; Redwood et al., 2017). For the 

Laybrick Sandstone, its hardness was comparable to the hardness of the 15 wt. % HAp-

PLA and the Ē of the 10 wt. % HAp-PLA. In both developed materials, an increase in wt. 

% meant an increase in both hardness and Ē. This trend seen is explained as more 

particulates were added, the amount of polymer is decreased, simply making the material 

more brittle due to the composition of the composite becoming dominated by the 

increasing volume fraction of particulates. In terms of mechanical properties, the addition 

of more particulates increases hardness substantially and Ē slightly. This was a similar 

trend seen in Russias et al. (2006), as the wt. % of the particulate increased, Ē also 

increased, with a maximum of 95 wt. % achieving an Ē of ≈ 10.00 GPa. However, these 

composites were produced using a hot compression method. In both Corcione et al. 

(2017) and Corcione et al. (2018), a filament extrusion technique was used to create 

filament for 3D printing, a similar method to which was used in this study, and were able 

to produce composites with a 50 wt. % loading. However, in this study, it was noted that 

after loading of around 20 wt. %, residual HAp was found in the filament extruder, 

suggesting the composite was not precisely 20 wt. %, this was most likely due HAp 

having a much higher melting temperature (1670°C) compared to PLA (130-180°C), 

therefore as the PLA pellets were heated past 180°C, the HAp particulates were free to 

move out of the polymer. These findings were not obvious for the smaller wt. % (5, 10, 

15) and was not mentioned in the Corcione et al. studies, therefore it was decided that for 

this experiment 15 wt. % would be the maximum loading.  

Despite inaccuracies in dimensions (as seen in Section 5.3), ActivaTM was chosen 

as a comparison within this study as the manufacturers claim the material to have similar 

mechanical properties as real teeth. However, from this study, it was shown that the 

hardness and Ē were 1578.14 MPa (± 21.47) and 6214.21 MPa (± 184.47) respectively 
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when comparing to the values obtained in Section 4.3 (Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.15), it 

can be seen that the values fall short of that for extracted enamel, with values of  3078.97 

MPa (± 43.52) for hardness and 8293.56 MPa (± 112.57) for Ē, highlighting a statistical 

difference. However, as mentioned previously (Section 4.4.2), a comparison of 

mechanical properties of teeth is unlikely due to the differences in compositions, 

however, the anisotropy of both materials maybe similar due to the non-homogeneous 

nature of them. Although within the literature there is a broad range of values for hardness 

and Ē of enamel. Although the values did not match that of the values obtained during 

the previous experiment (Section 4.3), they do match the range seen within the literature 

and the range as specified from the manufacturer. It is also worth noting that the samples 

prepared in this study, and Chapter 4 were of different shape and dimensions, meaning 

comparison is difficult. 

As mentioned previously, the force cutting results for the FFF printed cylinder 

were inconclusive, due to the polymer wrapping around the bur and preventing further 

material from being removed, as evident in Figure 6.6.A. This occurrence is most likely 

due to the thermoplastic nature of PLA and ABS, as these materials can be heated and 

cooled several times, changing the geometry of the material but without change to their 

chemistry or mechanical properties. The interaction between the bur and the material 

generates heat, despite irrigation; the temperature must have reached the point where the 

polymer becomes slightly liquid, with the material then cooling onto the bur rather than 

being removed. This occurrence is commonly found when cutting 3D printed parts made 

of PLA and ABS, with the material ‘budding’ at the contact point with the sharp object, 

with many manufacturers recommend sanding or polishing to remove this excess material 

(Redwood et al., 2017). Due to this property of FFF materials being thermoplastic, it can 

be concluded that these materials would not be suitable for creating SBME models that 

can be used as cutting models. The snapping of the bur also occurred when testing the 
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cylinders made from ActivaTM, despite the material designed to match the mechanical 

properties of real teeth and clinicians being able to use burs to reshape most dental 

composites; the snapping was most likely due to the rate at which the diamond bur was 

driven into the material as well as the amount of material. Clinicians typically use dental 

handpieces to remove small amounts of material (0.1-1 mm) rather than the bulk of the 

material, to help reshape the composite not to affect the dentition. It has been noted when 

clinicians try to remove more material; burs tend to snap if not done slowly and in stages.  

6.4.2 Stereolithography 

During the printing process, it was observed that as the particulate wt. % 

increased, so a longer curing time was required. This could be possibly explained by the 

increased presence of HAp reflecting the UV light, therefore requiring a longer curing 

process, to allow layers to adhere to each other. Absorbance and reflection studies of the 

composite material would prove or disprove this, as well as indicating on the optimal 

curing time. It was also observed that after printing, bigger particles were left within the 

vat of polymer, suggesting there is a size limitation to the particulates that are 

incorporated into the printed model, this size limitation could be determined by the layer 

height set by the user, in this instance layer height was 50 μm, meaning only particles < 

50 μm would be uptaken within the layers; light microscopy and particle size analysis 

could be used to determine if this is the case.  

The SLA models produced were the least and hardest materials printed, the 

Anycubic photopolymer and the Formlabs Ceramic Resin. This trend was also noted with 

the Ē, as the Anycubic photopolymer and Formlabs Dental Resin recorded the lowest and 

highest Ē, respectively. As shown with the FFF developed material, a conclusion can be 

drawn that the addition of particulates increases both hardness and Ē, as shown in both 
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developed and commercial materials. This is most evident within the developed materials, 

with the increasing HAp wt. %.  

All samples were subjected to the force cutting experiment; however, the SLA 

models were the only specimens to be measured successfully, and it was found that with 

increasing the wt. %, the force required to cut decreased. As the force recorded was 1.13 

N (± 0.03), 0.62 N (± 0.04), 0.58 N (± 0.03) and 0.52 N (± 0.08) for the 0, 5, 10 and 15 

wt. % respectively, compared to the extracted teeth (Section 4.3), enamel was 0.31 N (± 

0.12) and dentine 0.49 N (± 0.15), the 15 wt. % composite was not statistically different 

from the extracted dentine. The addition of particulates meant that the composite 

materials required less force to cut than the commercially available teeth, with the lowest 

being 0.64 N (± 0.08) and 0.64 N (± 0.20) for Fabrica de Sorrisos enamel and Frasaco 

dentine, respectively. The commercial materials, Formlabs Ceramic Resin and Formlabs 

Dental Resin required 0.56 N (± 0.07) and 0.59 N (± 0.04) respectively, with similar 

forces of 10-15 wt. % HAp-photopolymer.  

In Section 4.4.3 it was established that cutting force was related to the ratio of 
𝐻3

Ē2  

as devised by Miserez et al. (2007), suggesting the higher the ratio (stiffer the material), 

the less resistant the material is to abrasion, meaning less force is required to remove 

material. Figure 6.8 is the average force required to cut plotted against the 
𝐻3

Ē2
 ratio, from 

the plotted data, it can be surmised that a negative correlation is seen between force and 

the properties ratio, as the average force required to cut decreases the ratio increases. This 

can be summarised that the ‘stiffer’ material is the less force is required to cut or fracture 

the material; this was also seen in Section 4.4.3. However, it is clear from the data, that 

none of the materials matches the ratio of for extracted dentine; it is worth noting that that 

the geometry of the composite materials did not match that of an extracted tooth, for a 

more accurate representation, the geometry of the materials would have to be similar. In 
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Figure 6.8, it can be seen that the polymer does not fit the trend; it is suggested that due 

to the lack of additional mineral-based material, the polymer does not behave the same 

way as shown with the 5, 10 and 15 wt. %. 

 

Figure 6.8: Average force required to cut extracted and artificial teeth against 
𝐻3

Ē2 . The X-axis 

was set to a logarithmic scale to present the data points clearly.  A logarithmic trendline was 

fitted, with the equations and R2 values referring to all materials. 

6.4.3 Selective Laser Sintering 

As the PA-GF printed cylinders were outsourced, the parameters used to print are 

unknown, however, from the technical specifications of the material, we can summarise 

that the material was sintered at a temperature above 275°C. In this study, the hardness 

and Ē of PA-GF was 210.74 MPa (± 12.56) and 2341.47 MPa (± 108.22), respectively, 

which are within the range of the technical specifications (165-250 MPa for hardness and 

2200-2800 MPa for Ē).  

From the force cutting experiment (Figure 6.5) PA-GF had the lowest force 

required to cut, 0.21 N (± 0.09), it was observed during the investigation that the material 

appeared to be easily displaced compared with the other composite materials, producing 

a lot of powder despite the irrigation. Figure 6.7.C highlights a lot of residual material on 
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the diamond bur after cutting, suggesting despite the PA-GF being sintered; it was easy 

to break this bond and return to its powdered constituents. This breakdown of the structure 

may also explain why the PA-GF did not fit the trend seen in Figure 6.8. XMT could be 

used to confirm if the printed cylinders were fully sintered before cutting, or if any voids 

were present as seen previously in Section 5.3. These voids may explain why little force 

was required to cut the material, suggesting SLS as an inappropriate method to produce 

cuttable SBME models, similar to FFF.  

6.5 Conclusions 

To conclude, this study has offered a brief insight into the development and 

printing of novel composites, comparing composites developed in this study (and in 

previous literature) to commercial composites. The developed composites produced 

similar results as seen in previous studies, and it was shown that FFF and SLS printed 

composites were not suitable in producing cuttable SBME models, however, from 

previous sections, may be suitable to produce other types of SBME models. From the 

results, SLA appears to be the most applicable technology when creating cuttable SBME 

models, and the initial force cutting results suggest composite materials would be more 

suited for recreating the tactile feedback of extracted enamel and dentine. 
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Chapter 7  

Development of Printable Dental Materials 

This chapter focusses on the development of photopolymer composites that offer 

a mimetic experience similar to that of natural human teeth, taking the work that was 

carried out previously (Chapter 6) and exploring other dental materials as potential filler 

constituents for the photopolymer resin and exploring the mechanical properties, as well 

as aesthetics and force feedback.  

7.1 Introduction 

As previously established, teeth have outstanding mechanical properties which, 

as of yet, have not been replicated artificially. Aesthetically, however, artificial teeth can 

match the colour and the shape of natural teeth (Nassri et al., 2008; Hanafi et al., 2020). 

Therefore, the challenge remains in producing an engineered tooth that is 

morphologically like a natural tooth, while providing a mechanical function that can 

mimic the haptic response of natural teeth. The benefits of having a mimetically designed 

artificial tooth for dental education have been previously mentioned in 2.2.4.6. 

Although there is limited literature on the composition of commercially available 

artificial teeth, work carried out in Chapter 4 established that these typodonts were 

typically polymer-based. These teeth aim to provide a simulated experience; therefore, a 

material with a high Kifr, as well as being aesthetically comparable, is generally desirable 

(Clements et al., 2018). PMMA resin has been used in dentistry for over 80 years due to 

its high availability, low costs, biocompatibility and customisable aesthetics (Bacali et 

al., 2019). However, PMMA has been noted to crack easily due to fatigue making it 

difficult to work with (Cevik & Yildirim-Bicer, 2016), this was also observed in Abu Eid 
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et al. (2013) and Chapter 4. Although there is a lack of literature on typodonts, in the field 

of dentures, the addition of fillers has been investigated and found to improve the impact 

strength. However, preparation is difficult as the filler materials increase the viscosity of 

the PMMA, thus reducing its ability to flow into the desired shape (Bera et al., 2011; 

Cevik & Yildirim-Bicer, 2016). 

Development of materials that mimic the mechanical properties of the native 

tissue requires a better understanding of both the materials processing and composition 

that define resultant product performance. Therefore, multiple studies have investigated 

the addition of different fillers in manufacturing PMMA-based materials (i.e. dentures) 

(Cevik & Yildirim-Bicer, 2016; Clements et al., 2018; Preis et al., 2018; Bacali et al., 

2019), applying increasing filler content to produce a composite has improved the 

mechanical properties such as hardness and Kifr, but the practicality of preparing these is 

difficult due to a higher tactile perception threshold compared to natural teeth (Cevik & 

Yildirim-Bicer, 2016). This higher tactile perception is observed throughout the clinic 

and pre-clinic, especially in undergraduate dental courses (Al-Sudani & Basudan, 2016). 

Although many studies look to produce mimetic materials by recreating the 

hardness of natural teeth, however, as established in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6, this may 

not be necessary. As mentioned previously, Amini & Miserez (2013) investigated the 

relationship between hardness and Ē in explaining the wear and abrasion properties of 

materials, with the ratio of 
𝐻3

Ē2 , helping to explain how the ‘stiffer’ the material was, the 

less force required to fracture was needed. Therefore, the emphasis on recreating a 

mimetic material in terms of cutting resistance would be on the relationship between 

hardness and Ē rather than those properties being separate. 

The aim of this study is the continuation of the material development seen in 

Chapter 6, and to develop a 3D printable composite material that can mimetically match 
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natural teeth, when evaluated with the force feedback system designed in Section 3.5.3. 

With the focus of using filler materials commonly used within dental research and the 

clinic.  

7.2 Materials and Methods 

7.2.1 Filler Material 

A selection of commonly used dental materials was chosen to act as filler 

materials. These materials were grouped into three categories: apatite, glass and ceramic. 

All filler materials, once prepared, were milled with a Gy-ro mill (Glen Creston, UK) 

separately with 100 g of material at a time for 45 s, to produce smaller particle sizes. Once 

milled, the 100 g of material was sieved through three different mesh size sieves 

(Endecotts Ltd., UK), 150, 63 and 38 μm for 45 min by using a vibratory sieve shaker 

(Retsch vs 1000, Retsch GmbH, Germany). Powders with a particle size of 63-150 μm 

and > 150 μm were collected, milled and sieved again until only 38 μm sized powder 

remained, the subsequent powder was then collected and sealed within a plastic bag and 

placed within a desiccator to prevent any water absorption.  

7.2.1.1 Hydroxyapatite 

Synthetic HAp powder (Plasma Biotal Ltd.) was used, as previously seen in Section 

6.2.1.1. 

7.2.1.2 Carbonated-Hydroxyapatite 

The CHAp was produced using the same protocol as outlined in Landi et al. (2003). 

A 540 ml solution of 0.15 mol calcium nitrate tetrahydrate (Sigma-Aldrich, Merck, 

Germany) was prepared, with pH being maintained between 12-13 with ammonium 

hydroxide solution (Merck, Germany) with ≈ 10 ml of the solution being added. A second 
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solution of 0.09 mol ammonium hydrogen phosphate (Sigma-Aldrich, Merck, Germany) 

and 0.06 mol sodium hydrogen carbonate (Sigma-Aldrich, Merck, Germany) was 

prepared to 480 ml, with pH again, being maintained between 12-13 with ammonium 

hydroxide solution. The second solution was then brought to a volume of 960 ml with 

deionised water. The second solution was then added to the first solution via titration over 

2 h, with the first solution being continuously mechanically stirred at 95°C, with the pH 

being stabilised > 11 with ammonium hydroxide solution (≈ 280 ml in total). The 

suspension was then maintained at 90°C and stirred for a further 48 h; the precipitate was 

then washed with deionised water three times and filtered under vacuum with 5-13 μm 

filter paper. The precipitate was then dried at 80°C before being milled and sieved. 

7.2.1.3 Bioactive Glass 

45S5 Bioglass® was chosen as the bioactive glass (BAG) for use in this study and 

was prepared using the protocol outlined in Lefebvre et al. (2008). A composition of 46.1 

mol % silica dioxide, 26.9 mol % calcium oxide, 24.3 mol % sodium oxide and 2.6 mol 

% phosphorus pentoxide was obtained from high purity reagents silica dioxide (Prince 

Minerals Ltd., UK), sodium carbonate, calcium carbonate and phosphorous pentoxide 

(Sigma-Aldrich, Merck, Germany). Reagents were measured (± 0.01 g) and mixed 

vigorously in a sealed glass container via a powder mixer (Turbula® T2F, Glen Mills Inc., 

USA) for 20 min. BAG powder was produced in batches of 200 g. Each batch was poured 

into a clean platinum-rhodium crucible and placed within an electric furnace (EHF 17/3, 

Lenton Thermal Designs, UK) at 1400°C for 4 h. The melted glass was then rapidly 

quenched into deionised water to prevent crystallisation and dried at 80°C for 2 h. 

7.2.1.4 Glass Flake 

Glass flake (GF) was obtained from Glass Flake Ltd. (UK), with a batch of 

electrical and chemical resistant GF with an average particle size of 160 μm.  
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7.2.1.5 Fluormica Glass 

A barium fluormica glass (FM) was produced following the procedure outlined in 

Rashwan et al. (2019). A composition of 8.0 mol % silica dioxide, 1.3 mol % aluminium 

oxide, 3.8 mol % magnesium oxide, 2.3 mol % magnesium fluoride and 1.6 mol % barium 

oxide was again obtained from high purity reagents (Sigma-Aldrich, Merck, Germany). 

Reagents were measured, mixed and melted at 1500°C for 1.5 h (see Section 7.2.1.3). The 

melted glass was stirred for 10 s within the crucible before being quenched in deionised 

water; the glass was then subsequently dried at 80°C for 2 h. 

7.2.1.6 Ceramic 

Three types of ceramic porcelain were chosen, they included Vitadur® Alpha 

337N Porcelain (White), Vitadur® Alpha 348N Porcelain (White) and Vitadur® Alpha 

337N Porcelain (Pink), all from Vita Zahnfabrik (H. Rauter GmbH & Co., Germany). 

7.2.2 Preparation of the Composite 

Once the filler materials had been milled and sieved to < 38 μm, the powders were 

added to the photopolymer resin at different wt. % (5, 10, 15, 20 and 25), this was carried 

out as outlined in Section 6.2.2.1. 

7.2.3 Particle Size Analysis 

Particle size analysis was used to determine the size and distribution of particles 

from the filler materials to ensure powders were < 38 μm after milling.  The technique 

measures the intensity of scattered light from a suspension when exposed to a laser beam. 

The angle of the scattered light increases relatively as the size of the particle decreases 

(Beuselinck et al., 1998). 
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Two different particle size analysers were used to plot the distribution ranging 

from nanometre to micrometre: Zetasizer (0.1 nm to 1 μm) and Mastersizer 2000 (0.3-

1000 μm) (Malvern Instruments Ltd., UK).  

7.2.4 UV-VIS 

A LambdaTM 365 UV-VIS spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer Inc., USA) was used 

to measure the absorbance and reflectance of UV light (405 nm) when in contact with the 

composite photopolymer. The spectrophotometer was first calibrated using light, and dark 

controls before ≈ 3 ml of composite photopolymer were added to a transparent cuvette, 

the sample was run once for reflectance and once for absorption before the sample was 

replaced with fresh resin, this procedure was carried eight times for each wt. % of the 

composite. Data was collected by the in-built software UV WinLab (Version 7.1. 

Standard, 2019: Perkin-Elmer Inc., USA). 

7.2.5 Oscillating Rheometry 

The curing time for each composite photopolymer was determined using an 

oscillating rheometer (Sabri Dental Enterprises, USA); approximately 1 ml of the material 

was placed on a fixed plate, before being compressed by an oscillating plate and was 

subjected to UV light. The amplitude of the oscillation was measured by PicoLog 6 

software (Version 6.14.10, 2019; Pico Technology, UK), the time taken for the amplitude 

to reduce from 95% of its value to 5% was recorded as the curing time (Figure 7.1). 

Measurements were performed at 21.0°C (± 3.0). 
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Figure 7.1: An example of an oscillating rheometer trace. 

7.2.6 Zahn Cup 

Relative viscosity (η) was measured using a dip viscosity cup (Zahn cup) as used 

in Harun et al. (2009). A Brookfield dip viscosity cup (Zahn type #4, Brookfield 

Engineering Laboratories Inc., USA) was dipped into the composite photopolymer and 

then lifted to around 30 cm, with the time taken for the composite to stop flowing 

uninterrupted (efflux) from the Zahn cup measured via a digital stopwatch. Before flow 

measurements were taken the density (ρ) was calculated when the cup was full (48 ml) 

using digital scales, this was calculated using the following equation.  

𝜌 =  
𝑚

𝑉
 

Equation 7.1 

Where: m is the mass of the material. 

 V is the volume in which the material is stored. 

The viscosity is then calculated in poise (Pa·s) with the following equation; 

𝜂 = 𝜌(𝐾(𝑡 − 𝐶)) 

Equation 7.2 
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Where: ρ is the density of the material. 

K is a constant assigned to the cup number; in this instance, the constant is 14.8. 

 t is the efflux time. 

 C is a constant assigned to the cup number; in this instance, the constant is 5. 

7.2.7 Direct Light Processing 

The composite photopolymers were printed using the Anycubic Photon printer 

(see Section 3.3.1), to the shape and dimensions of a mandibular first molar (see Figure 

4.5) however with a flat bottom to allow easier mounting for the force cutting. The same 

settings were used as shown in Table 5.2; however, the curing time was altered according 

to the results from the oscillating rheometer (Figure 7.6), the updated curing times are 

shown in Table 7.1. The time taken to cure was rounded to the nearest integer, as the 

Anycubic Photon allows only whole numbers when changing the curing time. 

Table 7.1: Curing settings used for the developed composite photopolymers. Parameters 

based on the results shown in Figure 7.6.  

Material 5 wt. % 10 wt. % 15 wt. % 20 wt. % 25 wt. % 

HAp 13.0 s 14.0 s 14.0 s 20.0 s 20. 0 s 

CHAp 14.0 s 21.0 s 26.0 s 29.0 s 31.0 s 

BAG 21.0 s 22.0 s 23.0 s 27.0 s 30.0 s 

GF 16.0 s 21.0 s 27.0 s 27.0 s 28.0 s 

FM 17.0 s 26.0 s 28.0 s 29.0 s 33.0 s 

338N 15.0 s 25.0 s 28.0 s 28.0 s 30.0 s 

347N 14.0 s 20.0 s 26.0 s 29.0 s 30.0 s 

352N 16.0 s 17.0 s 25.0 s 28.0 s 30.0 s 
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 Once potential analogues for extracted enamel and dentine were identified, the 

materials were printed individually (enamel and dentine separately). To fix the two 

materials together, the dentine structure was reduced in size by 2%, using the Anycubic 

Photon slicer software. Uncured enamel material was placed on the inside of the enamel 

‘cap’ and then subsequently placed on the dentine structure. The model was then cured 

for a further 1 min; a miniature G-clamp was used to fix the enamel ‘cap’ and dentine 

until the excess enamel material had cured. 

7.2.8 X-Ray Microtomography 

As per Section 3.1, the printed composites were imaged using the MuCAT2 

system, with each scan taking on average 22 h to complete. Reconstructed images were 

then analysed for porosity using the method described in Section 5.2.6. More information 

on scanning parameters can be found in Appendix A (Table A). 

7.2.9 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Before being mixed with the photopolymer, the filler materials were imaged using 

SEM techniques to support the findings from the particle analysis, images. Images were 

also taken of the increasing wt. %, where printed composites were fractured using liquid 

nitrogen to show the increasing filler material within the layers. Powder collected after 

force cutting was also imaged as well as a section of the mix-and-match model made from 

different materials. All SEM was carried as outlined in Section 3.4.1. 

7.2.10 Fourier Transfer Infrared Spectroscopy 

FTIR-ATR was used to confirm the presence of filler material after printing; the 

collection of powders and use of FTIR-ATR is shown in Section 3.6.2. 
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7.2.11 X-Ray Diffraction 

XRD was used in conjunction with FTIR-ATR to support the findings and was 

carried out, as seen in Section 3.6.3. 

7.2.12 Microhardness 

Printed composites were cut into smaller samples (Section 6.2.5) for 

microhardness to be carried out. HV was used as outlined in Section 3.5.1. 

7.2.13 Elastic Modulus 

Ē was carried out via compression testing, as outlined in Section 3.5.2. 

7.2.14 Force Cutting 

All printed composites were mounted to the 3-axis load cell, and force cutting 

measurements took place as outlined in Section 3.5.3, a high-speed handpiece with a 

diamond bur was used throughout. A separate experiment was carried out using 10 

qualified clinicians; they were asked to prepare a Class I cavity on the multiple material 

models, with force being recorded, this was carried out as seen in Section 4.2.5. 

7.3 Results 

Once powders had been milled and sieved to below 38 μm, particle size analysis 

was undertaken (Figure 7.2). It was found that all the materials were < 38 μm, with 

average particle sizes of 18.61, 21.43, 19.76, 22.71, 18.99, 18.22, 20.58 and 22.37 μm for 

HAp, CHAp, BAG, GF, FM, 338N, 347N and 352N respectively. Figure 7.3 shows the 

SEM images taken of the materials after milling and sieving, confirming particle sizes 

were below 38 μm. 
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Figure 7.2: Particle size distribution of filler materials after milling and sieving.  

From the SEM images (Figure 7.3) it can be seen that the materials have different 

shapes, the particles were classified by shape using the criteria outlined in Maroof et al. 

(2020). All materials (except for GF) were classified as spherical particles with different 

forms, with HAp an equant form, CHAp a low form, BAG a slab form and FM, 338N, 

347N and 352N having flat forms. GF was classified as being an ellipsoid particle with a 

blade form.   
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Figure 7.3: SEM images of the different filler materials after milling and sieving. A. HAp. B. 

CHAp. C. BAG. D. GF. E. FM. F. 337N. G. 347N. H. 352N. All images were taken at the same 

scale and magnification, as shown in H.  
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Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5 show the absorbance and reflectance (respectively) of 

the composite photopolymers with different filler material and wt. %. A trend was seen 

as wt. % increased, absorbance decreased; the inverse was seen for reflectance, as wt. % 

increased, reflectance also increased. The two trends were observed throughout the 

different filler materials. The photopolymer without any filler material (0 wt. %) was the 

most absorbent of UV light at 71.99% (± 0.02) and the least reflective of UV light at 

19.33% (± 1.02), this was statistically different when compared with all of the wt. % of 

composites, suggesting the addition of filler material has a significant effect on 

absorbance and reflectance.  

Apart from the 0 wt. %, the most absorbent material was 5 wt. % CHAp, 59.22% 

(± 1.04) with 25 wt. % FM being the least absorbent, 20.50% (± 0.50). Statistical analysis 

showed no significant difference between the different filler materials at their respective 

wt. %, however, when comparing the filler materials individually, there was a significant 

difference between the different wt. % for most filler materials, again suggesting the 

increasing wt. % affects the absorbance of UV. FM had the biggest percentage change 

from 5 wt. % to 25 wt. % with a decrease of 55.92%, whereas HAp had the smallest 

difference from 5 wt. % to 25 wt. % with a reduction of 31.51%. However, when 

comparing HAp’s extra wt. % (30 and 35), the biggest change is observed with this group 

with a decrease of 62.54% between 5 wt. % and 35 wt. %. 

Although an inverse trend compared to absorbance was seen in the reflectance 

data (Figure 7.5), the most reflective material was 25 wt. % CHAp, 62.05% (± 0.95) the 

least reflective material (excluding 0 wt. %) was 5 wt. % 347N, 25.74 wt. % (± 0.60). 

Statistical analysis showed a similar trend as seen as in the absorbance data. 
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Figure 7.4: Absorbance data of the developed composite photopolymers. 0 wt. % shown in all 

graphs at 71.99% (± 0.02). Error bars presented as SD of the sample, n = 8. 
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Figure 7.5: Reflectance data of the developed composite photopolymers. 0 wt. % shown in all 

graphs at 19.13% (± 1.02). Error bars presented as SD of the sample, n = 8.  
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 Similar to the reflectance data (Figure 7.5), a trend was shown in Figure 7.6, as 

wt. % increases the time taken to set (cure) also increases. The 0 wt. % took 8.75 s (± 

0.81) to set, however, once filler material was added (5 wt. %) there was a significant 

statistical difference between 0 wt. % and all 5 wt. % of different materials.  

 Excluding 0 wt. %, the material set in the quickest time was 5 wt. % HAp at 13.01 

s (± 0.35) with 35 wt. % HAp taking the longest time to set at 33.82 s (± 2.21), however, 

it was observed that even at this stage, the 35 wt. % HAp was not fully set, and when 

removed from the oscillating rheometer, the material did not hold its shape as other wt. 

% did, this was similarly observed with the 30 wt. % HAp. Between 5 wt. % and 25 wt. 

% the largest increase in setting time was seen in the CHAp composites with a 129.48% 

increase, BAG saw the smallest increase with a 46.08% increase. 

Statistical analysis showed little difference when comparing different material 

composites; however, when comparing the composites individually, there was a 

significant difference between the increasing wt. %, suggesting that wt. % and the 

addition of filler materials has a significant effect on the setting time of the photopolymer 

composite. A trend was seen previously in the absorbance and reflectance data. Results 

from this experiment helped to determine the curing time for printing the composite 

photopolymers at different wt. % (Table 7.1). 
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Figure 7.6: Mean setting time of the developed composite photopolymers. 0 wt. % shown in all 

graphs at 8.75 s (± 0.81). Error bars presented as SD of the sample, n = 8. 
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 Relative viscosity was measured for all developed composite photopolymers 

(Figure 7.7) using a dip viscosity cup (Zahn cup). The least viscous material was the 0 

wt. % at 508.14 Pa·s (± 28.88), with the most viscous material being the 35 wt. % HAp 

at 803.40 Pa·s (± 56.40). There was a significant statistical difference between the 0 wt. 

% and all other wt. % of different materials, suggesting the wt. % affects the viscosity of 

the material. A trend was noted as wt. % increased viscosity also increased; this trend has 

been seen previously in other measurements (reflectance and setting time).  

 Except for the 0 wt. %, 5 wt. % 338N recorded the lowest viscosity of the 

developed composite photopolymers, 539.10 Pa·s (± 14.71), similar to the viscosity of 

the 5 wt. % HAp at 539.78 Pa·s (± 22.17). As seen in the absorbance, reflectance and 

setting time data, there was no significant difference between the different materials; 

however, a significant difference was noted between the wt. % for individual materials.  

The material with the most significant percentage increase was HAp, with a rise 

of 32.72% between the 5 wt. % and 25 wt. %, with CHAp having the lowest increase of 

29.59%. Between 5 wt. % and 35 wt. % HAp, a rise of 39.25% was recorded.  
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Figure 7.7: Mean viscosity of the developed composite photopolymers. 0 wt. % shown in all 

graphs at 508.14 Pa·s (± 28.88). Error bars presented as SD of the sample, n = 8. 
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XMT was carried out on all the 3D printed developed composite photopolymers, 

Figure 7.8, Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10 show the reconstructed images, as well as 3D, 

rendered models of the prints. It is worth noting that for some of the 3D renderings, the 

distolingual cusp failed to render completely, this was due to problems during the 

segmentation process and was repaired by adding additional triangles and faces, as 

discussed previously in Section 5.4.1. 

Figure 7.8 shows the apatite materials, HAp (Figure 7.8.A) and CHAp (Figure 

7.8.B), revealing the distribution of particles within a 25 wt. % printed tooth. HAp appears 

evenly distributed amongst the tooth, whereas the CHAp distribution is less even, with 

less distribution towards the occlusal surface. 

Figure 7.9 shows the glass materials, BAG (Figure 7.8.A), GF (Figure 7.8.B) and 

FM (Figure 7.8.C), with the distribution of particles appearing even throughout the three 

materials, however, with the FM it so noted the particles are of smaller sizes which are 

seen in the particle size distribution (Figure 7.2). 

Figure 7.10 shows the ceramic materials, 338N (Figure 7.10.A), 347N (Figure 

7.10.B) and 352N (Figure 7.10.C), again particle distribution appears even throughout the 

three materials; however, deposition of a large number of particles on the occlusal surface 

for the 338N can be seen (Figure 7.10.A) tooth.  
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Figure 7.8: Mandibular first molar printed using developed apatite-photopolymer. A. HAp. B. 

CHAp. 
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Figure 7.9: Mandibular first molar printed using developed glass-photopolymer. A. BAG. B. 

GF. C. FM. 
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Figure 7.10: Mandibular first molar printed using developed ceramic-photopolymer. A. 338N. 

B. 347N. C. 352N. 
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 From the XMT, differences in volume could be calculated using ImageJ and 

BoneJ plugin (Section 5.2.6) against the theoretical volume of 1.39 cm3, the 0 wt. % 

printed tooth had a -0.14% (± 0.06) difference; this was the lowest difference recorded 

for all developed composite photopolymers. The composite with the highest difference 

was the 25 wt. % CHAp at -1.24% (± 0.03), and the lowest except for the 0 wt. % was 5 

wt. % HAp at -0.56% (± 0.07). Statistical analysis showed no significant difference 

between the material groups; however, when analysing the materials individually, a 

significant difference was shown between the wt. %. This significant difference as well 

as the apparent trend of increasing wt. % increases the volume difference suggests that 

wt. % influences the volume difference.  
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Figure 7.11: Volume difference between the developed composite photopolymers. The 

theoretical volume of the tooth was 1.39 cm3, with 0 wt. % shown in all graphs at -0.14% (± 

0.06). Error bars presented as SD of the sample, n = 8. 
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Figure 7.12 shows the FTIR-ATR spectra for all developed composite 

photopolymers at different wt. %, this data, in conjunction with spectra obtained through 

XRD (Figure 7.13), should help to identify the presence of filler materials in each wt. %, 

as previously shown in Section 6.3. 

The HAp spectra are easily identified by the defined peaks at 1015 cm-1 and 550-

600 cm-1, and this can be seen as the wt. % increases, a more defined peak at 1015 cm-1 

emerges within the photopolymer spectra, as well as a second peak around 600 cm-1. The 

peaks appear to become more defined as the wt. % increases. Similar to the HAp, the 

CHAp spectra can also be identified by peaks at 1015 cm-1 and 550-600 cm-1 but differs 

from HAp with the absence of a peak at 970 cm-1. The peaks are broader in CHAp than 

compared to HAp; however, it is noticeable as the wt. % increases a broad peak emerging 

at 1015 cm-1, suggesting an increasing presence of CHAp. 

BAG is identified by a large, broad peak at 830-1100 cm-1 and a sharp peak at 505 

cm-1, it is difficult to identify the peak at 830-1100 cm-1 in the increasing wt. %, however, 

as the wt. % does increase, the photopolymer peaks at 815-830 cm-1, become less defined, 

suggesting the BAG peak of 830-1100 cm-1 is masking this. GF, similar to BAG has a 

broad peak at 830-1080 cm-1, and as the wt. % increases the photopolymer peaks at 815-

830 cm-1 become less defined. A broad peak also identifies FM at 830-1100 cm-1, as well 

a sharp peak at 515 cm-1, it is this sharp peak, that becomes more apparent in the 

photopolymer as wt. % increases. 

For all the ceramic spectra, the ceramic materials are identified by the sharp peak 

at 1745 cm-1, 1340-1375 cm-1 and 520 cm-1, however, it is the peaks at 1340-1375 cm-1 

that become more apparent in the photopolymer spectra at wt. % increases.  
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Figure 7.12: FTIR-ATR spectra for the developed composite photopolymers. 
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The XRD spectra (Figure 7.13) was used in conjunction with the FTIR-ATR 

spectra (Figure 7.12) to confirm the presence of filler materials as wt. % was increased.  

As mentioned previously, HAp is easily identified from the spectra by the sharp 

diffraction peaks at 26, 31.8, 32.2 and 32.9°; these peaks are noticeable within the 

photopolymer from 10 wt. % onwards. CHAp has similar diffraction peaks as HAp, and 

like HAp, the distinct peaks begin to emerge from the photopolymer from 10 wt. % 

onwards. 

For all the glass materials, there are no defined diffraction peaks within the 

spectra, except for a broad peak 30-35°, suggesting the glass material is amorphous. With, 

the photopolymer also being an amorphous material, the peaks are difficult to identify as 

the two materials are masked by the amorphous structure. 

Similar to the glass materials, the ceramics also comprise of an amorphous 

structure, except for 338N, that has sharp diffraction peaks at 27, 37, 46 and 61°, these 

peaks are noticeable within the photopolymer from 10 wt. % onwards, similar to the HAp 

and CHAp composites. 
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Figure 7.13: XRD spectra for the developed composite photopolymers.  
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As a comparison to the XMT images, SEM was utilised to identify the presence 

of particulates at different wt. %, Figure 7.14 shows BAG composite photopolymer at 

different wt. %. From the images, it can be shown that as the wt. % increases, there is a 

noticeable presence of spherical slab particles (as defined in Figure 7.3), with none being 

identified within the 0 wt. % (Figure 7.14.A). The particles appear to be present within 

the layers of photopolymer as established in the XMT images (Figure 7.9). 

 

Figure 7.14: SEM images of BAG composite photopolymer at different wt. %. A. 0 wt. %. B. 5 

wt. %. C. 10 wt. %. D. 15 wt. %. E. 20 wt. %. F. 25 wt. %. 
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Figure 7.15 shows the mean hardness and SD of all the developed composite 

photopolymers, with the 0 wt. % photopolymer recording a mean hardness of 182.95 MPa 

(± 10.84), this was the lowest mean hardness of all the photopolymers. The lowest 

recorded hardness of a composite photopolymer was 5 wt. % BAG with a mean hardness 

of 211.59 MPa (± 120.45) and highest recorded mean hardness was 25 wt. % CHAp at 

2263.46 MPa (± 83.31). 

A trend that was established in Section 6.3 (Figure 6.3) is observed here, as wt. % 

increases the mean hardness also increases. Statistical analysis shows a significant 

difference between all material groups as well as individual material groups, between 

different wt. %. This significant difference suggests that wt. % has a positive correlation 

on the mean hardness. 

The most significant percentage increase in increasing wt. % was seen with the 

BAG composite photopolymers with a 460.24% increase between 5 wt. % and 25 wt. %, 

the composite photopolymer with the least change was FM with a 131.43% increase. 
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Figure 7.15: Mean hardness values of the developed composite photopolymers. 0 wt. % shown 

in all graphs at 182.95 MPa (± 10.84). Error bars presented as SD of the sample, n = 8. 
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Ē (Figure 7.16) was measured for all developed composite photopolymers, with 

the 0 wt. % recording the lowest Ē of 833.82 MPa (± 18.07). Of the composite materials, 

5 wt. % CHAp had the lowest Ē with 876.84 MPa (± 23.18), with 25 wt. % 352N having 

the highest recorded Ē of 2137.26 MPa (± 77.14).  

Statistical analysis showed that all materials were significantly different as well 

as the wt. % of each material, except for FM composite, it was found the different wt. % 

were not significantly different. A trend, however, can be seen within the other materials, 

as wt. % increases Ē also increases, although this trend is also in the FM composite, the 

increase is not significant, with an increase of only 9.46%. In contrast, the 352N had an 

increase of 68.29% increase between 5 wt. % and 25 wt. %.  
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Figure 7.16: Mean elastic modulus of the developed composite photopolymers. 0 wt. % shown 

in all graphs at 833.82 MPa (± 18.07). Error bars presented as SD of the sample, n = 8. 
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Figure 7.17 shows the mean required forces to cut the developed composite 

photopolymers; the largest amount of force required was for the 0 wt. % photopolymer, 

1.01 N (± 0.03). Of the composite photopolymers, 25 wt. % 352N required the least force 

to cut, 0.26 N (± 0.07), with 5 wt. % BAG requiring the most force, 0.89 N (± 0.08). As 

noted previously, a trend was seen as wt. % increased the force required decreased, 

statistical analysis supported this trend, as a significant difference was seen between the 

wt. % in individual material groups, however, between materials no significant difference 

was seen, except for 5-15 wt. % BAG and 5-10 wt. % GF. 
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Figure 7.17: Mean force required to cut the developed composite photopolymers. 0 wt. % 

shown in all graphs at 1.01 N (± 0.03). Error bars presented as SD of the sample, n = 8. 
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Once materials were identified to match that of extracted enamel and dentine 

closely, the materials were printed separately and fixed together with the selected enamel 

resin; these were then imaged using XMT (Figure 7.18) and SEM (Figure 7.19) to 

examine the interface. Figure 7.18 clearly shows void within the interface of the enamel 

and dentine materials; this is also seen in Figure 7.19.B.  

 

Figure 7.18: Mandibular first molar printed using 25 wt. % HAp and 25 wt. % GF. 
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Figure 7.19: SEM images of the printed molar, 25 wt. % HAp and 25 wt. % GF. A. Occlusal 

surface. B. A void within the interface.  

Results from the clinician cutting force experiment (Figure 7.20) showed the same 

trend seen prior in Section 4.3, and more force was used compared when using the 

automatic stage set-up. From the results, it can be established that the largest force seen 

when cutting was the 20 wt. % CHAp enamel with the 10 wt. % 352N dentine in the Z-

axis, 1.79 N (± 1.31), the least amount of force observed was when cutting 25 wt. % HAp 

enamel with the 5 wt. % CHAp dentine in the Y-axis direction, 1.09 N (± 1.09). It was 

found there was no significant difference between the 25 wt. % GF and 10 wt. % 352N 

dentine groups; however, there were significant differences between the other dentine 

groups.  
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Figure 7.20: Mean force used by clinicians to cut composite photopolymers. Error bars 

presented as SD of the sample, n = 8. 

7.4 Discussion 

7.4.1 Composite Preparation 

The selection of filler materials was based on conventional materials used in both 

dental research and the clinical setting. HAp has been previously reported to enhance 

mechanical properties in polymer composites, as well as CHAp, with evidence of CHAp 

being used in other commercial artificial teeth, as previously reported in Section 4.3 

(Figure 4.21). BAG is commonly added to dental composites due to its effect on the 

mechanical properties as well as its influence on apatite formation (Tiskaya et al., 2019), 

GF is noted as helping to prevent warping and shrinkage within polymers (Shahid et al., 

2011) and FM has been shown to have machinability properties which are useful in the 

development of ceramic crowns (Rashwan et al., 2019). The Vitadur ceramic is 
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commonly used in restorations, veneers and denture preparations as they enhance 

mechanical properties, and also been noted to improve machinability (Fons Font et al., 

2006). 

Data recorded from the absorbance and reflectance measurements showed a 

mirrored trend when increasing wt. %. For absorbance (Figure 7.4), as wt. % was 

increased, the amount of UV light absorbed decreased; however, as wt. % increased, 

reflectance also increased (Figure 7.5), suggesting as more particulates were added into 

the photopolymer, less UV light was absorbed and was reflected instead. This is easily 

explained, as the introduction of particulates within the photopolymer acts as competitor 

to the photoinitiator, an extra surface for the UV light to reflect off rather than being 

absorbed into the photopolymer. This would also explain the increased setting time, as 

wt. % increases, with more UV light being reflected, it takes longer for the photoinitiator 

to begin the photopolymerisation process. Figure 7.21 shows the relationship between 

reflectance and setting time, showing a linear trend between all material groups.  
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Figure 7.21: Reflectance plotted against setting time. A linear trendline was fitted, with the R2 

values referring to the data excluding 0 wt. % photopolymer. 
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The calculation of setting time allowed for the fine-tuning of curing settings for 

the composite photopolymers; with the specific settings tailored for each material and wt. 

% there were no difficulties in printing. Overall, however, this did increase printing times 

from 2 h to around 4-5 h. For the experiment, this was not an issue; however, when 

looking at a mass-producing point of view, the additional time means production cost also 

increases.  

Figure 7.7 also demonstrated a positive correlation as wt. % increased the mean 

relative viscosity also increased. This can be explained by the presence of particulates 

aggregating and interacting preventing polymer flow, hence increasing the viscosity of 

the composite photopolymers, changing from Newtonian behaviour to non-Newtonian 

behaviour. Although measurements were recorded using the Zahn cup method, there is 

criticism of the use of this method and its inaccuracy; most literature recommends the use 

of a viscometer or a rheometer, for the measuring of viscosity (Harun et al., 2009). 

However, for this experiment, the effect of an increased wt. % on viscosity was measured 

rather than obtaining absolute measurements for the viscosity of the photopolymers. This 

was proven useful, as when the photopolymers were prepared for printing, it was found 

that HAp composite photopolymers with a wt. % of > 30, proved incapable of printing, 

causing difficulties in the movement of the printing stage. These difficulties prevented a 

50 μm gap between the print bed and the UV light, meaning inaccuracy in printing 50 μm 

resolution models. Therefore, it was decided to remove 30 wt. % and 35 wt. % from 

further testing.  

7.4.2 Composite Testing 

Particle size analysis showed that milling and sieving were successful in 

producing particle sizes below 38 μm (Figure 7.2); this was established as a crucial factor 

in printing the composites, as shown in Section 6.4.2. The XMT images (Figure 7.8-
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Figure 7.10) also confirm not only the size of the particles but also the position and 

distribution of particles. Along with the SEM images (Figure 7.14), it can be seen that the 

majority of the particulates were up taken into the photopolymer and the space between 

the layers of the photopolymer (Figure 7.22).  

 

Figure 7.22: Diagram of the particulate position within the printed models. 

 Spectra collected through FTIR-ATR (Figure 7.12) and XRD (Figure 7.13) 

showed that filler material was present throughout the wt. %, with evidence of the filler 

material being observed around 10-15 wt. %. Although XRD spectra for the amorphous 

materials (BAG, GF, FM, 347N and 352N) was challenging to identify in the wt. %, the 

FTIR-ATR confirmed the presence of the materials. SEM (Figure 7.14) for the BAG at 

increasing wt. % showed an increased presence of spherical slab particulates, suggesting 

the increased wt. % was taken up into the 3D printed models. The SEM also confirmed 

the random placement of particulates as seen in the XMT. This random disbursement of 

particles has been noted previously to enhance mechanical properties (Eng et al., 2017a; 

Eng et al., 2017b), and within this study, an increase in hardness and Ē was observed as 

wt. % also increased.  

 In terms of hardness (Figure 7.15), the 0 wt. % photopolymer was recorded at 

182.95 MPa (± 10.84), in all instances of materials, the mean hardness increased with the 

introduction of particulate filler material, the biggest increase was seen in 5 wt. % 352N, 

with an increase of 383.92%, the lowest increase was seen in 5 wt. % BAG with a 15.65% 

increase. This was also seen in the measurements of Ē (Figure 7.16), 0 wt. % was recorded 
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at 833.82 MPa (± 23.18), with the biggest increase from 0 to 5 w. % being FM, with an 

increase of 98.28%, and the smallest increase seen in CHAp with a 5.16% increase.  

Figure 7.17 shows the required forces to cut the developed 3D printed materials, 

presenting the range of materials evaluated in this study as well as the different wt. % of 

reinforcement used to create the 3D printed composite teeth. A decrease in cutting force 

as the wt. % increase is observed across all samples. Of the 40 different compositions, 

three compositions closely matched (± 0.02 N) the forces required to cut extracted enamel 

(0.31 N), specifically 25 wt. % HAp (0.31 N ± 0.06), 20 wt. % CHAp (0.32 N ± 0.06) 

and 25 wt. % CHAp (0.31 N ± 0.03). Four compositions closely matched (± 0.02) the 

forces required to cut extracted dentine (0.49 N ± 0.15); 25 wt. % GF (0.49 N ± 0.13), 5 

wt. % CHAp (0.47 N ± 0.18), 5 wt. % FM (0.51 N ± 0.10), and 10 wt. % Vitadur 352N 

(0.48 N ± 0.09). 

As discussed previously in Section 6.4.2, this decrease in force as wt. % increases 

could be due to the increased presence of particulates and decreased amount of polymer, 

making the material more brittle than compared to 0 wt. %. From the hardness and Ē data, 

we can see that hardness is affected vastly more than Ē as wt. % increases, overall 

affecting the 
𝐻3

Ē2  ratio (mentioned in Section 4.4.3). Figure 7.23 shows the mean force 

required to cut the artificial teeth against the  
𝐻3

Ē2
 ratio. A trend was observed for the 

composite teeth prepared in this study where increasing the wt. % resulted in a decrease 

in the cutting force, which was consistent across the range of material groups. Variations 

in data from the trend line are possible due to the presence of voids within the printed 

composites; however, analysis of the data in Figure 7.11 showed no significant difference 

in volume when comparing different material groups. One hypothesis was that the 

porosity was linked to the size of the particles (Figure 7.2); however, no correlation 

between particle size and porosity was noted. Distribution of particulates, however, could 
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be the reason in the variations. To prove this, more samples of the same wt. % and material 

should be imaged and analysed, a possible future experiment. 352N composites showed 

the biggest percentage decrease in force (53.57%) as wt. % increased, with GF composites 

showing the least change, 28.99%. Similar forces (± 0.02) seen between the 25 wt. % 

HAp, 20 wt. % CHAp, 25 wt. % CHAp, and extracted enamel. For extracted dentine, 25 

wt. % GF, 5 wt. % CHAp, 5 wt. % FM, and 10 wt. % 352N had similar forces (± 0.02), 

as well as similar ratios. Our results, therefore, indicate that HAp, CHAp composites 

closely resemble enamel, whereas, GF, CHAp, FM, 352N composites require cutting 

forces that analogous to those required to cut through dentine.  

 

Figure 7.23: Average force required to cut composite teeth against 
𝐻3

Ē2 . A logarithmic trendline 

was fitted, with the equations and R2 values referring to the artificial teeth and extracted teeth 

values. 

 It is worth noting that the values do not match that as seen in Section 6.3, and were 

statistically significant, suggesting that geometry plays a part in the force cutting. Again, 

it is also worth noting that the sample shapes and sizes were different when measuring 

hardness and Ē, explaining the difference in values.   
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7.4.3 Product Development 

Once potential enamel and dentine analogues had been identified, the various 

enamel and dentine materials were mix and matched and combined to produce 12 

different combinations. Each material was printed separately and fixed together with 

excess enamel material; the under-sizing of the dentine proved invaluable in fixing the 

materials together. However, from the XMT (Figure 7.18) and SEM images (Figure 7.19), 

there was evidence of large voids in the artificial enamel-dentine interface, due to pressure 

being released early before full curing took place, in future production, the enamel and 

dentine should be compressed together for longer to ensure complete curing has taken 

place. The addition of extra enamel material could be done incrementally on both 

structures before the enamel cap is placed on top; however, this would increase 

manufacturing time and lead to possible curing before assembly, meaning the enamel 

would not fix to the dentine.  

From the clinician study, however, there were no apparent signs that the voids 

affected the force data being recorded. With the force data ranging from 1.09-1.44 N for 

the developed composites, extracted teeth ranged from 1.04-1.35 N and commercially 

available artificial teeth ranging from 2.20-3.71 N. The data between the three groups 

shows that the developed composites closely resemble that of extracted teeth than the 

commercial artificial teeth. Statistical analysis showed that there was no significant 

difference between the 25 wt. % GF and 10 wt. 352N dentine groups, however, there were 

differences recorded with the other dentine groups, suggesting that the dentine has a 

greater effect on the force required to cut than enamel. This finding is most likely because 

the dentine is the larger structure and more time is spent cutting this than the enamel 

structure which is 3-6 mm thick. However, differences between groups were negligible, 

the 5 wt. % CHAp dentine group overall recorded the closest match to extracted teeth. 

Although, there were no significant differences between the enamel groups within the 5 
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wt. % CHAp dentine, going forward, 20 wt. % HAp enamel would be the chosen material, 

as this requires the least amount of filler material to produce. In terms of manufacturing 

costs, this would be significant when looking into mass-producing these materials for 

creating mimetic artificial teeth for teaching and training.  

7.5 Conclusions 

In conclusion, the 3D printed composites produced from XMT imaging datasets 

using a range of particulate reinforcements also produced a range of cutting forces. 

Significantly, samples of HAp, CHAp and GF, CHAp, FM, 352 N required cutting forces 

that were comparable to enamel and dentine, respectively. A mechanical model 

previously introduced in Section 4.4.3 was shown to describe the relationship empirically 

between cutting force and the  
𝐻3

Ē2   ratio of mechanical properties, suggesting the 

importance of such a ratio over absolute material mechanical properties in defining a 

haptic response to cutting described from the mean cutting forces. Thus, 3D printed 

composite teeth that mimic the morphology, and the mechanical cutting response of 

extracted teeth were successfully produced. The next stage, however, would be to get 

feedback on these 3D printed teeth from clinicians and undergraduate dental students.  
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Chapter 8   

Student’s Perception of 3D Printed Models 

This chapter explores the use of 3D printing and virtual reality as an educational 

tool, with a particular focus on students’ thoughts and perception of the use of these tools 

in their education. Firstly, looking at how 3D printed models can be introduced and used 

in an undergraduate dental setting, in particular within anatomy and dental material 

modules. Secondly, investigating how students interact within a VR setting and how they 

feel this technology could be introduced into their education. Thirdly, asking students 

their opinions and feedback on the 3D printed artificial teeth developed in this project 

using the materials that closely resemble that of extracted enamel and dentine (Chapter 

7).  

This experimental work utilises published work from another author, the virtual 

tooth model published on Sketchfab by Davis (2018) when discussing VR. Permission 

was obtained from the author before use in this study. 

8.1 Introduction 

As mentioned previously, SBME is an established method used to ensure students 

and clinicians acquire the necessary skills needed for safe clinical practice (O'Brien et al., 

2016). This is an invaluable teaching skill in both the medical and dental field, as it allows 

participants to practise procedural skills in a realistic environment with no risk to patients. 

As discussed previously (Section 2.2), in undergraduate dentistry, this is typically carried 

out by dissections, prosections and the use of artificial teeth in phantom heads; however, 

as previously discussed, there are drawbacks to these techniques (Topp, 2004). 
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Anatomical models are also utilised in teaching anatomy; however, the limitation of these 

models is that they do not display anatomical difference (Sugand et al., 2010). Therefore, 

the use of extracted teeth is seen as the gold standard, however, as discussed previously, 

recently, numbers of extracted teeth available to dental schools are in decline, so dental 

schools opt for artificial teeth, typodonts, which are typically mounted in a simulated head 

(phantom head) (Abu Eid et al., 2013). Yet, although this method is utilised in dental 

schools, as this project has suggested and within previous literature (Abu Eid et al., 2013; 

Al-Sudani & Basudan, 2016) students have difficulties in performing procedures on these 

artificial teeth due to the lack of realism and the increased force required to cut these. 

Therefore, the suggestion proposed in this project was a 3D printed alternative made from 

materials with similar cutting force than that of extracted enamel and dentine.  

The use of 3D printing allows for clinical cases and situations to be replicated in 

a safe environment, and this is a useful tool in particular for clinicians, as it allows for the 

interaction of an individual patient’s anatomy in a real environment multiple times. The 

literature on the use of 3D printing in SBME is growing, in particular, more recently 

Reymus et al. (2018) produced an available workflow for dental educational institutions 

with access to CBCT and 3D printing facilities to create resin teeth for endodontic 

teaching purposes. The authors asked the students the advantages of using these teeth 

compared to extracted teeth; the students rated the availability of these teeth higher (89%) 

over fairness due to standardisation (82%), more comfortable to practise all endodontics 

(67%) and hygiene (43%). Although the students recognised the advantages of producing 

teeth via 3D printing, the authors failed to ask the students their perceptions of these teeth, 

and whether they preferred these teeth compared to current artificial teeth their school 

used.  

In another study, Hanafi et al. (2020) produced a modular 3D printed dental 

training model composing of 3D printed and extracted teeth, all for endodontic training. 
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Using a similar method that was outlined in Reymus et al. (2018), the authors collected 

CBCT data of a human skull and converted it into a .stl file; they then produced a lower 

jaw model with removable teeth which was presented to 68 students to perform root canal 

treatment on both the 3D printed teeth and the extracted teeth. The procedure was then 

subsequently evaluated, and it was found that overall, 85% of the teeth had acceptable 

treatment; however, the authors do not specify if this was on the 3D printed models or the 

extracted teeth. After carrying out the procedure, students were asked their perceptions 

on the model, and the overall consensus was that the students highly rated the training 

model despite it being more demanding, due to the lack of full visibility when placed 

within the phantom head. Overall, 96% of the students said they felt better prepared for 

the clinical situation and recommended the models’ use in pre-clinical training and 

teaching. The authors concluded that the perceptions of the students were vital in 

evaluating this 3D printed model.  

As well as 3D printing, VR has also emerged at the same time, often seen as 

competing technologies, VR offers a more virtual teaching method compared to the 

physical constraints of 3D printing (Redwood et al., 2017). However, Erolin (2019) stated 

that although VR offers students a more in-depth learning experience (being able to 

manipulate and visualise more in 3D), the technology is expensive and quite in-effective 

for large study groups. The author recommended a combined teaching method of both 3D 

printing and VR to counteract the drawbacks of each technology. 

Therefore, this study aims to provide students with 3D printed and VR models 

and to evaluate the perception of these technologies and whether they would recommend 

the use within pre-clinical teaching and training.  
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8.2 Materials and Methods 

8.2.1 Model Preparation 

All models (3D printed or VR) were prepared as outlined previously in Section 

3.3, using data collected from extracted teeth. Models were modified in Meshlab and 

Autodesk Meshmixer before being exported to the appropriate slicing software (Section 

3.3.1). All deciduous teeth were provided under ethical approval obtained from Queen 

Mary Research Ethics Committee (QMREC2011/62).  

8.2.2 Questionnaire Design 

All questionnaires were provided after participation was undertaken with either 

the 3D printed models or the VR set-up. Questionnaires provided were comprised of 

closed and open questions with Likert scale questions. Participants were informed before 

taking the questionnaires, that involvement was voluntarily, and that data was being 

collected for the purpose of research within this project. 

8.2.2.1 Deciduous Tooth Anatomy 

114 students (50 first year, 21 second year, 19 third year, 18 fourth year and 6 fifth 

year) undertaking a deciduous anatomy lecture were provided with natural deciduous 

teeth, and their enlarged 3D printed equivalents, the students were asked if they could 

identify the teeth and were then provided with a questionnaire asking them to rate the 3D 

printed models. The questionnaire presented to the students can be found in Appendix B. 

8.2.2.2 Virtual Tooth Anatomy 

The VR demonstration took place over two days (22nd-23rd June 2019) at the 

Institute of Dentistry Open Day, where 103 participants took part in the online 

questionnaire hosted on SurveyMonkey (SVMK Inc., USA). Participants included 
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undergraduate and postgraduate students as well as professionals, who all took part in the 

VR demonstration and were then asked to fill in the online questionnaire either with the 

laptop provided or at a later date using a QR code provided. The cut-off point for any 

submission was the 30th June 2019. The questionnaire presented to the participants can 

be found in Appendix B. 

8.2.2.3 3D Printed Typodont Evaluation 

Ten third-year undergraduate dental students were asked to evaluate the 

developed multi-material typodont, with the evaluation being carried out blind. Students 

were presented with two artificial teeth, a mandibular right first molar from Frasaco and 

a mandibular left first molar printed with the developed materials. Both teeth were nail 

varnished to prevent students from knowing which tooth was which; the teeth were 

subsequently labelled A and B. The teeth were mounted to a lower jaw model and students 

were asked to perform a Class I cavity preparation using a high-speed diamond bur on 

both teeth. The students were given no time constraints, and once completed, were asked 

to fill out a questionnaire. The questionnaire presented to the students can be found in 

Appendix B. 

The evaluation of the 3D printed typodonts was limited to ten third-year 

undergraduate dental students due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Initially the study was 

designed to include more participants and focus groups to gather more feedback, 

however, the study was restricted to a questionnaire-based evaluation and limited contact 

with the participants. 
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8.3 Results 

8.3.1 Deciduous Tooth Anatomy 

XMT datasets were converted into 3D printed models utilising the methods 

outlined in 3.3. Eight different deciduous teeth were scanned and printed, including teeth 

with roots and reabsorbed roots; these were then scaled up to six times its original size, 

and were given to students and staff, along with extracted deciduous teeth. Figure 8.1 

shows the models that were given to both students and staff.  

 

Figure 8.1: 3D printed deciduous tooth models to a scale factor of six. Top (Left to Right) – 

Maxillary second molar, mandibular first molar, maxillary second molar, maxillary lateral 

incisor. Bottom (Left to Right) – Mandibular canine, mandibular first molar, maxillary canine, 

maxillary central incisor. 

 Overall, 127 participants took part in the questionnaire, 13 members of staff, 50 

first year, 21 second year, 19 third year, 18 fourth year and 6 fifth-year undergraduate 

dental students. Figure 8.2 shows the responses that were received from the 

questionnaires and the distribution of answers between the different participants. 
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Question one (Figure 8.2.A) focussed on whether the participants would use the 

models given again, overall, 98% of participants said they would use the models again, 

with 2% responding no. The 2% was made up of one second-year student and one third-

year student. 

Question two (Figure 8.2.B) asked if the participants knew if the models were 3D 

printed, the majority of the responses were no, they were not aware (61%) with 39% of 

the participants aware the models were 3D printed. 

Question three (Figure 8.2.C) was regarding the larger size of the models and 

whether the participants found it easier to understand and identify parts of the anatomy. 

The consensus from across the participants was that they strongly agreed with the 

statement (47%), 35% agreed, 10% neutral and 8% disagreeing with the statement (6% 

disagree, 2% strongly disagree). 

Question four (Figure 8.2.D) was looking at the advantage of being able to hold 

and move the models freely (extracted deciduous teeth had to be handled with gloves), in 

understanding the anatomy. 62% of the participants strongly agreed with the statement, a 

further 32% agreed, 3% were neutral, and 5% disagreed (1% disagree, 2% strongly 

disagree). 

Question five (Figure 8.2.E) was the statement “I could easily identify what the 

models were”, the response with the largest percentage was ‘agree’ with 39%, neutral 

with 33%, ‘strongly agree’ with 25% and disagree with 3%, ‘strongly disagree’ recorded 

0%. 

Question six (Figure 8.2.F) directly compared the models with extracted 

deciduous teeth and asked the participants whether they preferred to use the models over 
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the extracted teeth. The answer with the largest response was neutral with 33%, ‘agree’ 

with 29%, ‘strongly agree’ 25%, ‘disagree’ with 10% and ‘strongly disagree’ with 3%. 

Question seven (Figure 8.2.G) asked the participants what they liked most about 

the models; the question itself was open, allowing participants to add their own opinions. 

Five distinct answers came back from the participants; the models were cleaner than the 

extracted teeth (3%), the models had a high level of detail (25%), the size of the models 

(64%), the range of teeth on offer, for example, the use of teeth with reabsorbed roots 

(3%) and the shape of the teeth were considered to be realistic (3%). 3% of the participants 

opted not to answer the question.  

Similar to question seven, question eight (Figure 8.2.H) asked the participants 

what they liked least about the models, again the question was open. Seven distinct 

answers were recorded; the models were cleaner than the extracted teeth (1%), the models 

lacked detail (17%), the models were too small (3%), the colour of the models, the 

participants asking for realistic colouring and shading (20%), more range of teeth, many 

participants asked for the permanent dentition to be printed as well (12%), some 

participants believed the shape was not realistic (8%) and that the models were too fragile 

(4%). 35% of the participants chose not to answer the question.  

Question nine (Figure 8.2.I) wanted to know what the participants would change 

about the models. The answers that came back were similar to that of question eight’s, 

with the participants saying they would change; the level of detail, asking for information 

on the model, i.e. why it was extracted? (11%), the size of the models, asking for larger 

sizes (7%), the colour of the models, more realistic colouring and shading (35%), more 

variety of teeth available (9%), more realistic shape (2%) and realistic scaling (1%). 35% 

chose not to answer the question.  
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Figure 8.2: Responses from the deciduous tooth model questionnaire. A. Would you use the 

models provided again? B. Did you know that the models used in the session were 3D printed? 

C. The larger size of the models made it easier to understand the anatomy. D. The ability to hold 

and move the models made it easier to understand the anatomy. E. I could easily identify what 

the models were. F. I prefer to use the models compared to extracted teeth. G. What did you like 

the most about the models? H. What did you like the least about the models? I. If any, what 

changes would you make to the models? 

 Question 10 of the questionnaire was left for any further comments, with many of 

the participants taking the chance to say they liked the models and also reiterating what 

they said in questions eight and nine.  

8.3.2 Virtual Tooth Anatomy 

Figure 8.3 shows the different views and points of interest of the VR tooth 

demonstration, where participants were taken with the demonstrator providing 

background information to each specific location.  
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Figure 8.3: Views from the VR tooth demonstration developed by Davis (2018). A. View of the 

whole tooth model. B. View from the access canal of the root. C. View from the occlusal 

surface. D. View from inside the enamel. E. View from the dentine. F. View of an enamel pearl. 

G. View from inside the pulp chamber. H. View from the root apex. 

 Figure 8.4 shows the responses from the participants of the VR tooth 

demonstration; overall 103 took part in the questionnaire, question one asked the 

participants at which stage of education they were, the breakdown of the 103 participants 

were; 8 at GCSE stage, 64 at A-Level/BTEC stage, 16 were undergraduates, 7 were 

postgraduates, and 8 were qualified clinicians/professionals.  

Question two (Figure 8.4.A) asked the participants if, before this demonstration, 

had they ever experience VR before, 52% of the participants had, with 48% of the 

participants first time being the tooth demonstration. 
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Question three (Figure 8.4.B) asked the participants on a scale of excellent to poor 

how would they rate the VR experience. 68% of all participants rated the experience 

excellent, with 27% rating is very good and 5% rating it good. None of the participants 

rated the experience fair or poor.  

Question four (Figure 8.4.C) was regarding how informative the participants 

found the demonstration, rating from extremely information to not at all informative. 59% 

said they found the demonstration extremely information, 37% very information and 4% 

somewhat informative. None of the participants rated the demonstration not so or not at 

all informative. 

Question five (Figure 8.4.D) looked at the comfortability of the headset, asking 

participants if they found the headset extremely comfortable to not at all comfortable. 

58% found the headset extremely comfortable, 28% said very comfortable, and 14% said 

somewhat comfortable. None of the participants rated the headset, not so or not at all 

comfortable. 

Question six (Figure 8.4.E) asked the participants if there was anything they liked 

most about the demonstration; the question was open to allow participants to add their 

own answers. 14% of the participants said they enjoyed the size of the tooth, and 19% 

said they enjoyed the detail of the model. 67% chose not to answer the question. 

Question seven (Figure 8.4.F) asked where there was anything the participants 

liked least about the demonstration, again the question was left open for participants to 

add their own answers. 3% said there was not enough detail within the model, 3% said 

the colours were unrealistic, 4% were unhappy to queue for the demonstration, and 6% 

found the transition from one area of interest to another uncomfortable. 84% of 

participants chose not to answer the question.  
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Following on from question seven, question eight (Figure 8.4.G) asked if the 

participants what improvements should be made to the demonstration. 4% said they 

wanted more written details about the area of interest, 6% suggested a second headset, 

4% recommended the introduction of sounds to the experience, and 5% suggested using 

realistic colouring. 81% of participants chose not to answer the question. 

The final question, question nine (Figure 8.4.H) asked if the experience was made 

available online for free, would they recommend the tooth model, 100% of the 

participants said they would recommend the experience to others.  
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Figure 8.4: Responses from the VR tooth demonstration questionnaire. A. Have you used VR 

before? B. Overall, how would you rate the VR experience? C. How informative did you find 

the VR experience? D. How comfortable did you feel using the VR headset? E. Was there 

anything you liked the most about the VR experience? F. Was there anything you liked least 

about the VR experience? G. What improvements would you make? H. Finally, if this 

experience was available free online, would you recommend to others? 

Similar to the questionnaire in Section 8.2.2.1, space was added at the end of the 

questionnaire to allow participants to add any further comments regarding the experience. 

Answers included how much they enjoyed the demonstration with others reiterating what 

they stated in questions eight and nine.  

8.3.3 3D Printed Typodont Evaluation 

The 3D printed composite typodonts were redesigned to have a Frasaco base to 

attach the 3D printed teeth to a Frasaco lower jaw model. Both mandibular first molars 

were painted with nail varnish as to ensure students were unable to identify the Frasaco 

and 3D printed typodonts and were then presented with both teeth attached to a lower jaw 

model (Figure 8.5). Students were then asked to perform a Class I cavity preparation and 

afterwards were presented with a questionnaire.  
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Figure 8.5: Mandibular first molars mounted in a lower jaw model. A. Mandibular right first 

molar (Frasaco typodont). B. Mandibular left first molar (3D printed typodont).  

 The questionnaire was given to 10 third-year undergraduate students who were 

asked to compare the developed 3D printed typodont with a Frasaco typodont. All 

students answered the questionnaires after performing a cavity preparation of both 

artificial teeth. 

 Question one (Figure 8.6.A) asked the participants which tooth was easier to cut, 

100% of the participants stated that the tooth labelled B (3D printed tooth) was the easiest 

to cut. 

Question two (Figure 8.6.B) asked the students to rate the tooth labelled A on a 

scaled of 1 to 10 on how the tooth compared to an extracted tooth when cutting, 1 being 

not at all and 10 being exactly the same. From the 10 responses, an average rating of 2.3 

(± 0.75) was acquired. 

Question three (Figure 8.6.C) was the same as question two but asked students 

about the tooth labelled B, from the 10 responses, an average rating of 6.1 (± 0.99) was 

acquired. 
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Question four (Figure 8.6.D) asked the participants which tooth they would prefer 

to use in the future, with the possibility of answering tooth A, tooth B or neither. Overall, 

70% answered tooth B, with 30% answering neither, 0% answered tooth A. 
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Figure 8.6: Responses from the 3D printed typodont questionnaire. A. Which tooth was easier to 

cut? B. On a scale of 1-10, how did tooth A compare to a real tooth in terms of cutting? (1 = Not 

at all. 10 = Exactly the same). C. On a scale of 1-10, how did tooth B compare to a real tooth in 

terms of cutting? (1 = Not at all. 10 = Exactly the same). D. Which tooth would you prefer to 

practise on in the future? 

 Question five asked the participants, “if any, what improvements would you make 

to either of the teeth? If something specific to a particular tooth, please label which tooth 

you are referring to”. The majority of the participants chose not to answer the question; 

however, two of the three participants that answered ‘neither’ for question four, wrote 

that they would prefer to use real extracted teeth in the future compared to artificial teeth.  

8.4 Discussion 

The use of tooth replicas is well established in dental education; however, there is 

a lack of 3D printed and VR models commonly used within dental schools (Hanafi et al., 

2020). Recent studies have established multiple routes in which these current 

technologies can be introduced, in this study we looked at the perceptions of students and 

how they interacted with 3D printed and VR models in an educational setting. 

8.4.1 Deciduous Tooth Anatomy 

Based on the feedback from the participants, overall, the students found the 

deciduous tooth models useful in understanding the anatomy. Deciduous teeth were 
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chosen due to their small and intricate anatomy, and it was hypothesised that if students 

were presented with larger models, then students would find it easier to identify the 

intricate anatomy of deciduous teeth. From the results 82% of the participants (47% 

strongly agree, 35% agree) found that the larger sizes helped to better understand the 

anatomy of deciduous teeth, with 94% (62% strongly agree, 32% agree) attributing the 

ability to hold and move the models to understand the anatomy better. Traditionally 

extracted deciduous teeth can be as small as 10 mm in length (or shorter if the roots are 

reabsorbed), making it challenging to identify key features, and being extracted, using 

extracted teeth have a potential risk of infection for students; therefore, PPE should be 

worn, and contact with the teeth is kept to a minimum. The ability to hold and feel the 

teeth helped to understand key features better and help to identify the teeth. Gadaleta et 

al. (2019) explored the use of 3D printed temporal bone as a tool for surgery simulation, 

the models themselves were manufactured in PLA, and the authors noted that surgeons 

benefitted more from the ability to hold and manipulate the models compared to studying 

from a textbook. 

Question six asked whether the participants could easily identify the models; 39% 

of the responses agreed that they could easily identify the teeth; the second-highest 

response was 33% who neutral from the statement. The majority of the ‘neutral’ response 

came from the first-year cohort, and this can be easily explained by the fact the students 

were asked to identify these teeth from only experiencing a handful of deciduous anatomy 

classes. As the students’ progress, in particular, the second to fourth-year students ‘agree’ 

with the statement compared to ‘neutral’ and with staff and fifth-year students answering 

‘strongly agree’ compared to ‘agree’ and ‘neutral’, this is most likely due to extra years 

of training on deciduous teeth compared to the models themselves. However, due to the 

inconsistent sample sizes throughout the different levels of education, it is difficult to 
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conclude; moreover, in future studies, the sample size should be kept similar throughout 

the different levels of training to compare responses more accurately.  

When asked about what the participants liked most about the models, size came 

out on top (64%), with this being the top response from all different stages of education, 

this response would corroborate the answers from question three. When asked, the 

participants stated that the colour was the thing that they liked least (20%) about the 

models, the models were prepared using a single colour resin, with 35% asking for 

different colouring and shading as an improvement, the addition of colour would be 

beneficial in immediately identifying problems such as cavities, however for future use 

of these models, colour can be artificially added to try and replicate realistic colouring as 

seen in Xiao et al. (2014). The second most common response was level of detail (17%), 

asking for more information regarding the teeth, for this study no additional information 

was given as the deciduous teeth were anonymised as per the requirements of the ethical 

approval. Despite this, for future reference, a QR code (2D barcode) could be added to 

the models, allowing students to scan the models that would redirect them to a site that 

had more information on the teeth, identifying critical parts of the anatomy as well as 

offering information on the reason for extraction. This recommendation could easily be 

paired with the technology seen in Section 8.2.2.2, allowing students to view the model 

in VR or AR and explore the anatomy in more depth.  

Despite positive feedback on the enlarged models, and participants agreeing (25% 

strongly agree, 29% agree) that they would prefer to use the models over extracted teeth, 

the largest response was 33% ‘neutral’, suggesting that although students and staff liked 

the model, the use of extracted deciduous teeth is still essential in learning anatomy. This 

is a common perception amongst students found in multiple studies; Al-Sudani & 

Basudan (2016); Reymus et al. (2018); Hanafi et al. (2020). Although students could see 

the benefits of using alternatives such as 3D printed models over extracted teeth, the 
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consensus is that extracted teeth were still the ‘gold standard’ in learning anatomy as this 

offers the most realistic SBME, compared to artificial models. Allowing students to better 

understand and contextualise the anatomy.  

8.4.2 Virtual Tooth Anatomy 

From the online questionnaire, a total of 103 responses were recorded, with the 

majority of the participants being at A-level/BTEC level of education (62%), the event in 

which the demonstration was held was at an open day for prospectus students wishing to 

do undergraduate Dentistry at QMUL.  

It is worth noting that the VR demonstration was used to access students’ 

perceptions about the technology, this study was not used to evaluate its effectiveness 

compared to the 3D printed models discussed in the other studies. 

It was found that 67% of the participants that had used a VR headset before the 

demonstration was more likely to answer extremely or very comfortable for question five 

(Figure 8.4.D). Suggesting a level of competency and comfortability when having 

previous experience with VR, when discussing with participants after the demonstration, 

the ones that answered, ‘somewhat comfortable’, explained that this was referring to the 

transition between areas of interest. It was decided before the demonstration that 

participants would be directed around the tooth by the demonstrator controlling via a 

keyboard rather than a handheld controller given to participants. This was to ensure, 

participants with no prior experience with VR would accidentally change settings which 

were controllable via the handheld controller.  

It was found when participants were given the option of adding their answers to 

questions; a vast majority chose not to answer, question six (67%), question seven (84%) 

and question eight (81%). This is a common occurrence when participants are asked to 
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write answers rather than simply select a response (Boynton & Greenhalgh, 2004; Insight 

& Feedback Team, 2018). However, despite the significant ‘none’ response, the feedback 

regarding the VR demonstration was seen as generally positive, with 100% saying they 

would recommend the model to colleagues if made freely available online. Like the 3D 

printed deciduous models, participants rated size and level of detail when referring to 

aspects that they liked most about the demonstration. When asked about the elements they 

liked least about the demonstration, participants wanted to know more details regarding 

the tooth that the model was based on and the lack of realistic colouring, all responses 

similar to that obtained from the 3D printed deciduous teeth. Therefore, participants 

suggested more description be added to the numbered points that were used to navigate 

the users. This could easily be adapted for future demonstrations, as well as receiving 

input from clinicians on identifying critical aspects of the tooth. Other suggestions, 

included adding sounds to the model, sounds that would correspond to the material that 

they were standing on, currently, this level of editing is not available with the Sketchfab 

website; however, this could be a potential addition soon.  

Other studies within the literature have shown positive feedback when using VR 

in a dental setting, but issues with availability and access are seen as an issue (Gottlieb et 

al., 2011; de Boer et al., 2015). In 2015, the University of Dundee’s School of Dentistry 

published virtual models, created 3D interactive dental models on the website Sketchfab2, 

to positive reception from students. These 3D interactive models have replaced traditional 

printed handouts and books by installing a computer at each station within the dissection 

room to provide bespoke dissection guides (Erolin, 2019). However, Erolin (2019) notes 

that typically, students, do not have access to high-end VR and AR set-ups at home, 

making the models challenging to be used in self-directed study. Despite this, VR and AR 

 
2 https://sketchfab.com/DundeeDental/models 

https://sketchfab.com/DundeeDental/models
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have been shown increased interactivity and enjoyment amongst students (Moro et al., 

2017). Despite the demonstration being used as an outreach tool for dental anatomy rather 

than an undergraduate teaching tool, the responses from students show that students 

would be willing to use the technology again, possibly as a teaching method.  

8.4.3 3D Printed Typodont Evaluation 

When evaluating the students’ opinions of the developed 3D printed artificial 

teeth, Frasaco artificial teeth were chosen as a comparison due to its use within the 

Institute of Dentistry at QMUL. The 3D printed typodont was manufactured to look like 

the Frasaco tooth and then both typodonts were painted, to ensure the evaluation was done 

blind and to ensure no bias. Ten third-year students were asked to take part in the 

questionnaire and to prepare Class I cavities in each tooth; third-year students were 

chosen due to their availability and their experience with preparing a Class I cavity (a 

skill learnt in the first year). It is suspected that different years groups may possibly have 

different views of the 3D printed typodonts, and for future studies it is recommended a 

wide range of different participants are used to get a more complete and accurate 

evaluation, however, despite COVID-19 restrictions, ten third-year students were able to 

participate, an ideal group of candidates because of their ‘safe beginners’ status. 

The students stated that the 3D printed tooth was easier to cut, and when likened 

to extracted teeth, the 3D printed tooth ranked higher (6.1 ± 0.99) compared to the Frasaco 

tooth (2.3 ± 0.75). This vast difference in tactile similarity, it most likely due to the 

amount of force needed to cut the tooth, as previously established in Section 4.3 and 

Section 7.3. With extracted enamel requiring 0.31 N (± 0.12), Frasaco enamel requiring 

0.69 N (± 0.21) and the 3D printed enamel requiring 0.36 N (± 0.03), this difference in 

force is reflected into the students’ perception on ease of cutting as well as the tactile 

similarity between the extracted teeth and the 3D printed teeth.  
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Overall, 70% of students said they would be happy to use the 3D printed typodonts 

again in future simulated practises, 20% said they would prefer to use extracted teeth in 

future simulations, suggesting that extracted teeth are still a popular choice amongst 

students. However, due to the small sample size used in the feedback, it is difficult to 

conclude a final suggestion that these typodonts could be used as a replacement for 

Frasaco teeth, more feedback, as well as comparison to other commercially available 

artificial teeth, is required, before conclusions can be drawn. Future studies would focus 

on larger sample sizes; however, initial results show a promising perception from students 

when using the developed 3D printed teeth.  

As mentioned previously (Section 8.2.2.3), the study was restricted by the 

COVID-19 pandemic, meaning access to participants was restricted to ten third-year 

undergraduates and a questionnaire-based study. Initially the study had intended to take 

focus groups from all years (first to fifth) to receive more in-depth feedback, to better 

understand how the students perceived the 3D printed typodonts and how they compared 

to the traditional artificial teeth they currently use. Following on from the students, the 

dental educators would be asked to evaluate the models, although this work was not 

carried out in this study, it will be recommended for future work (Section 9.2). However, 

if the other groups had been used it is assumed their perceptions would be different, for 

example, first-year students with no operative dental experience may struggle to use either 

the commercial or 3D printed typodont. Whereas a fifth-year may have a bias towards 

using all artificial teeth, after years of practice, or would be able to tell the difference 

between the commercial product or 3D printed typodont.  

8.5 Conclusion 

In conclusion, the need for an alternative to extracted teeth and dissections is 

required. Although artificial teeth and anatomical models offer a solution, there are many 
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limitations to these methods. The use of 3D printing and VR overcome these limitations, 

in particular to anatomical variety, and initial feedback gathered from this study, shows a 

willingness from students and staff to use these new innovative technologies. In terms, of 

tactile similarity, the developed 3D printed artificial teeth received positive initial 

feedback; however, a more extensive study needs to be conducted before the use of these 

teeth can be introduced in the teaching and training of undergraduate dental students.  
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Chapter 9  

General Conclusions and Recommendations 

This chapter is an overall summary of the conclusions drawn in Chapters 4, 5, 6, 

7 and 8, reviewing what has been achieved throughout this study, as well as 

recommending future work to be carried out, based on what has been completed so far.  

9.1 Conclusion 

In summary, within this study, the tactile feedback when cutting extracted and 

artificial teeth were established, offering insight as to why students are ‘unsatisfied’ with 

commercial typodonts. A novel technique was devised to measure the force when cutting 

teeth, utilising an automatic set-up as well as using clinicians to cut the teeth. The findings 

showed that more force was required to cut the commercial typodonts compared to the 

extracted teeth; this was demonstrated in both the automatic and clinician experiments. 

With the clinician and non-clinician experiment, more than double the force was required 

to cut the artificial teeth; this was the case for both clinicians and non-clinicians 

demonstrating this was not resultant on biasedness. These initial findings helped to form 

the basis of how developed composites should compare and how typodonts could be 

improved, to give students a more realistic simulation.  

An open-source method of converting XMT datasets into workable virtual 3D 

models was established and later used when creating 3D printed models and VR models 

of extracted teeth. The technique developed is like that used previously in other literature, 

and it was suggested that the accuracy when producing 3D printed models was dependent 

on multiple factors including the choice of 3D printing technology, highlighting the 

importance of correct parameter settings.  
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From the results of the initial composite material testing, it was found that either 

SLA or DLP was the most appropriate 3D printing techniques for developing a material 

suitable for cutting with a high-speed dental handpiece. FFF or SLS printed materials 

were deemed unsuitable due to their difficulties in cutting; however, in previous literature, 

it was found that these models may offer alternative SBME models. Although not suitable 

to be used as a haptic model, SLS produces high quality and accurate models that could 

be vital in teaching, whereas FDM offers a range of materials that could produce models 

with novel features (colour-changing structures, dissolvable structures). 

The development of a 3D printable material reinforced with dental materials 

proved successful in recreating similar tactile feedback when cutting, this similarity in 

cutting force was seen to be based on the relationship between hardness and Ē rather than 

the mechanical properties individually. This ‘brittleness’ relationship suggested that the 

more brittle a material was, the less force was required to fracture the material. This 

mechanical relationship, as well as shape and geometry of the specimen, helped to 

recreate haptically similar materials. Typodonts were successfully created that both 

mimicked morphology and mechanical cutting responses, based on HAp and CHAp 

materials.  

Students’ perceptions of 3D printed, and VR models were investigated, and 

typically students perceived these models positively, suggesting their future use within 

dental education along with suggested improvements from the students. Initial feedback 

of the 3D printed typodonts suggested students favoured the 3D printed teeth over a 

commercial product, forming the basis for future studies involving a larger sample size 

and these developed typodonts.  
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9.2 Recommended Future Work 

− The study was limited by the sample size of the final feedback for the developed 

typodonts, therefore, a future study involving a larger cohort of students as well 

as education providers to establish the suitability of the 3D printed teeth in dental 

education. Additionally, to also explore other procedures such as crown 

preparations and endodontic treatment.  

− Although initially mentioned and investigated, the development of endodontic 

SBME models utilising the developed 3D printed typodonts should be explored. 

The addition of a hydrogel pulp would help to establish a realistic SBME model 

and the ability to modify the pulp anatomy through editing software would help 

to develop varying degrees of difficulties for students.  

− The use of the Formlabs Ceramic Resin in Section 6.3, initially showed force 

feedback not too dissimilar to that of extracted tissue, more similar forces could 

be obtained through a firing process. The resin is intended to be fired within a 

furnace; a process designed to burn off much of the polymer leaving the ceramic 

particles behind. This process, in theory, should make the material more brittle, 

and in return, should decrease the force required to cut. This process could also 

be investigated for the materials developed within this study.  

− The aesthetics of the 3D printed typodonts were not thoroughly investigated; 

therefore, a future recommendation would be to explore the possibility of 

introducing artificial colouring and shading to recreate a realistic aesthetic. The 

addition of a thin varnish or glaze to enamel could help to provide a more 

‘porcelain’ effect to the enamel structure. 

−  Initial feedback of the 3D printed and VR models was positive and demonstrated 

students’ willingness to use the technologies again; future studies could 
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investigate the effect of utilising these models on students’ performance and 

whether the models help students to learn.  
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Appendix A Supplementary Material 

XMT Scanning Parameters 

 Table A shows the parameters used when imaging particular samples with 

MuCAT2, providing information on the length of scan, number of projections, number of 

blocks, voxel size (resolution), voltage and current.  

Table A: Scanning settings used for XMT. 

Figure Scan Time 
No. of 

Proj. 

No. of 

Blocks 

Vox. Size 

(μm) 

Voltage 

(keV) 

Current 

(μA) 

Figure 4.5 26 h 51 min 1503 3 15.0 90 180 

Figure 4.6 2 h 5 min 603 1 30.0 40 405 

Figure 4.7 2 h 22 min 963 1 30.0 40 405 

Figure 4.8 2 h 11 min 675 1 30.0 40 405 

Figure 4.9 2 h 11 min 675 1 30.0 40 405 

Figure 4.10 2 h 11 min 675 1 30.0 40 405 

Figure 4.11 2 h 35 min 705 1 30.0 40 405 

Figure 5.3 24 h 11 min 909 3 15.0 90 180 

Figure 5.4 18 h 55 min 711 3 15.0 90 180 

Figure 5.5 18 h 55 min 711 3 15.0 90 180 

Figure 5.6 26 h 34 min 999 3 15.0 90 180 

Figure 5.7 17 h 57 min 675 3 15.0 90 180 

Figure 5.8 60 h 12 min 1755 2 15.0 90 180 

Figure 5.9 46 h 8 min 1305 2 15.0 90 180 

Figure 5.10 36 h 2 min 1305 3 15.0 90 180 

Figure 5.12* 1 h 40 min 675 1 30.0 40 405 

Figure 5.13* 1 h 57 min 909 1 30.0 40 405 

Figure 5.16* 2 h 43 min 901 1 30.0 40 405 

Figure 5.17 3 h 42 min 1017 1 30.0 90 180 

Figure 7.8* 15 h 52 min 1701 2† 10.0 90 180 

Figure 7.9* 15 h 52 min 1701 2† 10.0 90 180 
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Figure 7.10* 15 h 52 min 1701 2† 10.0 90 180 

Figure 7.18 15 h 52 min 1701 2 10.0 90 180 

Figure C 1 h 35 min 639 1 30.0 90 180 

Figure D 1 h 35 min 639 1 30.0 90 180 

Figure E 1 h 35 min 639 1 30.0 90 180 

Figure F 1 h 35 min 639 1 30.0 90 180 

Figure G 1 h 35 min 639 1 30.0 90 180 

Figure H 1 h 35 min 639 1 30.0 90 180 

Figure I 1 h 35 min 639 1 30.0 90 180 

Figure J 1 h 35 min 639 1 30.0 90 180 

Figure M‡ 34 h 54 min 2223 3 30.0 90 180 

* = The figure contains multiple datasets in which the same XMT settings were used. 
† = Block scanning was not carried out; the same block was imaged twice with the 

resulting data being averaged to produce a high contrast dataset. 
‡ = Samples were imaged together in groups of four. 
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Topography of FFF Printed Tooth 

SEM was also carried out on the surface of a FFF printed mandibular first molar 

(Figure 5.13) to demonstrate the topography of the printed surface as well as to understand 

the layer adhesion. It can be seen in Figure A that there are defined layers, meaning the 

Ra would be higher (as shown in Figure 5.14). 

 

Figure A:  SEM images of an FFF printed mandibular first molar. A. Distal cusp surface. B. 

Occlusal surface. C. Neck, distal side. D. Buccal view.  
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Hydrogel Pulp 

 Utilising work carried out in Cresswell-Boyes (2015), a hydrogel pulp was created 

to give a realistic simulation for the 3D printed typodonts. The hydrogel was a mixture of 

6% Type B Bovine Gelatin (Sigma-Aldrich, Merck, Germany) and 5% Alginic Acid 

Sodium Salt Powder (Sigma-Aldrich, Merck, Germany) with the rest made up of distilled 

water and a few drops of red food colouring (Dr. Oetker, Germany). The constituents 

were placed within a falcon tube (50 ml) and placed within the rocking incubator at 37°C 

to allow for complete dissolution. The mixture was then centrifuged at 3000 rpm at 4°C 

for 6 min (Eppendorf 22 62 355-9, Eppendorf Ltd., UK), to remove any air bubbles. The 

mixture was then injected into the 3D printed model via an access canal (Figure B), 0.2 

mol of calcium chloride (Sigma-Aldrich, Merck, Germany) was added to crosslink the 

alginate present within the hydrogel. 

 

Figure B: The synthetic pulp manufactured from a hydrogel. A. 3D rendering of the pulp. B. 

Hydrogel pulp.  

 Due to the low molarity of the calcium chloride, the crosslinking only took place 

on the exposed surface of the synthetic pulp, meaning once the pulp was exposed through 

cutting, the hydrogel would flow, to simulate the exposure of the pulp. This synthetic pulp 

was presented given to students and received positive feedback. No study was carried on 

the pulp, however.  
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Deciduous Teeth XMT Dataset 

 XMT was utilised to capture high-resolution datasets of deciduous teeth used in 

Chapter 8. The datasets are presented in Figure C – Figure J. 

 

Figure C: XMT of an extracted deciduous maxillary second molar. 

 

Figure D: XMT of an extracted deciduous mandibular first molar. 
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Figure E: XMT of an extracted deciduous maxillary second molar. 

 

Figure F: XMT of an extracted deciduous maxillary lateral incisor. 

 

Figure G: XMT of an extracted deciduous mandibular canine. 
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Figure H: XMT of an extracted deciduous mandibular first molar. 

 

Figure I: XMT of an extracted deciduous maxillary canine. 

 

Figure J: XMT of an extracted deciduous maxillary central incisor. 
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Dental Materials Models 

Two models were created for a dental materials questionnaire, the first model, a 

model for impression materials, was created from multiples datasets (Section 5.3), which 

were modified to produce one model file. This model was printed using white PLA and 

the Wanhao Duplicator i3, printing resolution was 100 μm, and each model took around 

3 h to print (Figure K). The second model, a composite filling model, was made from two 

materials, transparent and opaque white resin (Formlabs) and was made from a segmented 

dataset (Figure 4.5), using the Formlabs Form 2, the enamel and dentine were printed 

separately at a 50 μm layer height and took around 2 h to print each structure (Figure L).  

Ten second-year undergraduate dental students were asked about the opinions 

regarding either the models used in impression materials or composite filling. Students 

were undergoing a practical session in a Dental Materials module; the students had to 

identify the impression material that had the highest detail once an impression was taken 

of the 3D printed model. Students were also asked to fill the artificial cavity created on 

the second model with composite incrementally; this session was designed to teach 

students how to apply filling composites.  
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Figure K: Impression material model made from multiple datasets. A. Impression model. B. 

Three types of impression material after taking an impression with the model. C. Close up 

image of the three types of impression material after taking an impression with the model. 
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Figure L: Composite filling model. Left to Right - Full model, enamel structure, dentine 

structure. 

Students perceptions of the models were positive, and each agreed that they would 

use the models again in a practical session.  
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Vertebrae Models 

Vertebrae samples from a study carried out by Boyde & Jones (1996), were 

imaged using XMT as part of an updated visualisation study (Cresswell-Boyes et al., 

2018b). Using the method outlined in Section 3.3, XMT datasets of the vertebrae were 

3D printing (using a Wanhao Duplicator i3 and wood-PLA) and optimised for VR (Figure 

M). The study was carried out to help better understand the datasets in 3D, a list of the 

vertebrae samples optimised for VR can be found in Appendix C. 

 

Figure M: A second lumbar (L2) vertebrae specimen. A. XMT reconstruction. B. 3D rendering. 

C. 3D printed model made using wood-PLA. D. VR rendering as viewed in Sketchfab.
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Appendix B Questionnaires 

 

Figure N: Questionnaire for the 3D printed deciduous models. 
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Figure O: Questionnaire for the VR tooth demonstration. 
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Figure P: Questionnaire for the 3D printed typodonts.  
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Appendix C Digital Resources 

Tooth Models 

Extracted Mandibular First Molar – Feb. 2018 

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2770645 

Artificial Mandibular First Molar – Feb. 2018 

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2770647 

Mandibular Left First Molar – Jan. 2019 

https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/mandibular-left-first-molar-

d8f3f2d2411445fea96d2b1073966b5c 

Human Deciduous Tooth – Jan. 2019 

https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/human-deciduous-tooth-

e3ed96462ca64ba6b4818b2417f93227 

Deciduous Mandibular Molar – Jan. 2019 

https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/deciduous-mandibular-molar-

ac1e514160dd4a57aad01f9da3c3eb8d 

Deciduous Maxillary Central Incisor – Jan. 2019 

https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/deciduous-maxillary-central-incisor-

7a086d86c9724fcdb49b4cc21d69b759 

Deciduous Maxillary Canine – Jan. 2019 

https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/deciduous-maxillary-canine-

e0cda705d9b74d2db34e3b45b129f730 

Class I Cavity Preparation – Apr. 2018 

https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/class-i-cavity-preparation-

cad27d2bc0ca446e93ac4dc7121c2206 

Force Measurements 

Class 1 Cavity Preparation #1 – Apr. 2018 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qppUBAnAWu0&t=17s 

Class 1 Cavity Preparation #2 – Apr. 2018 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IQgiDBQJZVU 

Class 1 Cavity Preparation #3 – Apr. 2018 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=282Te8GF-fQ&t=13s 

Class 1 Cavity Preparation #4 – Apr. 2018 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vtEz3Eyd8vQ&t=6s 

Class 1 Cavity Preparation #5 – Apr. 2018 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDYMZPjw_4U 

Vertebrae Models 

Vertebrae Sections – Jan. 2019 

https://sketchfab.com/alexjcb/collections/vertebrae-sections 

 

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2770645
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2770647
https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/mandibular-left-first-molar-d8f3f2d2411445fea96d2b1073966b5c
https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/mandibular-left-first-molar-d8f3f2d2411445fea96d2b1073966b5c
https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/human-deciduous-tooth-e3ed96462ca64ba6b4818b2417f93227
https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/human-deciduous-tooth-e3ed96462ca64ba6b4818b2417f93227
https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/deciduous-mandibular-molar-ac1e514160dd4a57aad01f9da3c3eb8d
https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/deciduous-mandibular-molar-ac1e514160dd4a57aad01f9da3c3eb8d
https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/deciduous-maxillary-central-incisor-7a086d86c9724fcdb49b4cc21d69b759
https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/deciduous-maxillary-central-incisor-7a086d86c9724fcdb49b4cc21d69b759
https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/deciduous-maxillary-canine-e0cda705d9b74d2db34e3b45b129f730
https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/deciduous-maxillary-canine-e0cda705d9b74d2db34e3b45b129f730
https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/class-i-cavity-preparation-cad27d2bc0ca446e93ac4dc7121c2206
https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/class-i-cavity-preparation-cad27d2bc0ca446e93ac4dc7121c2206
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qppUBAnAWu0&t=17s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IQgiDBQJZVU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=282Te8GF-fQ&t=13s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vtEz3Eyd8vQ&t=6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDYMZPjw_4U
https://sketchfab.com/alexjcb/collections/vertebrae-sections
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1. Cresswell-Boyes, A. J., Barber, A. H., Mills, D., Tatla, A., & Davis, G. R. (2018). 

Approaches to 3D Printing Teeth from X-Ray Microtomography. Journal of 

Microscopy, 272(3), 207-212. 

2. Cresswell-Boyes, A. J., Mills, D., Davis, G. R., & Boyde, A. (2018). L2 Bone 

Quality in Osteoporosis: BIOMED 1 Revisited. Orthopaedic Proceedings: a 

supplement to The Bone & Joint Journal, 100-B(Supplement 14), 76. 
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